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Fotoregulacija urejanja molekul v tankih p ovršinskih slo jih
I Z V LE Č E K
Derivati nukleobaz so zaradi svoje vsestranskosti predmet raziskav na mnogih
področjih, kot so medicina, biologija, znanost materialov, biokompatibilna
elektronika ipd. Modifikacija nukleobaz s fotoaktivnimi skupinami omogoča
optično regulacijo vodikovih vezi, ki se tvorijo med nukleobazami, kar pomeni, da
lahko lastnosti takih materialov preklapljamo, tako da jih osvetlimo s svetlobo
primerne valovne dolžine. V tem doktorskem delu so predstavljeni rezultati študij
obnašanja treh azo-funkcionaliziranih derivatov gvanozina v tankih površinskih
slojih, tako na vodni površini kot po prenosu na trdne substrate s tehniko
Langmuir-Blodgett. Kljub temu, da preučevane molekule nimajo tipične amfifilne
strukture, se je izkazalo, da so molekulski filmi, ki jih te molekule tvorijo na vodni
površini, dovolj stabilni, da je mogoče preučevati vpliv svetlobe na njihove
lastnosti. Tako smo lahko izmerili reverzibilno spreminjanje lastnosti filmov, tako
na vodni površini kot na trdnih substratih, pri osvetljevanju z UV in vidno
svetlobo. Za opis spreminjanja površinskega tlaka pri osvetljevanju z UV svetlobo
smo razvili matematični model na osnovi 2D Van der Waalsove enačbe stanja.
Razviti model se ujema z izmerjenimi fotoinduciranimi spremembami
površinskega tlaka v filmih sestavljenih iz mešanice derivatov dveh nukleobaz,
analiza izmerjenih podatkov preko tega modela pa nakazuje, da pri optičnem
osvetljevanju filma iz derivatov gvanozina in citidina pride do reverzibilnega
razdiranja vodikovih vezi med nukleobazami.
Ključne besede: nukleotidi, fotoizomerizacija, azobenzen, Langmuirjevi sloji,
sloji Langmuir-Blodgett, vodikova vez

Photoregulation of molecular assembly in thin surface films
A B S T R AC T
The versatility and many appealing properties of DNA nucleobase derivatives
have made them the target of investigations for use in a wide range of possible
applications: from medicine to novel materials for nanotechnology and
biocompatible electronics. By modifying a nucleobase with a photoactive moiety,
one is able to control the binding between nucleobases by irradiating the molecules
with light of specific wavelengths. In this doctoral thesis, I present the results of
the studies of the behaviour of three azo-functionalised guanosine derivatives in
thin surface films at the air-water interface and after transfer to solid substrates
by using the Langmuir-Blodgett method. Even though the studied molecules did
not possess a typical amphiphilic structure, we found that all of them formed
sufficiently stable films at the air-water interface. Furthermore, optical irradiation
induced changes in the measured properties of the films, and could be used to
reversibly switch the films from one state to the other using two different
wavelengths of light. Finally, a phenomenological model was developed to describe
the time dependence of surface pressure in a Langmuir film during irradiation
with actinic light. Using this model, we were able to show that the behaviour of
a mixed guanosine–cytidine film during irradiation was consistent with
photoinduced inhibition of hydrogen bonds.
Keywords: DNA nucleotides, photoisomerization, azobenzene, Langmuir
films, Langmuir-Blodgett films, hydrogen bonding
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1 Foreword
Layers of insoluble material on top of the water surface, such as a layer of oil
on top of water, can frequently be found in nature and the first experimental
studies of such layers go as far back as the 18th century. However, studies of these
films really took off at the beginning of the 20th century with Irving Langmuir
and Catharine Blodgett who developed the experimental and theoretical concepts
that underline our modern understanding of the behaviour of molecules in
insoluble monolayers. The eponymous Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) method is a
procedure for transferring a layer of molecules from a gas-liquid interface onto a
solid substrate where it can be more easily studied with various experimental
methods. In addition, layers transferred in this fashion produce 2D materials that
can possess interesting properties making them potential candidates for novel
materials to be used in technological applications.
An attractive extension of the standard LB methodology is adding dynamic
properties to the LB films by constructing them from molecules containing a
photoactive moiety, making it possible to influence their structural properties, and
consequently chemical and physical properties, via optical irradiation. The most
common molecules used for construction of photoactive films are azobenzene
derivatives, which change their configuration from a stretched trans to a bent cis
shape when irradiated with light of one wavelength (typically in the UV spectral
range) and vice versa when irradiated with light of another wavelength (typically
in the visible spectral range).
This doctoral thesis describes studies of the behaviour of thin molecular films
from azo-functionalized derivatives of DNA nucleobases. Because of their
versatility and many appealing properties, DNA and DNA nucleobases are being
investigated for use in a wide range of applications: from medicine to novel
materials for nanotechnology and even computer science. They can be designed
to self-assemble into various shapes, they can act as a conductor, semiconductor,
or isolator, depending on the nucleobase sequence, and they have wide-ranging
applications in biological systems, as well as media to interface between biological
and non-biological systems, such as various sensors and implants.
There are six main chapters in this thesis. Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical
background behind thin molecular layers, photoactive molecules, and DNA
nucleobases. Chapter 3 is an overview of the various experimental methods as well
as a description of the various molecules used in this work. Chapters 4–7 present
the most relevant results of my work. Chapter 4 contains the basic
characterization of Langmuir films formed by the three photoactive guanosine
derivatives used in this work. Chapter 5 describes the experimental results of the
experiments with optical irradiation of these derivatives in solution, in films at
the air-water interface and on solid substrates. Chapter 6 contains the analysis of
thermal cis-trans relaxation kinetics for these molecules in the different systems
studied in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 7 describes experiments with films mixed
15

from photoactive guanosine derivatives and non-photoactive derivatives of other
nucleobases. Here, a theoretical model was developed to describe the time
dependence of surface pressure during optical irradiation of the films. The results
of the analysis using this model suggest that optical irradiation in mixed films
reversibly breaks guanosine-cytidine pairs by inhibiting hydrogen bonding through
the change in the shape of the molecule.
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2 Theoretical introduction
2.1 THE GAS-LIQUID INTERFACE
The boundary (or interface) between a gas phase and a liquid phase is a region
of finite thickness in which the characteristics of one phase (such as density,
pressure, etc.) smoothly transition into those of the other phase1. For neutral
molecules, this thickness is typically no larger than one or two diameters of the
molecules composing the liquid phase2, so in a simplified view, we can often
consider the interface to be infinitely thin.

2.1.1 Interfacial energy and surface tension
The presence of a gas-liquid interface in a system introduces an additional term
to the total energy of the system which is proportional to the total surface area
of the interface. The proportionality constant between the change in Gibbs free
energy 𝐺𝐺 of the system and the change in surface area of the interface 𝑆𝑆 is called
surface tension and is typically denoted by the Greek letter 𝛾𝛾 3:
𝛾𝛾 = �

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
� .
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝑇𝑇 ,𝑝𝑝

(2.1)

The indices 𝑇𝑇 and 𝑝𝑝 indicate that the change is to be considered at constant
temperature and pressure. Surface tension is often defined in an equivalent way
as being the amount of work 𝑊𝑊 necessary to increase the surface of the interface
by a unit of area.
d𝑊𝑊 = 𝛾𝛾d𝑆𝑆

(2.2)

This formulation would suggest units of J/m2 for 𝛾𝛾, however, the equivalent unit
of N/m, or rather mN/m, is more commonly used.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the origin of surface tension. Molecules near the
interface in the liquid phase experience a net pull towards the interior of the liquid
phase.
The origin of surface tension lies in the attractive forces between molecules in
the liquid phase. Averaged over time, a molecule in the bulk phase experiences no
net force. However, because the density of molecules changes when passing
17

Surface tensionof water mN m

through a gas-liquid interface, a molecule at the interface experiences a net pull
towards the denser phase (see Figure 2.1). Since expanding the interface requires
moving molecules against this net force, work needs to be done on the system.
The value of surface tension depends on the temperature of the system. For an
air-water interface at room temperature, an increase in temperature of 1 °C results
in a decrease of surface tension of approximately 0.15 mN/m (see Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Temperature dependence of surface tension of an air-water interface
between 15 °C and 30 °C. The points represent data taken from Dortmund Data
Bank4, the line is a linear fit to that data.

2.1.2 Surfactant molecules
The nature of the air-water interface is heavily influenced by the ability of a
water molecule to form up to 4 hydrogen bonds with other water molecules. This
results in the high value of surface tensions for water5 since hydrogen bonds that
pull water molecules into the bulk are an order of magnitude stronger than Van
der Waals interactions present in other common liquids (see Table 2.1).
Compound

𝜸𝜸 [𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦/𝐦𝐦]

n-hexane

18.4

ethanol

22.1

isopropanol

23.0

acetone

25.2

chloroform

27.5

toluene

28.5

water

72.8

Table 2.1: Values of surface tension for some common solvents for an air-solvent
interface at 20 °C 6.
Surface active molecules (also known as surfactant molecules or surfactants)
are molecules that reduce the surface tension of a liquid when added to the
18

interface. Upon expansion of a water surface, the newly gained surface is
populated by surfactant molecules, allowing the water molecules to remain in the
bulk, which is energetically more favorable.
A typical molecule that can be adsorbed to the air-water interface is composed
of two parts: a non-polar (hydrophobic) “tail” and a polar (hydrophilic) “head”,
giving such molecules a dual, amphiphilic character. If the molecules are to form
a stable monolayer at the water surface, there must be a balance between the
hydrophilic character of the head and the hydrophobic character of the tail. If the
hydrophilicity of the head dominates, the molecules will dissolve into the water
subphase. On the other hand, if the hydrophobicity of the tail dominates, the
molecules tend to stack on top of each other to, forming droplets instead of a
single layer of molecules evenly spread over the water surface. An example of a
fatty acid, a typical amphiphilic molecule used in Langmuir-Blodgett experiments,
is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Structure of a typical surfactant molecule and its orientation at an
air-water interface. White beads represent hydrogen atoms, black beads represent
carbon atoms, and red beads represent oxygen atoms. The dashes denote hydrogen
bonds.

2.1.3 Surface pressure and the 2D gas equation
In a Langmuir-Blodgett trough system, the air-water interface is divided by
barriers into a region with surface 𝑆𝑆1 , where additional molecules are present at
the interface, and the rest of the interface with surface 𝑆𝑆2 (see Figure 2.4). The
presence of surfactant molecules adsorbed at the water surface in the first
region lowers the surface tension by an amount Δ𝛾𝛾, while the surface tension in
the second region is that of pure water, 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 . Using equation 2.2, the work required
to move the barriers so that the surface area of the first region decreases by d𝑆𝑆
and, consequently, the surface area of the second region increases by d𝑆𝑆, is:
d𝑊𝑊 = −(𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 − Δ𝛾𝛾)d𝑆𝑆 + 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 d𝑆𝑆 = Δ𝛾𝛾d𝑆𝑆.
19

(2.3)

Since the work done is positive, there must be a force, albeit a small one, that
attempts to resist the compression of the barriers. By analogy with the threedimensional system, in which the equivalent equation would be d𝑊𝑊 = 𝑝𝑝d𝑉𝑉 , where
𝑝𝑝 is pressure and 𝑉𝑉 is the volume of the system, we call Δ𝛾𝛾 surface pressure and
label it with the Greek letter 𝛱𝛱:
d𝑊𝑊 = 𝛱𝛱𝛱𝛱𝛱𝛱;

𝛱𝛱 = 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 − 𝛾𝛾.

(2.4)

The lower the surface tension in a region, i.e. the more it deviates from the
surface tension of pure water, the higher the surface pressure in that region.

Figure 2.4: A model Langmuir-Blodgett trough with a movable barrier limiting
the area available to the molecules adsorbed to the air-water interface.
The analogy goes further and for low densities of surfactant molecules, a twodimensional equivalent of the ideal gas equation applies3:
𝛱𝛱𝑆𝑆 = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛.

(2.5)

Here, 𝑛𝑛 is the number of surfactant molecules at the water surface in moles and
𝑅𝑅 is the ideal gas constant. Introducing the average area occupied by a molecule
at the interface, 𝜎𝜎 = 𝑆𝑆 ⁄𝑛𝑛𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 , with 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 being the Avogadro constant, we can
rewrite equation 2.5 as
𝛱𝛱𝛱𝛱 = 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇 ,

(2.6)

where 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant.
Similarly to how the 3D ideal gas equation is corrected to obtain the Van der
Waals equation, corrections can be introduced to the 2D ideal gas equation3:
(𝛱𝛱 + 𝑎𝑎/𝜎𝜎2 )(𝜎𝜎 − 𝑏𝑏) = 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇 .

(2.7)

The constant 𝑎𝑎 is proportional to the interaction strength between molecules,
while the constant 𝑏𝑏 is proportional to the excluded surface associated with the
finite size of the molecules.

2.2 PROPERTIES OF LANGMUIR FILMS
In a similar way that the state of a 3D system can be described based on its
volume, temperature, and pressure, the state of a molecular layer at a gas-liquid
interface (also called a Langmuir film), can be described via its surface area,
temperature, and surface pressure.

20

2.2.1 The 𝜫𝜫(𝑺𝑺) isotherm
The basic characteristic of a Langmuir film is its 𝛱𝛱(𝑆𝑆) – surface pressure vs.
area – isotherm. The typical p-V isotherm for a 3D system describes matter going
from the gas phase at large volumes and low pressures, through the liquid phase
at intermediate volumes and pressures, into a solid phase at small volumes and
high pressures; the phases in the 2D system are labelled in a similar way, however,
different authors use slightly different naming schemes for the phases2. Here, the
typical isotherm for a fatty acid (see Figure 2.5) is described using a naming
scheme similar to the one proposed by Harkins7, which is also used in most
textbooks1–3.
At very large surface areas, the forces between the molecules at the interface
are negligible and the film is in a gaseous phase. The orientation of the molecules
in this phase is determined solely by the interactions of the molecules with the
subphase. In a typical Langmuir-Blodgett trough experiment, this phase is not
observed because the required surface areas are too large. Instead, the initial film
is already in a phase in which both gaseous and the so-called liquid-expanded
(LE) phase coexist. At this point, the surface pressure is only slightly above zero
(~0.1 mN/m)3, which makes it difficult to distinguish between the gaseous phase
and the coexistence of gaseous and liquid-expanded phase.

Figure 2.5: Shape of a 𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎) isotherm for a Langmuir film formed by fatty acids
at the air-water interface. The surface pressure of liquid-condensed phases and
solid phases vary depending on the type of surfactant molecules but are typically
between 25 mN/m and 50 mN/m. By definition, surface pressure cannot exceed
the surface tension of the water subphase (see Eq. 2.4).
In the liquid-expanded phase, the tails of the molecules start interacting, but
no long-range order is present. When the average surface area per molecule is
21

small enough that a long-range order begins to emerge, a liquid-condensed (LC)
phase ensues. Here, the hydrophobic tails start arranging themselves so that all
point in the same direction, which allows denser packing of surfactant molecules.
Typically, a preferential direction does not exist, so domains of molecules oriented
the same way, separated by domain walls, form on the water surface. Note that
the analogy with 3D system is not perfect here since long-range order does exists
in the LC phase, which is not characteristic of a liquid phase in three dimensions.
The transition from the LE phase to the coexistence of LE and LC phases is often
accompanied by a “kink” where surface pressure rises above the equilibrium value.
This is usually explained as a metastable state between the two phases, analogous
to a supercooled liquid in three dimensions.
When the surface area is reduced further, the hydrophobic tails begin to orient
perpendicularly to the water surface forming a densely packed solid phase8. The
surface area per molecule at this stage is approximately 0.2 nm2, which
corresponds to the cross-section of a hydrocarbon chain.
Similar to a 3D system, the compressibility, as defined for a Langmuir film,
𝐶𝐶 = �−

1 d𝑆𝑆
� ,
𝑆𝑆 d𝛱𝛱 𝑇𝑇

(2.8)

decreases with each consecutive phase. Just as is the case in three dimensions, the
2D gas is very compressible, with the 2D liquid and solid phases being increasingly
less compressible.
Such isotherms are typical for simple surfactants such as fatty acids. More
complex molecules can have more complicated isotherms, consisting of additional
phases.
Once 𝛱𝛱 is large enough that the work required to compress the film further is
greater than the work required to push molecules out of the interface, a so-called
collapse of the film occurs9. At this stage, folds start to appear in the film10,11 and
the molecules are expelled into the adjacent bulk phases, either by stacking on
top of the monolayer or by forming agglomerates in the water phase12 (see Figure
2.6). This is accompanied by a drop in surface pressure because of the loss of
molecules from the interface.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 2.6: Examples of different structures formed after the collapse of a
monolayer. (a) Stacking of molecules on top of the monolayer. This can occur
either in the form of a bilayer as shown in the image or in a less ordered manner.
(b) Micelles in water, with hydrophilic heads “screening” the hydrophobic tails.
(c) Vesicles in water: a bilayer folded into a spherical shell, with water on both
sides of the bilayer.
22

2.2.2 Temperature dependence of the isotherm shape
Temperature plays a major role in both the absolute value of surface pressure
and its behaviour during the compression of the film. Figure 2.7 shows the
generalised shapes of a 𝛱𝛱(𝑆𝑆) isotherms at low, intermediate, and high
temperatures13. The actual values of the temperatures at which these regimes
occur depend on the type of the molecule; for fatty acids, for example, the increase
of the carbon chain length by one methylene group is equivalent to a reduction in
temperature between 5 and 10 K14. Longer chains produce stronger Van der Waals
forces between the molecules, while lower temperatures mean less thermal motion:
both result in faster condensation of the film.

Figure 2.7: Temperature dependence of the 𝛱𝛱(𝑆𝑆) isotherm. The collapse surface
pressure is denoted by 𝛱𝛱𝑐𝑐 , the region under the dashed lines is the region of
coexistence of LE/LC phases.
At intermediate temperatures, one obtains an isotherm similar to the one
shown in Figure 2.5, with clear transitions between phases and a plateau of LE/LC
phase coexistence. At higher temperatures, the surface pressure at the same
molecular area is increased and the molecules must be compressed further before
a condensed phase is formed. This manifests itself as a shift of the plateau of
LE/LC coexistence to lower surface areas and higher pressures. In the hightemperature limit, the thermal motion is sufficiently strong that a LC phase is
never observed.
The opposite change in behavior occurs when the temperature of the system is
lowered: surface pressure for the same area is lower, and the molecules form a LC
phase at larger surface areas. This means that the plateau of LE/LC phase
coexistence is observed at larger areas and is more elongated. In the lowtemperature limit, the coexistence of the LC and LE phases is expected to occur
at 𝜋𝜋~0 so the isotherm does not allow for an exact determination of the transition
point between the two phases.
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2.3 PHOTOCHEMISTRY, PHOTOACTIVE MOLECULES,
AND PHOTOISOMERIZATION
Photochemistry is the branch of chemistry concerned with the chemical effects
of light. The role of light in a photochemical reaction is typically to provide
activation energy for a chemical reaction: a photon (usually in the UV, visible, or,
less frequently, the infrared region of the spectrum) is absorbed by an atom or
molecule, elevating it to an excited state, which allows a chemical reaction to
proceed. Compounds in which such processes are possible are called photoactive
compounds and are found at the centre of many biological and industrial chemical
reactions, for example photosynthesis, vision, photo-polymerisation, photoresist
technologies in electronics, etc.

2.3.1 Photoisomerization and azobenzenes
Possibly the simplest photochemical reactions are those of photoisomerization.
In these reactions, the absorption of a photon does not initiate a chemical reaction
with another molecule but simply causes the molecule to undergo a structural
change. These changes can be reversible or non-reversible and the new structure
can be stable or, what is more common, unstable and spontaneously transitions
back to the original state with half-lives ranging from picoseconds to months.
The term azobenzenes is used to describe the general class of chemical
compounds containing two phenyl rings linked by a N=N double bond (see Figure
2.8). Because of the strong absorption band, which can be tailored to lie anywhere
from the UV to the visible red region of the spectrum by substitutions on the
phenyl ring, their most common use is in dyes and colorants.
They also possess the ability to undergo highly efficient and fully reversible
photoisomerization. Azobenzenes can exist in the form of two stereoisomers: the
more stable stretched trans isomer and the less stable bent cis isomer. A transition
between the two isomers can be triggered by the absorption of a photon, which
brings the molecule to an excited state, from which it then decays into either of
the two isomers. Additionally, cis-azobenzene compounds also undergo
spontaneous thermal relaxation to their trans isomers. The energy levels and
transition between them are illustrated in Figure 2.815. Since the energy difference
between the cis and trans state is approximately 0.5 eV, we can use the Boltzmann
distribution to estimate the ratio of the concentrations of each of the isomers:
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
− Δ𝐸𝐸
= e 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇 .
𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡

(2.9)

Here, 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 are concentrations of cis and trans isomers, Δ𝐸𝐸 is the difference
in potential energy between the two isomers, 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, and
𝑇𝑇 is the temperature. Using this equation, we can calculate the ratio of cis to
trans isomers in equilibrium to be on the order of 10-9, i.e. practically all molecules
of azobenzene are in the trans configuration if left in the dark.
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The quantum yield, i.e. the probability for an absorbed photon to cause a
transition between the two isomers, depends on the environment of the
azobenzene compound. In vacuum, the quantum yield for a trans-cis transition
has been reported to be approximately 46%, while it is around 20% in typical
organic solvents16,17. In addition, tight packing of molecules, such as that found in
Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett films, can further reduce the quantum yield18.
The relatively high quantum yield, picosecond switching times16, and
photochemical stability15 have made azobenzene compounds the go-to choice when
adding photoactive properties to materials19–22.

Figure 2.8: Chemical structure of trans and cis isomers of azobenzene and
illustration of their energy levels and the transitions between them. The energy
difference between the cis and trans states is approximately 0.5 eV, while the
height of the barrier for photoisomerization is approximately 2 eV15.
In principle, any absorbed photon with suitable energy can elevate an
azobenzene compound to an excited state and cause a transition between the two
configurations. However, since the two isomers have different energy levels, some
wavelengths are more suited for trans-cis isomerization and other for the reverse
cis-trans isomerization. Irradiating an azobenzene molecule with light of
wavelengths that are predominantly absorbed by just one of the two isomers,
preferentially excites that isomer. From the excited state, the molecule has some
probability to decay into the other isomer, so continued irradiation “pumps”
molecules from one state to the other. The efficiency of this process is limited by
the difference in the absorption of the two isomers at the chosen wavelength and
the probability for the molecule in the excited state to decay into the other isomer
– theoretical calculation of the ratio of cis to trans isomers after starting the
irradiation can be found in section 2.3.2.
Figure 2.9 shows the absorption spectra of azobenzene in chloroform after
irradiation with light of two different wavelengths. The trans isomer has a
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prominent absorption peak cantered at 335 nm, which is mostly absent in the cis
isomer. Conversely, the cis isomer has a prominent absorption peak at 250 nm,
which is absent in the absorption spectrum of the trans isomer, as well as a slightly
increased absorption with respect to the trans isomer in the shorter wavelengths
of the visible spectrum, between 370 nm and 460 nm. Therefore, trans-cis
isomerization can be triggered by irradiating the azobenzene molecule with light
in the near UV spectral range, while cis-trans isomerization can be triggered by
irradiation with light in either the visible or in deep UV range of the spectrum.
Note that the wavelengths of absorption peaks can change if appropriate
moieties are attached to the phenyl rings, changing the energy levels of the
molecule15,23,24.

Figure 2.9: Absorption spectra of chloroform solution of azobenzene in which
most of the azobenzene molecules are in the trans configuration (blue line) and
after irradiation with light at 340 nm (violet line) when molecules are
predominantly in the cis configuration.

2.3.2 Time dependence of concentration of trans and cis
isomers during irradiation
The time dependence of the concentrations of trans and cis isomers, 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 and 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ,
during irradiation is described by a system of two differential equations:
d𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡
= −𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ,
d𝑡𝑡

(2.10)

d𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
= 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 − 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 .
d𝑡𝑡

(2.11)

The kinetic constants 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 , 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 , and 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 describe the probabilities for the three
possible transitions: 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 for the trans-cis transition due to absorption of a photon,
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 for the cis-trans transition due to absorption of a photon, and 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 the cistrans transition due to thermal relaxation. These constants depend on several
parameters: the intensity, wavelength spectrum, and polarization of light, the
absorption spectrum and orientation of the molecules, the quantum yields for the
transitions, and the temperature. In the typical case, where the light used for
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irradiation is unpolarised and relatively monochromatic and the photoactive
molecules are dissolved in a solvent with negligible absorbance, we can write:
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 = 𝐼𝐼𝛷𝛷𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ;

𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 = 𝐼𝐼𝛷𝛷𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 .

(2.12)

Here, 𝛷𝛷𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 and 𝛷𝛷𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 are the quantum yields of the corresponding transitions, 𝐼𝐼 is
the intensity of light, while 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 and 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 are the molar absorption coefficients for
trans and cis isomers at the corresponding wavelength.
Note that values of 𝑐𝑐 and 𝑘𝑘 in equations 2.10 and 2.11 are all assumed to be
spatially independent, i.e. molecules at all locations in the sample are assumed to
be irradiated under the same conditions. For a solution, this means that these
equations are valid only when total absorbance of the sample is low enough that
intensity of light does not decrease appreciably when light travels through the
sample.
Since the total number of molecules remains unchanged during irradiation, we
can introduce the total concentration of molecules 𝑐𝑐0 = 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 + 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 . This allows us to
separate the system of equations 2.10 and 2.11 into two separate differential
equations for 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 and 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 :
d𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡
= −(𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 )𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 + (𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 )𝑐𝑐0 and
d𝑡𝑡

(2.13)

d𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
(2.14)
= −(𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 )𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐0 .
d𝑡𝑡
These are first order differential equations with constant coefficients so it is
easy to show that the solution to the first equation is:
𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐶𝐶1 exp[−(𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 )𝑡𝑡] +

𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇
𝑐𝑐 ,
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 0

(2.15)

where 𝐶𝐶1 is some constant. Having found the solution for the first equation, the
solution for the second equation can be obtained simply as:
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐0 − 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡).

(2.16)

If the samples are kept in the dark before irradiation, thermal relaxation insures
that all the molecules are in their trans configuration – we therefore have the
initial condition 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡 = 0) = 𝑐𝑐0 . Using this, we can determine 𝐶𝐶1 and write:
𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡) = �1 −

𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇
� 𝑐𝑐 exp[−(𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 )𝑡𝑡]
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 0
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇
+
𝑐𝑐 .
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 0

(2.17)

The equilibrium fraction of trans isomers, i.e. the fraction of molecules that
remain in their trans state after prolonged irradiation, is determined by the second
term in equation 2.17:
−1
𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡 → ∞)
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐
=
= �1 +
� .
𝑐𝑐0
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇
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(2.18)

For 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 ≫ 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 , this fraction is 0, i.e. all molecules are switched to the
cis configuration. Conversely, for 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 = 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 = 0, as is the case when the sample
is left to relax in the dark, this fraction will be 1: all the molecules relax back to
the trans configuration.
For an idealized system, two further assumptions are made: thermal relaxation
is slow compared to the photoinduced effects and absorbance of cis isomer at the
chosen wavelength is much smaller than that of the trans isomer. The result of
these two assumptions is 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 ≪ 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 ≪ 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 and consequently equation 2.17 can
be rewritten as a simple exponential decay:
𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐0 𝑒𝑒−𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 𝑡𝑡 .

(2.19)

Once again, the concentration of cis isomers is simply 𝑐𝑐0 − 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 (Eq. 2.16), which
gives:
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐0 (1 − 𝑒𝑒−𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 𝑡𝑡 ).

(2.20)

2.3.3 Extinction of light in an absorptive medium
When light of intensity 𝐼𝐼 passes through a slice of absorptive medium with a
thickness d𝑧𝑧, the change in intensity 𝐼𝐼 is equal to:
d𝐼𝐼 = −𝜇𝜇(𝜆𝜆)𝐼𝐼d𝑧𝑧.

(2.21)

Here, 𝜇𝜇(𝜆𝜆) is the extinction (attenuation) coefficient, which describes the sample’s
ability to absorb light with wavelength 𝜆𝜆. Separating the variables and integrating
on both sides of the above equation yields:
𝐼𝐼(𝑧𝑧)

𝑧𝑧

d𝐼𝐼
�
= −𝜇𝜇(𝜆𝜆) � d𝑧𝑧 ,
𝐼𝐼

(2.22)

0

𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖

where 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 is the intensity of the incident light. Evaluating the integrals, we obtain:
ln

𝐼𝐼(𝑧𝑧)
= −𝜇𝜇(𝜆𝜆)𝑧𝑧.
𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖

(2.23)

Applying the exponential function on both sides of this equation, we obtain the
Beer-Lambert law25:
𝐼𝐼(𝑧𝑧) = 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒−𝜇𝜇(𝜆𝜆)𝑧𝑧 = 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 10−𝒜𝒜(𝜆𝜆) .

(2.24)

We introduced absorbance 𝒜𝒜, which is defined as the decimal logarithm of the
ratio of intensities of transmitted and incident light. For molecular solutions,
absorbance can be expressed as:
𝒜𝒜(𝜆𝜆) = − log10

𝐼𝐼(𝑧𝑧)
= 𝜀𝜀(𝜆𝜆)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,
𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖
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(2.25)

where 𝜀𝜀 is the molar absorptivity of the absorbing molecules in the solution and
𝑐𝑐 is their molar concentration.
This derivation assumes 𝜇𝜇(𝜆𝜆) is not a function of 𝑧𝑧, which means that 𝑐𝑐 in the
expression for absorbance (Eq. 2.25) should not be a function of 𝑧𝑧 either, i.e. the
solution must be homogenous. Furthermore, Eq. 2.25 presumes that absorbance
is linearly dependent on concentration, which is true only for low concentrations26:
typically, the linear relationship is considered to hold for absorbances below 1.
By using the definition of molar concentration, 𝑐𝑐 = 𝑛𝑛/𝑉𝑉 , where 𝑛𝑛 is the number
of moles of molecules in volume 𝑉𝑉 , absorbance can also be expressed as:
𝒜𝒜(𝜆𝜆) =

𝜀𝜀(𝜆𝜆)𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝜀𝜀(𝜆𝜆)𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑆 𝑧𝑧 𝜀𝜀(𝜆𝜆)𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑆
=
=
.
𝑉𝑉
𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏 𝑧𝑧
𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏

(2.26)

We defined 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏 as the cross-section of the light beam used to investigate the sample
and 𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑆 as the number of molecules that are in the illuminated volume defined by
that cross-section and the depth of the sample 𝑧𝑧. For molecules in a thin layer on
a solid substrate, 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 ⁄𝑆𝑆 is simply the surface density of the molecules, 𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆 .
𝒜𝒜(𝜆𝜆) = 𝜀𝜀(𝜆𝜆)𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆

(2.27)

2.3.4 Photoswitchable molecules at the air-water and airsolid interface
Photoisomerization in thin film structures at the air-water interface, as well as
on various solid substrates, has been extensively studied experimentally27–48. Most
often, the 𝛱𝛱(𝑆𝑆) isotherms for molecules deposited from an irradiated and a nonirradiated solution are compared to show that the conformational change of the
molecules corresponds to a change in their behaviour at the air-water
interface27,28,30,31,44,46. When a Langmuir film is irradiated, changes can typically
be monitored through the change in surface pressure31–33,35,44, but other
measurement techniques, such as surface potential measurements29,31, or UV-Vis31
spectroscopy have been used as well. Irradiation of a compressed film does not
always lead to changes in molecular conformation: usually this is because the
molecules do not have enough space for a conformational change28,46.
Photoinduced changes can be seen in transferred films as well. To monitor
changes at the nanometre scale, atomic force microscopy (AFM) is often used34–
36,38,41,42,44,45. Since transferred films are easier to handle than those at the airwater interface, the techniques used to investigate photoinduced changes in them
that have been reported in literature are more diverse, for example: second
harmonic
generation
(SHG)40,
X-ray
spectroscopy40,
UV-Vis
34,39,43,45–48
39
spectroscopy
, film conductivity measurements , and film wettability
42,47
.
measurements
While there are many descriptions of experimental investigations of
photoinduced changes in Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett films, theoretical
models of the corresponding phenomena are quite rare. Sekkat et al. have
theoretically analysed changes in the ratio of cis to trans isomers taking place
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when a photoactive film is irradiated with linearly polarised actinic light48.
Toshchevikov et al. developed a model of modifications of mechanical stress during
irradiation of photosensitive films49.

2.4 DNA NUCLEOBASES
Genetic information in DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is encoded with a sequence
of 4 nucleobases: thymine (T), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and adenine (A)50–52.
When nucleobases are bonded to a ribose moiety, the resulting molecule is called
a nucleoside: in our case, these are thymidine, guanosine, cytidine, and adenosine.
In a DNA strand, a sequence of the nucleosides is linked together by phosphate
groups, forming an alternating chain of phosphate and deoxyribose groups also
called a phosphate backbone. Due to the unique distributions of hydrogen bond
acceptor and donor sites, nucleobases form so-called base pairs: guanine and
cytosine bind via three hydrogen bonds and thymine and adenine bind via two
hydrogen bonds. Because of this molecule-specific binding, the nucleobase
sequence on one strand of DNA can be mirrored with complementary nucleobases
on another DNA strand; the strands are then further twisted into the well-known
shape of the double helix. An example of a segment of DNA is given in Figure
2.10.

Figure 2.10: Example structure of double-stranded DNA. A sequence of
nucleobases encoding genetic information is attached to a phosphate backbone
forming single-stranded DNA. Two complementary strands bind together via base
pairs to form double-stranded DNA.
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2.4.1 DNA-based nanotechnology
Because of its versatility and many appealing properties, DNA is being
investigated for use in a wide range of applications. Here I will give a short review
of the literature on various proposals for technological applications of DNA.
Perhaps the most obvious possible application of DNA is memory storage53.
Because its information density is much larger than that of current storage
methods, all of the worlds data could be stored in a mere kilogram of DNA. In
addition, data recorded in DNA is very stable, making it ideal for long-term
storage. However, the cost of synthesis and low readout speeds mean it is not yet
a commercially viable option54.
There are, however, many other, perhaps less obvious applications of DNA.
Due to the high specificity of binding between complementary DNA strands, it is
possible to synthesise short DNA strands that, once mixed together, proceed to
self-assemble into complicated 3D nanostructures55,56. Chen et al. used this process
to self-assemble cube-like structures from six circular DNA strands, where each
strand formed one side of the cube (Figure 2.11a)57, Zhang and Seeman produced
truncated octahedra from DNA58, and Jonoska and Twarock have described
theoretical blueprints for DNA dodecahedra59. Much in the same manner, twodimensional nanostructures can be formed60. Because of the predictable assembly
of such structures, these can also be used as templates for other materials61–64.
Guanosine, in particular, can form a variety of structures by binding to other
guanosine molecules65 and has been the focus of extensive research because of the
impact of these structures on living organism66–69, the possibility of using them to
develop new targeted drugs70–72, and their potential as a building blocks of future
nano-materials61,65,68,73–78.
DNA’s binding specificity is at the core of many other applications. One such
application is molecular computing79. The first molecular computer based on DNA
was described in 1994 by Adleman80 and it was designed to solve a variant of the
travelling salesman problem, which is defined as follows: “Given a list of cities and
possible connections between them, can a salesman visit every city but stop at
each city only once?” To answer this question, each city and possible connections
between cities was encoded with a 20-nucleobase-long sequence of single stranded
DNA. In each sequence encoding a connection, the first 10 nucleobases were
complementary to the last 10 nucleobases of DNA strand encoding the origin city
and the second 10 nucleobases were complementary to the first 10 nucleobases of
the DNA strand encoding the destination city (Figure 2.11b). By mixing these
strands together, all possible paths through the list of cities were computed in the
form of various double stranded DNA sequences that self-assembled from the
initial single stranded DNA sequences. From there, a sequence of biochemical
reactions was performed on the solution to obtain the final result: all the sequences
that did not start or end with the correct city were eliminated, all the sequences
that were not of the right length were eliminated, and all the sequences that did
not contain all the cities were eliminated. What was left were only strands that
encoded the solution to the problem.
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The advantage of molecular computers over “traditional” computers is that
they are completely parallel. In the described example, once all the cities and
connections are encoded, each step of the algorithm is performed on all strands
simultaneously, performing orders of magnitude more “operations” than the best
supercomputers, if we count one binding of the strands as an operation. The
downside is that encoding the problem and reading the solution is typically vastly
more complicated than on a traditional computer.

Figure 2.11: a) Schematic (left) and molecular structure (right) of a cube-like
structure self-assembled from 6 circular DNA strands (adapted from 55). b)
Illustration of a molecular computation of the travelling salesman problem. An
example graph of cities and connection is shown above with examples of possible
DNA strands encoding them drawn below. A “connection” strand has a specific
nucleobase sequence such that it connects two “city” strands together80. c)
Detection of a particular DNA strand, here marked with A: strand A binds to its
complementary strand A’, causing strand B to be displaced. This in turn increases
the intensity of a fluorescent dye attached to B, signaling the presence of A in the
solution81.
A similar approach to the one described above can be used to perform logical
operations81. The basic building block for DNA logic is a sequence of doublestranded DNA (dsDNA) which is constructed in such a way that the correct input
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) sequence replaces one of the strands in the dsDNA,
releasing the other strand. The release of this strand works as a signal for the
presence of the correct ssDNA sequence. Combining several such “gates”, Winfree
et al were able to construct AND, OR, and NOT gates based on RNA82, where
the output was detected by an increase in the fluorescence of a dye caused by the
separation of the dsRNA strands (Figure 2.11c). Utilizing such logic gates,
Stojanovic and Stefanovic demonstrated a simple molecular automata capable of
playing a game of tic-tac-toe against a human player83. Using a similar approach
combined with enzymes present in the human body, Benenson et al. created a
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cancer drug that is only activated when several markers are detected in the blood
stream84.
The approaches to DNA computing described so far were all based on DNA in
solutions, be it in vitro or in vivo. Another possibility is to attach DNA strands
to a solid substrate85, which presents several advantages over solution-based
computing86. First, many of the steps involved in using a molecular computer
require immersing and rinsing the molecules with different solutions: if the DNA
strands used in the computation are attached to a substrate, losses of molecules
during operation are considerably lower. Second, since DNA strands are
immobilized on the surface, they cannot interact with each other, only with the
input DNA strands. Third, preparing the substrate so that the locations of the
attached DNA strands are known allows easier readout of information. Typically,
some fluorescent dye is attached to the DNA strands and is inhibited when a
second strand of DNA is attached: reading which strands are attached then
becomes a matter of detecting the positions of the changes in fluorescence. A
working example of such a computation was reported by Taghipour et al. who
presented a DNA-based computer on a substrate which solved a dominating set
problem87. The same principle of detecting hybridization of DNA strands
immobilized on a substrate is already well established commercially to measure
gene expression88, so research efforts in the field of DNA sensors are now shifting
towards easier readout (preferably through an electrical signal) and in vivo
sensing89–91.
Up until now, we have discussed DNA applications in which the specific binding
between strands played a major role. However, DNA and its nucleobases have
some very interesting material properties as well. Current literature suggests that,
depending on the sequence of base pairs, DNA can act as either a dielectric, a
semiconductor, or a conductor92. DNA has also been shown to possess qualities
that make it a promising material for various electronic applications, such as the
insulating layers in organic field effect transistors93–95, a thin layer that improves
the effectiveness of organic LEDs96,97, as a sensor for pollutants98, and as a
material for use in molecular electronics64,99–104. Because it is biodegradable and
biocompatible105, DNA is also being intensely studied for use in organic
electronics106.

2.4.2 Nucleobases at the air-water interface
Since the nucleobases naturally found in DNA are water soluble, only
amphiphilic derivatives of nucleobases can be studied at the air-water interface
and then transferred to a solid substrate. Individual nucleobases do not form base
pairs in water because water molecules compete for the same hydrogen-bond
donor and acceptor sites that participate in base pair formation107,108. DNA
strands with at least four bases are required before base pairs start forming in an
aqueous environment50.
Conversely, hydrogen bonds can form between lipophilic derivatives of
nucleobases in some organic solvents, such as chloroform109. It has also been
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demonstrated that base pairing can take place in Langmuir films of selected
nucleosides when their complementary nucleobase is introduced either to the
interface110–113 or into the water subphase114–124.

2.4.3 Optical regulation of hydrogen bonding
Most of the technological applications presented in the previous section are
based around hydrogen bonding between nucleobases. Some of the typical
methods of controlling the structure of DNA are: manipulating the pH of the
solution, regulating the concentration of compounds that promote or inhibit
bonding, and light-driven control of hydrogen bonding125. The latter is
particularly interesting because it allows precise control over where and when the
bonds are created or broken by simply focusing light on the desired spot126.
Optical regulation is based on photoactive moieties that change shape when
irradiated with a light of a certain wavelength. This change in shape can be
exploited to inhibit hydrogen bonds by attaching the photoactive moiety to the
nucleobase in such a way that optical irradiation causes it to extend into the
region where hydrogen bonding is taking place22,127,128. An example of such a
process is illustrated in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Illustration of photoswitching of hydrogen bonding between two
guanine moieties using a 8-fluorenylvinyl-2’-deoxyguanosine molecule22.
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3 Experimental approaches
3.1 THE LANGMUIR-BLODGETT TECHNIQUE
The Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique is a method that enables fabrication of
large-scale 2D materials, where thin films are first formed at the air-water
interface and then transferred to a solid substrate129,130. It is named after Irving
Langmuir and Kathrine Blodgett who did extensive research on the topic of
molecular layers at the air-water interface in the beginning of the 20th century
and first proposed transferring these layers to solid substrates131,132. Since then,
various materials produced by the LB method have been employed for a wide
range of purposes, for example: construction of novel materials for photovoltaics133
and molecular electronics134,135, as model membranes136, functionalized
coatings137, etc138.

3.1.1 The Langmuir-Blodgett trough

Figure 3.1: Photograph of a Langmuir-Blodgett trough (KSV Nima), with a
plate balance for measuring surface pressure and dipper for transferring films from
the air-water interface to solid substrates.
The Langmuir-Blodgett trough is an apparatus that is used to compress
monolayers of molecules located at a gas-liquid interface, usually an air-water
interface. The trough itself is typically made of an inert plastic such as
polytetrafluoroethylene (commonly known under the commercial name Teflon)
which does not react with water or common solvents used to deposit the molecules
to the interface. The area of the interface is limited by movable barriers that skim
the top of the subphase surface and limit the area available to the molecules. An
example of a Langmuir-Blodgett trough is shown in Figure 3.1.
Molecules are deposited to the interface by first dissolving them in a volatile
non-polar solvent and then placing drops of the solution to the interface with a
syringe. The typical molecules deposited at the interface are amphiphilic, so when
the solvent evaporates, the molecules stay contained at the interface. The barriers
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of the LB trough are then compressed, reducing the surface area available to the
molecules at the air-water interface, which causes the molecules to organise in an
ordered film8. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of the formation of a Langmuir film in a LB trough. (a)
The molecules are deposited to the air-water interface with a syringe. (b) The
deposited molecules spread across the surface of the water and the solvent
evaporates. (c) The barriers are compressed, reducing the area available to the
molecules. (d) The compressed molecules form an ordered film.
The Langmuir-Blodgett trough used in this work was a KSV Nima KN3002
with a maximum available surface area of 549 cm2 (7.5 cm × 73.2 cm) and two
symmetrically driven hydrophilic barriers for monolayer compression. All
measurements were performed at room temperature (23 ± 1 °C).

3.1.2 Measuring surface pressure using a Wilhelmy plate
The basic property of a Langmuir film measured in any Langmuir-Blodgett
apparatus is surface pressure. A number of methods exist to measure surface
pressure/tension139: in the setup used in this work, the Wilhelmy plate method
was used. This method is based on measuring the net force acting on a thin plate
that is partially submerged in the water subphase.
There are three forces acting on the plate: the gravitational force, buoyancy,
and surface tension. Assuming a plate of width 𝑤𝑤, thickness 𝑡𝑡, and length 𝑙𝑙 is
submersed in water to a height of ℎ, the sum of these forces can be written as14:
𝐹𝐹 = 𝜌𝜌𝑃𝑃 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 − 𝜌𝜌𝐿𝐿 𝑔𝑔ℎ𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 + 2𝛾𝛾(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑤𝑤) cos 𝜃𝜃𝑤𝑤 .

(3.1)

Here, 𝛾𝛾 is the coefficient of surface tension, and 𝜃𝜃𝑤𝑤 is the wetting angle as
shown in Figure 3.3. The first term is constant throughout the experiment and
the second term only changes on longer time scales when the water level ℎ drops
due to evaporation of water from the trough. The change in the sum of all forces
acting on the Wilhelmy plate therefore only depends on the change in surface
tension:
Δ𝐹𝐹 = 2Δ𝛾𝛾(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑤𝑤) cos 𝜃𝜃𝑤𝑤 .
(3.2)
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Assuming the Wilhelmy plate is completely wetted by the liquid (i.e. 𝜃𝜃𝑤𝑤 = 0)
and that its thickness is much smaller than its width, we can write:
Δ𝛾𝛾 = Δ𝐹𝐹 /2𝑤𝑤.

(3.3)

From this equation it follows that the change in apparent weight of the
Wilhelmy plate is proportional to the change in surface tension.
In this work, Wilhelmy plates from paper purchased from Biolin scientific were
used, which were soaked in type 1 (ultrapure) water prior to use (see section 3.1.6
for the description of the water purification process). This prewets the paper and
at the same time dissolves any contaminants that might be present on the paper,
which would otherwise leach into the subphase. Since the paper’s porous structure
is filled with water, the contact angle is very close to 0. Since a fresh paper
Wilhelmy plate is typically used for every experiment, there is no need for
cleaning, as is the case with a platinum Wilhelmy plate, which is another common
option. The downside of paper Wilhelmy plates, however, is that they are more
likely to interact with the film or subphase: for example, salts in the subphase can
be drawn into the paper and then be deposited at the top of the meniscus with
the evaporating water, which causes a slow increase in the weight of the paper
plate.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of a suspended Wilhelmy plate partially submersed in a
liquid.

3.1.3 Measuring interfacial potential
If molecules in the film have a non-zero dipole moment and are preferentially
oriented in some direction, a difference in electric potential is created between the
top and the bottom of the film2. In a simplified model, the monolayer is treated
as a uniform assembly of dipoles, forming two surfaces: one negatively charged
and one positively charged (see Figure 3.4)140.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of a simplified model of a thin film of molecules with
molecular dipole moments 𝜇𝜇⃑, which are oriented at an angle 𝛽𝛽 to the surface
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normal. The arrangement of dipole moments causes a potential difference Δ𝑉𝑉
between the top and the bottom of the film.
By analogy with a parallel plate capacitor, the potential difference between
these two surfaces is
Δ𝑉𝑉 =

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
,
𝜖𝜖0 𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖

(3.4)

where 𝜖𝜖0 is the vacuum permittivity, 𝜖𝜖 is the relative permittivity of the material
between the two surfaces, 𝑆𝑆 is the surface area of the film, 𝑑𝑑 is the distance
between the two surfaces, and 𝑒𝑒 is the charge on each of the surfaces. The product
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is equal to the sum of the projections of the molecular dipole moments in the
film onto the surface normal:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 cos 𝛽𝛽 𝜇𝜇 cos 𝛽𝛽
=
.
𝜖𝜖0 𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖
𝜖𝜖0 𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖

Δ𝑉𝑉 =

(3.5)

Here, 𝑁𝑁 is the total number of the molecules in the film, 𝜇𝜇 is size of the molecular
dipole moment, 𝛽𝛽 is the angle between the molecular dipole moment and the
surface normal, and 𝜎𝜎 is the average area per molecule, as previously defined in
section 2.1.3.
To measure this potential difference, the film is placed between two metal plates
that act as a capacitor. Typically, the plate below the film, i.e. in the subphase,
is stationary, while the top plate is oscillated with a known frequency 𝜔𝜔 (see Figure
3.5). If no external voltage is applied to the two plates, the potential difference
between them is equal to that created by the film: this is because a finite electric
field only exists inside the film, while the electric field far away from the film is
zero, since the film as a whole is not charged. Once again using the approximation
of an infinite parallel plate capacitor, we can express the charge in the capacitor
𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶 in terms of the surface film potential:
𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶 =

𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖0 𝐴𝐴Δ𝑉𝑉
.
𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶

(3.6)

Here 𝐴𝐴 is the area of the plates and 𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶 is the distance between the plates. If the
distance between the plates oscillates as 𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑑𝑑0 + 𝑑𝑑1 sin 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔, the charge stored
in the capacitor is no longer constant, creating an AC current:
d
𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖0 𝐴𝐴Δ𝑉𝑉
𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖0 𝐴𝐴Δ𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑1
d𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡)
= 𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) = �
�=−
cos(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔).
(𝑑𝑑0 + 𝑑𝑑1 sin 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔)2
d𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑0 + 𝑑𝑑1 sin 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔
d𝑡𝑡

(3.7)

If 𝑑𝑑1 ≪ 𝑑𝑑0 , we can approximate the current induced by the oscillation of the
plate as
𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) =

Δ𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝜖𝜖0 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑1
cos(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔).
𝑑𝑑02

(3.8)

The amplitude of the current on the vibrating plate is, therefore, proportional to
the surface potential Δ𝑉𝑉 .
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the principle of operation of a vibrating surface
potential measurement. The oscillations of the vibrating plate cause an alternating
current to flow from the plate. This is used in a feedback loop to generate a
voltage on the stationary plate that stops the current from the vibrating plate, at
which point the amplitude of the voltage on the stationary plate is equal to the
electric potential across the film at the air-water interface.
In the setup used to measure surface potential in this work, Δ𝑉𝑉 is measured
using the nulling method. The current on the plate is first converted into a voltage
signal and amplified using a transimpedance amplifier and then fed into a feedback
loop which applies an offset AC voltage to the stationary plate in sync with the
oscillations of the moving plate. The amplitude of this voltage is varied until the
current measured on the capacitor is zero, which implies that the amplitude of
the voltage on the bottom plate is exactly equal to −Δ𝑉𝑉 . This setup is illustrated
in Figure 3.5. A more detailed description of the measurement setup and principle
can be found in 141.

3.1.4 Effects of water evaporation on the measurement of
surface pressure
For experiments that require measuring surface pressure over longer periods of
time, i.e. over several hours or more, evaporation of water from the trough begins
to affect the readout of surface pressure. As water evaporates from the trough,
the water level drops, and the buoyant force acting on the Wilhelmy plate is
reduced, affecting the net force on the plate (see Eq. 3.1). As a consequence, a
slow drift towards lower surface pressures is observed in the measurement. The
magnitude of this drift is proportional to the rate of water evaporation and is
therefore governed by the temperature and humidity in the room, as well as any
air currents over the trough, but typically this effect is only important when
measurements are several hours long or when trying to measure small changes in
surface pressure. Figure 3.6 shows an example of the change in measured surface
pressure of pure water over a period of 22 h. The linear fit of the data shows that,
on average, the measured surface pressure dropped by approximately 0.08 mN/m
every hour. The temperatures during this measurement was between 24 °C and
25 °C, while the humidity was around 45%.
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Figure 3.6: Example of the effect of water evaporation on measured surface
pressure. The inset shows a more detailed view of the first hour of the
measurement. The line is the best fits with a linear function.
An additional faster change in surface pressure is observed at the start of the
measurement when a paper Wilhelmy plate is used, presumably because the
amount of water taken up by the paper has to reach an equilibrium. This typically
takes around an hour and did not affect the actual measurements in our case
because it took place during the testing of the water cleanliness and equilibration
of the film.

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the surface levelling setup used to counteract the
effects of water evaporation on the measurement of surface pressure. Water is
continuously pumped into the LB trough from an external tank so that the
measured surface pressure of pure water is constant.
To counteract this effect, a second Wilhelmy plate balance can be placed in the
region outside of the barriers, i.e. where no surfactant is present, and is used to
control a feedback loop that keeps the water level constant. Whenever the
measured surface pressure on this second Wilhelmy plate drops, a peristaltic pump
connected to a tank of type 1 water pumps additional water to the LB trough,
counteracting the effect of water evaporation. The setup of such a “levelling tool”
is shown in Figure 3.7.

3.1.5 Langmuir-Blodgett deposition
The monolayer at the air-water interface can be transferred to a solid substrate
by pulling the substrate through the interface (see Figure 3.8) – this technique is
called the Langmuir-Blodgett deposition132.
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If a hydrophilic substrate is used, the substrate should be submerged in the
subphase prior to the experiment and pulled upwards during deposition142.
Conversely, if a hydrophobic substrate is used, the substrate should start the
experiment above the subphase and then be lowered through the interface during
deposition of the first layer. The type of substrate also determines the orientation
of the deposited molecules: hydrophilic substrates will have hydrophilic heads in
contact with the surface, while hydrophobic substrates will have the hydrophobic
tails in contact with the substrate.

Figure 3.8: (a) The film is left to equilibrate in a compressed state. (b) The
substrate that had been submerged in the subphase prior to the experiment is
pulled vertically through the air-water interface, while the barriers are further
compressed to maintain constant surface pressure. (c) The deposited film is left
to dry.
Multiple layers can be deposited by repeatedly moving the substrate through
the interface. During this process, the molecules can be transferred to the
substrate both when the substrate is moving upwards and downwards through
the interface (Y-deposition), only when the substrate is moving upwards (Zdeposition), or only when the substrate is moving downwards (X-deposition)14.

Figure 3.9: Different types of multi-layered films: (a) films where molecules are
transferred both on the upstroke and downstroke, (b) films where molecules are
only transferred on the upstroke, and (c) films where molecules are only
transferred on the downstrokes. (d) Re-arrangement of molecules after deposition.
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The first case results in molecules being oriented in alternating directions with
each layer of the film, while in the other two cases, the molecules are oriented the
same way in all layers. These three types of depositions are illustrated in Figure
3.9a-c. In general, however, we can have a mixture of these three depositions, with
molecules only partially transferring for certain movement directions of the
substrates. This creates a surface which is hydrophobic in some places and
hydrophilic in others. A similar result occurs if molecules re-arrange themselves
after deposition to form bilayers (see Figure 3.9d).

3.1.5.1 The transfer ratio
The transfer of molecules from the air-water interface to a solid substrate lowers
the surface density of molecules at the interface. To ensure constant conditions
during deposition, the barriers are further compressed to counteract the drop in
surface pressure caused by the transfer of molecules from the interface to the
substrate.
For an ideal deposition, the surface area of the deposited film is equal to the
change in area caused by the compression of the barriers: this indicates that all
the molecules removed from the air-water interface were transferred to the
substrate. The ratio between the surface area of the transferred film, 𝑆𝑆film , and
the change in the surface area of the air-water interface during deposition, Δ𝑆𝑆, is
called the transfer ratio, or TR for short:
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = −

𝑆𝑆film
.
Δ𝑆𝑆

(3.9)

An ideal transfer would have a TR of 1, i.e. 𝑆𝑆film = −Δ𝑆𝑆. TRs between 0 and
1 signify that the molecules are not being taken up by the substrate on its way
through the interface: this can happen, for example, if the interaction strength
between the substrate and the molecules is not strong enough, so the molecules
fail to “stick” to the substrate. The limiting case where TR is 0 means that no
molecules were deposited. Negative TRs can be observed when attempting to
deposit additional layers to a substrate that is already covered by a film. In some
cases, instead of molecules transferring from the air-water interface to the
substrate, the opposite happens. Since more molecules are added to the interface,
its surface area has to be expanded to maintain the same surface pressure,
resulting in positive values of Δ𝑆𝑆, and, therefore, negative TR values. TRs higher
than 1 can mean one of two things. The first option is that multiple layers of the
film were transferred to the substrate simultaneously: for a perfect transfer of a
bilayer, the TR would be 2, for three layers it would be 3, etc., with non-integer
values indicating only part of the film was transferred in multiple layers. The
second option is that the film at the air-water interface is not stable and molecules
are being dissolved in the subphase so the surface available to the molecules has
to be reduced to compensate.
This latter option can always add uncertainty in the interpretation of measured
TRs. In addition, determining the exact surface area of the substrate is not always
straightforward, since the substrates are often cut by hand from larger pieces
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which often results in non-rectangular shapes. This is problematic if one wishes
to monitor TR during deposition to ensure the film was transferred evenly over
the entire substrate. For an ideal transfer to a rectangular substrate, TR should
be constant; if the substrate is not rectangular, however, TR should be
proportional to the width of the substrate at the height of the deposition.
Moreover, silicon substrates are only polished on one side meaning that the
deposition can be uneven, further obfuscating the meaning of the value of TR.
For these reasons, TRs can often only be used as a rough indicator of the quality
of the transfer.

3.1.6 Ultrapure (Type 1) water
The water used in Langmuir-Blodgett experiments needs to be as clean as
possible since even minor impurities can affect results2,14. This requires tap water
to be purified in several steps to produce so-called “type 1” water, colloquially also
known as “ultrapure” or “milli-Q” water. A typical water purification system will
include a reverse osmosis filter, a UV photooxidation filter, an active carbon filter,
and an ion exchange resin filter143.
In normal osmosis, when two solutions with different concentrations of salts
are separated by a semipermeable membrane, water flows through the membrane
from the less concentrated solution to the more concentrated solution until the
concentrations are equal. In reverse osmosis, pressure is applied on the side of the
more concentrated solution to force the water to flow in the opposite direction.
Reverse osmosis membranes are able to reject bacteria, pyrogens, inorganic, and
some organic solids but are less effective at removing dissolved gases.
Photochemical oxidation with UV light at 185 nm removes trace organisms,
while irradiation with 254 nm UV light inactivates microorganisms. This is used
in combination with an active carbon filter to reduce the “total organic content”
or TOC to below 5 ppm.
Finally, water is passed over an ion exchange filter, which are typically
constructed by mixing strong acid cation exchange resins and strong base anion
exchange resins. When water passes through these resins, the cations from the
salts in the water are exchanged with a H+ cation and the anions are exchanged
with a OH‒ anion. Both of these ions then react to form water molecules. For
example, a NaCl salt would undergo these two reactions when passing through
the resin R144:
RH+ + Na+ + Cl‒ → RNa+ + H+ + Cl‒
ROH‒ + H+ + Cl‒ → RCl‒ + H2O
The resin is eventually saturated with ions from the salt and must therefore be
periodically replaced.
The purity of the water is usually verified by measuring its resistivity: type 1
water should have a resistivity of 18.2 MΩcm. This, however, is only a measure of
the number of ions in the water so the purity of the subphase in the experiments
in this work was always confirmed by compressing the barriers before adding
surfactant molecules and monitoring surface pressure. A rise in surface pressure
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at this stage would indicate that surfactants are already present at the surface
and that the subphase is not sufficiently clean.
The type 1 water used in this work was produced by Millipore Simplicity device
from Milli-Q.

3.2 OPTICAL EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
3.2.1 Brewster angle microscopy (BAM)
The amount of light that is reflected when light is incident on an interface
between two different optical media is described by the two Fresnel equations145:

𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 =

2
𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛1 cos 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 − 𝑛𝑛2 �1 − �𝑛𝑛1 sin 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 �
2

2
𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛1 cos 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 + 𝑛𝑛2 �1 − �𝑛𝑛1 sin 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 �
2

𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 =

2
𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛2 cos 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 − 𝑛𝑛1 �1 − �𝑛𝑛1 sin 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 �
2

(3.10)
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𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛2 cos 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 + 𝑛𝑛1 �1 − �𝑛𝑛1 sin 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 �
2

Here, 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 and 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 are reflection coefficients for 𝑠𝑠 and 𝑝𝑝 polarized light, 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 is the
incidence angle, and 𝑛𝑛1,2 are the refractive indices of the two media (see Figure
3.10a). The reflectance 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠,𝑝𝑝 , i.e. the ratio between the intensity of the incident
and reflected light, is related to reflection coefficients for the corresponding
polarization through the following expression:
𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠,𝑝𝑝 = �𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠,𝑝𝑝 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖Δ𝑠𝑠,𝑝𝑝 .

(3.11)

The angle Δ𝑠𝑠,𝑝𝑝 represent the phase difference between incident and reflected light.

Figure 3.10: (a) Illustration of reflection of 𝑝𝑝 and 𝑠𝑠-polarized light incident on
an interface at the Brewster angle. (b) Plot of theoretical dependence of
reflectance R on incident angle 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 for light (𝜆𝜆 = 500 nm) incident on an air-water
interface.
It can be shown from equations 3.10 that for 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 = tan(𝑛𝑛2 /𝑛𝑛1 ) the value of 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝
drops to 0, while 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 has a finite value (Figure 3.10b). This means that for light
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incident at this angle, all reflected light is 𝑠𝑠 polarized. This incident angle is called
the Brewster angle, 𝜃𝜃𝐵𝐵 , and has a value of approximately 53° for an air-water
interface.
For light incident on a water surface, Δ𝑠𝑠 = 𝜋𝜋 for all incident angles, while Δ𝑝𝑝 =
𝜋𝜋 for incident angles below the Brewster angle and Δ𝑝𝑝 = 0 for incident angles
above the Brewster angle.
In Brewster angle microscopy (BAM), the air-water interface is illuminated
with 𝑝𝑝-polarised light at the Brewster angle for pure water. If the water surface is
free from surfactant molecules, no light is reflected and no signal is detected in
the microscope. On the other hand, the presence of surfactant molecules at the
air-water interface modifies the local refractive index, resulting in light being
reflected into the objective. This technique makes it possible to optically image
even layers of monomolecular thickness146.
Because the air-water interface is being viewed at an angle, only a narrow line
of the interface is in focus. Therefore, to obtain an image of a larger area, multiple
images are recorded at different foci and the final image of the surface is later
constructed by stitching multiple images together.

Figure 3.11: Illustration of the ellipsometer and LB trough setup used to obtain
BAM images of Langmuir films studied in this thesis.
Laser light is a common light source choice in BAM because it is
monochromatic and provides enough intensity for imaging even surfactants with
a minor effect on the reflectivity at the Brewster angle. It is convenient to have
monochromatic light because the refractive index of water depends on the
wavelength of the incident light and consequently the Brewster angle varies
between 52.8° and 53.5° for light in the visible range of the spectrum. However, a
non-coherent light source passed through a narrow bandpass optical filter can
sometimes be a better alternative because using a coherent light source produces
undesirable interference patterns which need to be filtered out of the image by a
suitable software.
The BAM images in this work were obtained using an Accurion EP3se
ellipsometer using the inbuild laser source (𝜆𝜆 = 658 nm): the setup is illustrated
in Figure 3.11.
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3.2.2 Ellipsometry
Light is a transverse electromagnetic wave, i.e. the vectors describing the
electric and magnetic field lie in a plane perpendicular to the direction of
propagation. If we set up our coordinate system so that light is propagating along
the 𝑧𝑧-axis, the electromagnetic field oscillates in the 𝑥𝑥-𝑦𝑦 plane. Since the magnetic
and electric fields are perpendicular to each other it is enough to describe the
direction of just the electric field. In general, the time dependence of the electric
field 𝐸𝐸⃑ (𝑡𝑡) at some point in space can be written as145:
−𝑖𝑖(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔−Δ)

𝐸𝐸 𝑒𝑒
𝐸𝐸⃑ (𝑡𝑡) = Re � 𝑥𝑥 −𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �,
𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦 𝑒𝑒

(3.12)

where 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥 and 𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦 are the magnitudes of the electric filed along the 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 axes,
𝜔𝜔 is the angular frequency, and Δ is some phase. Introducing a new variable Ψ,
defined with the relation tan Ψ = 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥 /𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦 , we can rewrite the equation above as:
𝑖𝑖Δ
(3.13)
𝐸𝐸⃑ (𝑡𝑡) = Re �𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦 �tan Ψ 𝑒𝑒 � 𝑒𝑒−𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �.
1
All the information about the polarisation of light in this expression is
contained in the so-called Jones vector: [tan Ψ 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖Δ , 1]. An ellipsometer is an optical
device that determines the change in Jones vector of light upon reflection from a
surface.
The ellipsometer used in the experiments reported in this thesis (Accurion,
EP3se) does this by performing “nulling ellipsometry”, i.e. instead of illuminating
the sample with light of some known polarisation and analysing the reflected light,
we do the reverse: we attempt to find incident light with a polarisation such that
the reflected light is linearly polarised. The basic components of an ellipsometer
have already been shown in Figure 3.11 in the previous section. Monochromatic
light is modified by passing through a polariser and a compensator. It is then
reflected off a sample and passed through another polariser (called an analyser)
before it reaches a detector. During a measurement, we continuously change the
angles of the polariser and the compensator until the light reflected from the
sample is linearly polarised and can be described by the Jones vector [1,1]. The
analyser is set perpendicular to this polarisation, therefore, what we are trying to
do in practice is to minimize the signal on the detector. Once the minimum is
found, the positions of the polariser and the compensator can be used to determine
the effect of the sample on the polarisation of reflected light, expressed with the
angles Ψ and Δ, also known in this context as “ellipsometric parameters”.
If Ψ and Δ are measured for several wavelengths of incident light and/or several
angles of incidence, the thicknesses of the layers in the film and their refractive
indices can be obtained using an appropriate mathematical model of the film.
While this can in principle be done for Langmuir films, the small thickness of the
monomolecular layer and the fact that it is typically not stationary, make it
difficult to get accurate measurements, while the inhomogeneity of the film means
that a complex mathematical model is required for the analysis of the data147–151.
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3.2.3 UV-Vis spectrophotometry
In transmittance spectrophotometric measurements, light is passed through the
investigated sample and the spectrum of transmitted light is compared to the
spectrum of the incident light. A sketch of the UV-Vis spectrophotometer used in
our experiments (Hewlett Packard 8453) is shown in Figure 3.12.
The light source is a combination of a deuterium lamp and a low-noise tungsten
light bulb: the former provides light in the UV region, while the latter provides
visible and near-infrared light. This light is then passed through a slit and
collimated using a lens before passing through the sample. Usually, a solution
inside a quartz cuvette is investigated, but absorbance can be measured for any
sample that is transparent enough for the signal on the detector to overcome
measurement noise. Typically, quartz glass is used because it is transparent to
light with wavelengths above 200 nm, in contrast to regular glass which starts
absorbing light with wavelengths below 300 nm to 400 nm, depending on the type
of glass. The cuvettes used in this work were such that the length of the optical
path of the beam through the solution was 1 cm.

Figure 3.12: Illustration of the main components of the UV-Vis spectrophotometer used in this work.
After light passes through the investigated sample, it is focused onto a slit and
then passed onto a concave diffraction grating which diffracts light of different
wavelengths into different angles; photodiodes are then used to determine the
intensity of the transmitted light. This can be done with a single photodiode by
rotating the diffraction grating or by an array of photodiodes which makes it
possible to read out the entire spectrum at the same time.
To obtain the absorbance of the investigated molecules, the measured
absorption spectrum of the entire system without the molecules (i.e. absorbance
of the lenses, cuvette, solvent, etc.) is subtracted from the measured spectrum
with molecules present. According to equation 2.24, each component of the
measurement apparatus that the light passes through reduces the intensity of the
light by a factor of 10−𝒜𝒜𝑖𝑖 , where 𝒜𝒜𝑖𝑖 is the absorbance of the 𝑖𝑖-th component. The
intensity of the light incident on the detector is therefore reduced by the product
of such factors:
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𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 = 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 (10−𝒜𝒜1 ⋅ 10−𝒜𝒜2 ⋯ 10−𝒜𝒜𝑀𝑀 ) = 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 10−(𝒜𝒜1 +𝒜𝒜2 +⋯+𝒜𝒜𝑀𝑀 ) = 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 10−𝒜𝒜

(3.14)

Here, 𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 is the light intensity on the detector, 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 is the light intensity at the source,
and 𝑀𝑀 is the number of components the light passes through. The total measured
absorbance is 𝒜𝒜.
If we label the absorbance of our investigated molecules as 𝒜𝒜𝑚𝑚 , where 1 ≤ 𝑚𝑚 ≤
𝑀𝑀 , we can write a similar expression for the intensity of light incident on the
detector when our investigated molecules are not present in the system:
̅
�������
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 = 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 10−(𝒜𝒜1 +𝒜𝒜2 +⋯+𝒜𝒜𝑚𝑚−1 +𝒜𝒜𝑚𝑚+1 +⋯+𝒜𝒜𝑀𝑀 ) = 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 10−𝒜𝒜 .

(3.15)

We used �������
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 and 𝒜𝒜 ̅ to denote detected intensity and absorbance if the investigated
sample is not present. We can isolate 𝒜𝒜𝑚𝑚 by dividing these two expressions:
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷
= 10−𝒜𝒜𝑚𝑚 ;
�������
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷

𝒜𝒜𝑚𝑚 = log10

�������
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷

(3.16)

The absorption spectrum of the investigated molecules can therefore be obtained
by measuring the intensity of light for different wavelengths with and without the
molecules present in the system.
Sometimes it is more convenient to work directly with measured absorbances
instead of intensities. In this case, we obtain the absorbance of the investigated
molecules as:
𝒜𝒜𝑚𝑚 = 𝒜𝒜 − 𝒜𝒜.̅
(3.17)
It is easy to show that absorbances can simply be subtracted in this fashion from
equation 3.16:
𝒜𝒜𝑚𝑚 = log

�������
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷
̅
= log �������
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 − log 𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 = log 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 10−𝒜𝒜 − log 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 10−𝒜𝒜
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷
̅
= log 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 + log 10−𝒜𝒜 − log 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 − log 10−𝒜𝒜 = 𝒜𝒜 − 𝒜𝒜.̅

(3.18)

When molecules are already transferred to a solid substrate, it can be difficult
to measure �������
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 . If the absorbance of the investigated molecules is nearly 0 for some
wavelength, the absorbance at that wavelength is solely a result of losses in the
measurement setup. Assuming that the absorption spectrum of the setup is mostly
uniform across all wavelengths, we can use this value to approximate 𝒜𝒜 ̅ from
equation 3.15 for all wavelength and subtract it from the measured spectrum.

3.2.4 Optical irradiation
Trans-cis transitions were induced by irradiating the samples with light from

one or multiple UV LEDs (Zhuhai Tianhui Electronic Co., TH-UV340T3WA, peak
wavelength at 345 nm, 65 mW average total radiative power) while the reverse
cis-trans transition was induced by using blue LEDs (Chanzon, peak wavelength
at 440 nm, 500 mW average total radiative power). These two wavelengths
correspond to absorption peaks of trans and cis azobenzene, respectively (see
Figure 3.13).
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LEDs were chosen as a light source because their small size makes them easy
to incorporate into existing measurement setups. They also emit light in a
relatively narrow wavelength band, which means that by choosing the proper
LED, no filter is required to block unwanted wavelengths. For comparison, more
traditional light sources, such as deuterium arc lamps, have total radiative powers
in the tens of Watts, but it is radiated across a much wider range of wavelengths;
once the required wavelength is selected with a filter, the total power become
comparable to that of the LED sources.

Figure 3.13: Normalized power spectra of the LEDs used for photo-isomerization
(right axis) compared with the absorption spectra of cis and trans azobenzene
(left axis). Note that the spectra of the azo-functionalized guanosine derivative
used in this work are redshifted in comparison to the spectra of azobenzene (see
spectra in Figure 3.18) and so the peak wavelength of the UV LED better matches
the absorbance peak of the trans isomer.
While the natural choice for a wavelength to induce cis-trans transitions in
azobenzene would appear to be at 250 nm, it also coincides with absorbance peaks
of all the nucleobases (see spectra in Figure 3.18d), which complicates the
interpretation of obtained results. In addition, LEDs at 440 nm are more efficient
and quite inexpensive, so the lower absorption of the molecules in the visible blue
range is easily overcome by using LEDs with larger radiative power. The same is
true for any optical elements that we might wish to incorporate in our setup, such
as lenses or diffusors: with blue light, glass or even plastic components can be
used, while deep UV light at 250 nm requires UV grade fused silica components152.
Upon comparing the spectra shown in Figure 3.13 with those found in
literature153, we find that the irradiation in our experiment switched most, though
not all, molecules in the solution from trans to cis state.
The LEDs used in the various setups were powered by constant current power
supplies and wired in series with a resistor and a transistor – the former were used
to stabilize the current, while the latter allowed the LEDs to be controlled via a
programable microcontroller (Arduino UNO R3), which was in turn controlled by
a PC. A schematic of the electronic circuit of the setup is shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Schematic of the electronic circuit powering and controlling the
LEDs in our experiments. The annotation “CC” next to the LED power sources
indicates constant current operation.

3.3 ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY (AFM)
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a type of scanning probe microscopy, i.e.
the image is recorded by a probe that scans the surface of the sample. As the
name suggests, what an AFM measures is the force between the atoms in the
sample and the probe, which is a sharp tip that is scanned across the sample
surface.
To do this, the tip is mounted on a cantilever which bends when force is applied
to the tip (see Figure 3.15). The flex in the cantilever is detected by bouncing a
laser beam off of its surface and measuring the change in the direction of the
deflected beam. This is detected by four closely-spaced photodiodes: when no force
is applied to the tip, the reflected beam is directed in the central region of the
photodiodes, so that the signal recorded by each diode is the same. A bent
cantilever, on the other hand, results in the beam deflecting further towards one
of the diodes, creating a difference between the signals from the diodes, with larger
differences signifying larger forces on the tip.
The tip and the cantilever are usually manufactured out of silicon (though
specialised tips from other materials exist) utilizing technological processes used
by the microelectronics industry – this makes it possible to manufacture tips that
are only a few atoms in diameter at their peak and cantilevers thin enough that
they bend appreciably even under very small forces. The atomic sharpness of the
tip is what gives AFM its sub-nanometre lateral resolution, while the very flexible
cantilevers give it a force resolution of as low as 10 pN154.
Rough positioning of the tip relative to the sample is done using stepper motors
which can move either the sample or the tip in 𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, and 𝑧𝑧 directions. For scanning
the tip across the surface and controlling its height during measurement, stepper
motors are not precise enough and a set of piezoelectric elements is used instead.
These expand in proportion to applied voltage and can control the position of the
tip with sub-nanometre precision154.
There are two classes of measurement techniques commonly employed in AFM
imaging, usually called “contact mode” and “tapping mode”. In contact mode, the
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force on the tip is held constant as it scans across the sample. If the sample is
relatively homogenous, i.e. the interaction between the tip and the sample does
not change in character from one point on the surface to another, the force acting
on the tip only depends on the sample-to-tip distance, so holding the force
constant is equivalent to holding a constant sample-to-tip distance. This way, the
tip follows the relief of the surface below it, resulting in a height map of the
sample.
In tapping mode, another piezoelectric element is used to vibrate the cantilever
close to its resonant frequency. When the tip approaches a surface, the oscillation
of the cantilever is dampened and the amplitude of oscillation is reduced. By
holding this amplitude constant via a feedback loop, we once again translate the
𝑧𝑧-position of the probe into the relief of the sample surface. Tapping mode is
slower but is less likely to cause damage to the sample, making it more suitable
for the investigation of “soft” samples such as Langmuir-Blodgett films, where
molecules are attached to the substrate only through weak Van der Waals
interactions.
AFM images presented in this work were obtained on a Veeco Dimension 3100
AFM using tapping mode.

Figure 3.15: Illustration of the main components and principle of operation of
an atomic force microscope. The tip is positioned at the end of a flexible cantilever
which bends when force is applied to the tip. This is detected by a shift in the
direction of a beam reflected of the cantilever.

3.4 MATERIALS AND SAMPLE PREPARATION
3.4.1 List of molecules
The molecular structures of amphiphilic nucleobase derivatives used in this
work are shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. They were synthesised in the group of
S. Masiero at the Department of Chemistry “Giacomo Ciamician”, University of
Bologna.
We will refer to the three azo-functionalized guanosine derivatives as GAzo,
GAzo3, and GAzo(C11)2. GAzo has a single azobenzene moiety attached to
position 5’ on the ribose (Figure 3.16a), while GAzo3 has three azobenzene
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moieties attached at positions 2’, 3’, and 5’ on the ribose (Figure 3.16b). These
two compounds do not have the typical structure of an amphiphilic molecule
because they do not have a clearly hydrophobic tail. This is remedied in
GAzo(C11)2 by attaching two 11-carbon-long chains to positions 2’ and 3’ in
addition to the single azobenzoic acid moiety at position 5’ (Figure 3.16c). A
detailed description of the syntheses is available in 155.

Figure 3.16: Structures of photoactive guanosine derivatives used in the
experiments. Guanine moieties are colored in orange, while azobenzene moieties
are colored in red. (a) GAzo – guanosine with one azobenzene group attached to
the ribose, (b) GAzo3 – guanosine with three azobenzene groups attached to the
ribose, (c) GAzo(C11)2 – guanosine with one azobenzene group and two undecane
groups attached to the ribose.
We also used several non-photoactive amphiphilic derivatives of nucleobases.
In this case, we used cytosine, thymine, adenine, and guanine derivatives with two
decanoyl chains attached to the 3’ and 5’ positions on the ribose (Figure 3.17):
we will refer to these as C(C10)2, T(C10)2, A(C10)2, and G(C10)2, respectively. They
were prepared by esterification of the sugar alcoholic functions with anhydride of
decanoic acid. A more detailed description of the synthesis of these compounds
can be found in 74,75,156–158, while characterizations of Langmuir films from these
and other similar amphiphilic derivatives of nucleobases can be found in several
papers by Čoga et al. 156,159–161.
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Figure 3.17: Structures of the four non-photoactive derivatives of nucleobases
used in the experiments: (a) thymine derivative, (b) guanine derivative, (c)
cytosine derivative, and (d) adenine derivative. The nucleobases are attached to
the ribose at the 1’ position, while two 10-carbon-long hydrophobic chains are
attached at the 3’ and 5’ positions.

3.4.1.1 UV-Vis absorption spectra of relevant compounds
Absorption spectra of chloroform solutions of all the nucleoside derivatives used
in our experiments are shown in Figure 3.18. The concentrations of these solutions
were 125 µM, except for GAzo3 solution, for which a lower concentration of 12.5
µM was used. This was done because at the higher concentration, absorbance
values far exceeded 1, meaning the condition for the validity of the Beer-Lambert
regime was no longer valid (see section 2.3.3).
The wavelengths of the most prominent absorbance peak for the trans isomers
are shifted towards longer wavelengths as compared to pure azobenzene: 331 nm
for GAzo and GAzo3 and 328 nm for GAzo(C11)2 compared to 319 nm for
azobenzene (see Figure 2.9a). This shift is likely caused by the COO-R groups
attached to the phenyl rings. In all three compounds we have the COO-G group
on one side of the azobenzene moiety while there is an extra tert-butyl acetate
group attached at the other end of the azobenzene moiety in GAzo and GAzo3:
this likely contributes to the slight difference in the position of the absorption
peak in GAzo and GAzo3 compounds as compared to the position of the
absorption peak in GAzo(C11)2.
The second peak at shorter wavelengths is a combination of the absorption
peaks of guanosine and a shifted absorption peak of the azobenzene moieties. We
know this peak cannot solely be the result of absorption of the guanosine moiety
because the peak is much higher than in the spectrum for G(C10)2 and because
its height changes upon irradiation with actinic light.
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Figure 3.18: Absorption spectra of chloroform solutions of amphiphilic
nucleoside derivatives used in our experiments. Vertical dotted lines indicate the
wavelengths of the light sources used to switch conformations of azo-functionalized
nucleosides. The insets in subfigures (a)-(c) show the absorption spectra above
400 nm on a finer scale: the absorbances for these insets are marked on the axis
on the right side. The trans spectra of the molecules were recorded after the
solutions had been kept in the dark for several days, the cis spectra were recorded
after the solutions were irradiated with UV light until a photostationary state was
reached.
In the cis conformations of the molecules, the absorbance at around 330 nm is
much lower and there is an increase in absorbance at around 265 nm and 450 nm,
which is consistent with the spectrum of cis-azobenzene. Irradiation at either of
these two wavelengths will promote cis-trans isomerization. Note that while the
absorbance of the non-photoactive molecules is virtually zero at 340 nm and 450
nm, this is not true at 265 nm (Figure 3.18d). When dealing with mixed samples
of both photoactive and non-photoactive compounds, it is more convenient to
promote cis-trans isomerization with light at 450 nm since we do not have to
account for the extra absorption in the non-photoactive constituents of the
mixture.

3.4.2 Substrates
Three types of substrates were used as supports for transferred films: fused
quartz, silicon wafers, and muscovite mica. The roughness values for quartz,
silicon, and mica are on the order of 1 nm, 0.1 nm162 and 0.01 nm163, respectively
(see also Figure 3.19). Here, roughness Rq is defined as root mean square of the
height of the measured area:
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1 𝑛𝑛
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = � �(𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 − 𝑧𝑧 )̅ 2 .
𝑛𝑛 𝑖𝑖=1

(3. 19)

In this expression, 𝑛𝑛 is the total number of points in the image, 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 is the height of
𝑖𝑖-th point, and 𝑧𝑧 ̅ is the average height of the points.
While mica and silicon are clearly superior in term of roughness, quartz slides
are transparent to UV and visible light, allowing one to perform transmission UVVis spectroscopy measurements on transferred films.

Figure 3.19: Comparison of 1 µm2 quartz, silicon, and mica surfaces used in this
work as imaged by AFM. The roughness values (Rq) measured for these three
surfaces are 1.07 nm for quartz, 0.25 nm for silicon, and 0.1 nm for mica; the
latter, however, is likely overestimated due to measurement noise.
Quartz slides approximately 1 cm wide and 2.5 cm long were either cut from a
larger 1 mm thick sheet of quartz or ordered pre-cut to these dimensions. The
slides were rinsed with ethanol and ultrapure water before use. Silicon slides of
similar dimensions were cut from 2-inch test-grade silicon wafers with a 270 nm
oxide layer purchased from University Wafer. The slides were rinsed with
ultrapure water before use. Grade V-1 mica discs with a diameter of 12 mm were
purchased from SPI supplies. The top layers of the mica were removed from both
sides of the disk by either peeling with adhesive tape or cleaving with tweezers,
exposing a fresh layer of mica which was then used for deposition without any
further cleaning.
Hydrophobic quartz substrates were prepared by silanization of quartz slides.
The slides were rinsed with ethanol and deionized water and sonicated in
deionized water for 15 minutes before placing them in 0.5 % solution hydrophobic
silane. They were left in the solution for a further 15 minutes and then rinsed by
placing them under running tap water for an additional 15 minutes. Finally, the
slides were rinsed with deionized water and with ultrapure water right before use.
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4 Characterization of Langmuir
and Langmuir-Blodgett films
from azo-functionalized
guanosine derivatives
The three photoactive guanosine derivatives used in this work do not have a
typical amphiphilic structure: i.e. a hydrophobic tail and a hydrophilic head.
Instead, hydrogen bonding sites, which typically give a molecule its hydrophilic
character, can be found both on the guanine moiety as well as on the azobenzoic
acid moieties at the other end of the molecule. In this chapter, we present the
characterization of the Langmuir films that are formed by these three molecules.

4.1 𝜫𝜫(𝑺𝑺) ISOTHERMS
The surface pressure vs. area isotherms measured for five consecutive
compression-expansion cycles for the azo-functionalized guanosine derivatives
used in our experiments are shown in Figure 4.1. The barrier speed during
compression and expansion was 5 mm/min.
In the case of GAzo (Figure 4.1a), surface pressure starts rising at 𝜎𝜎 ≅ 80 Å2,
indicating the beginning of interaction between the molecules. In the first cycle
we can see an unpronounced plateau in surface pressure, which is not present in
the subsequent compression-expansion cycles. Surface pressure keeps rising with
further compression reaching a maximum value of 44 mN/m. The hysteresis
present in the first cycle for all three measured films indicates binding between
molecules. In the second cycle, the surface pressure starts rising at a lower value
of 𝜎𝜎 (~65 Å2), suggesting some molecules are dissolved in the subphase during
the first compression-expansion cycle. However, in all the subsequent cycles,
surface pressure rises at roughly the same value, meaning that even though there
is binding between molecules, they all dissociate when the film is expanded.
For reference, in isotherms measured by Čoga et al. for guanosine functionalized
with a single 10-carbon-long hydrocarbon chain160, the effective area of a
guanosine moiety was determined to be approximately 40 Å2.
During compression of GAzo3 molecules, surface pressure starts rising at
approximately 𝜎𝜎 = 85 Å2 (Figure 4.1b), which is similar to the value measured
for GAzo. The compressibility is lower, however, and a plateau is reached at
approximately 𝜎𝜎 = 70 Å2. In the second cycle, the surface pressure begins rising
at a much lower value of 40 Å2, which is just enough that a plateau is not present.
The compressibility and the final value of the surface pressure remain the same
as in the first cycle, leading us to conclude that once surface pressure reaches
values above 30 mN/m, GAzo3 molecules are removed from the air-water interface
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and form aggregates either in the subphase or above the film (see section 2.2.1).
Consequently, a much lower value of mean molecular area at which surface
pressure rises is recorded on all the cycles after the first. Since surface pressure
does not rise much above 30 mN/m in these cycles and the film only stays in the
compressed state for a brief period of time, only small amounts of molecules are
removed in all cycles after the first.
In the isotherm measurement of the GAzo(C11)2 film (Figure 4.1c), surface
pressure rises at around 𝜎𝜎 = 100 Å2, meaning that GAzo(C11)2 molecules have the
largest effective surface area of the three molecules tested. When the mean
molecular area reaches approximately 𝜎𝜎 = 65 Å2 surface pressure plateaus at
around 23 mN/m. While there is a significant hysteresis in the isotherm, indicating
binding between molecules, the shift of the isotherms towards lower areas in
subsequent compressions is relatively small, indicating most of the molecules
dissociate when the film is fully expanded. The loss of molecules stabilizes after
the first two compression-expansions cycles and surface pressure starts rising at
approximately 𝜎𝜎 = 90 Å2 for all compressions afterwards.
The pronounced hysteresis in the isotherms of these molecules have also been
observed in other guanosine derivatives but not for derivatives of other
nucleobases156. This is consistent with the fact that guanosine can form hydrogen
bonds with other guanosine molecules, while other nucleobases typically do not
form hydrogen bonds with nucleobases of the same type73.

Figure 4.1: Surface pressure vs. mean molecular area isotherms measured during
five consecutive compression-expansion cycles for Langmuir films of (a) GAzo
molecules, (b) GAzo3 molecules, (c) and GAzo(C11)2 molecules. Data measured
for each cycle is colored with a separate color. Figure d provides a comparison of
the first compression-expansion cycles for all three molecules.
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4.2 BREWSTER ANGLE MICROSCOPY
The compression-expansion cycles for Langmuir films of the photoactive molecules
were monitored in real time by Brewster angle microscopy. The results for
GAzo(C11)2, GAzo, and GAzo3 films are shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4,
respectively.

Figure 4.2: Brewster angle microscopy images of GAzo(C11)2 film during a
compression-expansion cycle. The scale bar in subfigure (a) represents the scale
for all BAM imgaes. The times when the images were taken are marked on the
𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎) isotherm in subfigure (l).
The surface morphologies of the GAzo(C11)2 film at different stages during the
experiment are shown in Figure 4.2. A web-like structure forms at the air-water
surface immediately after deposition and persist even after chloroform evaporates
(Figure 4.2a). This suggests a low temperature regime where a truly gaseous phase
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is never observed. When the film is compressed, the molecules start aggregating
in the corners of the web-like structure (Figure 4.2b) and proceed to form a 2D
equivalent of a foam – a film perforated with holes (Figure 4.2c). This foam can
sometimes be seen coexisting with the web-like structure already immediately
after the deposition. With further compression, the holes get smaller (Figure
4.2d,e) until they eventually disappear altogether leaving only occasional breaks
in an otherwise homogenous film (Figure 4.2f).

Figure 4.3: Brewster angle microscopy images of GAzo film during a
compression-expansion cycle. The scale bar in subfigure (a) represents the scale
for all BAM imgaes. The times when the images were taken are marked on the
𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎) isotherm in subfigure (l).
It is only when these breaks are eventually closed up that surface pressure
begins to rise (Figure 4.2g). With rising surface pressure, we start to see bright
spots on the film surface (Figure 4.2h), suggesting molecules have begun to pile
into multiple layers. Compressing the film further increases the density of these
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spots. No clear transition is observed when the plateau in surface pressure is
reached (Figure 4.2i) and eventually the spots merge into larger structures (Figure
4.2j), which coexist with the spots regardless of the degree of compression. The
merging of spots occurs with time, whether the barriers are compressed further
or not.
Upon expansion, these structures persist until a “bend” in the isotherm is
observed (Figure 4.2k): afterwards, surface pressure drops precipitously until it
reaches zero; at this point, a film can no longer be observed at the water surface.
The surface of the GAzo film at different stages during a compression-expansion
cycle are shown in Figure 4.3. A film is present before compression starts in this
case as well, and structures of varied densities can be observed floating on the
water surface. As the film is compressed, denser structures become more prevalent
while surface pressure remains at 0 (Figure 4.3a,b). The increase in surface
pressure coincides with full coverage of the water surface with surfactant (Figure
4.3c). The more the film is compressed, the brighter the images get, and bright
specks appear on the film (Figure 4.3d,e). The different intensities of reflected
light seen in Figure 4.3f indicate that this is a layered structure.
As was the case with GAzo(C11)2 film, no observable change in the structure
accompanies the change in compressibility (Figure 4.3g). When expansion begins,
the appearance of the film remains the same; only when surface pressure gets close
to 0 again, does the film start to slowly break apart into smaller pieces (Figure
4.3h-k).
The surface of the GAzo3 film at different stages during a compressionexpansion cycle are shown in Figure 4.4. Just as in the case of the other two
compounds, a film is present on the water surface immediately after deposition.
In this case, the structures are much more varied and range from web-like
structures to much denser “flakes” (Figure 4.4a). When the film is compressed,
denser structures become more prevalent (Figure 4.4b). Surprisingly, long before
surface pressure begins to rise, what appears to be a multilayered structure starts
growing (Figure 4.4c). In Figure 4.4d we can see that this structure has a lamellar
character indicating a degree of molecular order. Lamellar packing was also
observed in Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett films of another lipophilic
guanosine derivative160, and could indicate the formation of so-called G-ribbons65.
When the entire water surface is covered by this multilayer (Figure 4.4e),
further compression causes surface pressure to rise. From here on, the image under
the BAM objective is almost static, suggesting that the film is rigid and that
molecules are locked in place (Figure 4.4f). This remains true even after the 𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎)
isotherm levels out: it is possible that changes in the film structure are occurring
near the barriers of the LB trough and not in the center of the film where the
BAM is pointed.
When the film is expanded, surface pressure very quickly drops to 0; this is
accompanied by the appearance of cracks in the film, followed by its eventual
breakup (Figure 4.4g). Less dense structures once again appear between the
multilayered ones, allowing for the cracked pieces of the film to move through
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them. These less dense structures eventually dissolve, the multilayered ones,
however, can still be observed even after the film is fully expanded (Figure 4.4h).
BAM images suggest that these are simply gathered up and compressed once more
in the second compression cycle, leading to the striking change in the isotherm
(Figure 4.1b). We believe that the majority of the molecules at the end of the first
cycle are compressed into these multilayered structures so no liquid phase is
observed. Instead, surface pressure only rises once the “solid” flakes from the first
cycle come in contact.

Figure 4.4: Brewster angle microscopy images of GAzo3 film during a
compression-expansion cycle. The scale bar in subfigure (a) represents the scale
for all BAM imgaes. The times when the images were taken are marked on the
𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎) isotherm in subfigure (i). The arrow after the letter f denotes that the film
surface as observed under BAM did not change with further compression.

4.3 CONCLUSIONS
Despite their atypical structure, the azo-functionalized guanosine derivatives
formed relatively stable films at the air-water interface. The shape of the measured
isotherms is reminiscent of the one observed by Haycraft et al. who studied
Langmuir films of so-called “bulge amphiphiles”, i.e. molecules with a large nonpolar group attached to the hydrophobic end of the hydrocarbon chain164,165. They
also observed a plateauing of surface pressure after the collapse, accompanied by
the appearance of bright spots in the BAM images of the film, which in time
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coalesced into larger formations. Moreover, they also observed cases of large
hysteresis in the compression-expansion cycles. In contrast to their work, however,
the large “bulge” group in our case is associated with the nucleobases which are
hydrophilic.
While the 𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎) isotherms for the three molecules are qualitatively similar,
BAM images reveal a unique structure for each of the films. GAzo(C11)2 molecules
organize into a homogenous film at first but with time proceed to clusters of multilayered structures when the film is compressed further. GAzo molecules
immediately form multi-layered structures which only become denser when the
surface area of the film is reduced. GAzo3 molecules form a gel-like phase at high
surface pressures, which do not dissolve once the film is expanded. It is tempting
to attribute the rigidity of this phase to binding between guanosines at the airwater interface; however, similar dense structures were observed in films from azofunctionalized polymers166 and protein films as well167,168.
The stability of the films is discussed in more detail in section 5.3, where results
of the transfers of these films to solid substrates are presented.
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5 Photoinduced effects in azofunctionalized guanosine
derivatives in different systems
As discussed in section 3.4.1.1, the azo-functionalized molecules in this work
can be switched from trans to cis isomerization via optical irradiation. In this
chapter, we examine the experimental results of the kinetics of this process in
chloroform solution, in molecular films at the air-water interface, and in
Langmuir-Blodgett films transferred to different substrates. In all three systems,
we measured absorbance as a function of time during irradiation of the samples,
but we also monitored photoinduced changes using additional complementary
experimental techniques: measurement of surface pressure and surface potential,
as well as BAM imaging in the case of Langmuir films and AFM imaging in the
case of Langmuir-Blodgett films.

5.1 UV-VIS SPECTROSCOPY MEASUREMENTS OF
PHOTOINDUCED TRANS-CIS TRANSITION IN
SOLUTION
To observe photoswitching in chloroform solutions of GAzo, GAzo3, and
GAzo(C11)2, UV-Vis absorption spectra were continuously recorded during
alternating irradiation of the solution with UV and blue light. The concentrations
of the solutions were approximately 30 µM for GAzo and GAzo(C11)2 and 15 µM
for GAzo3. The quartz cuvette with the solution was placed in a custom-made 3Dprinted holder which allowed the light from the spectrometer to pass through the
cuvette in one direction, while the light from the LEDs used to induce
photoisomerization entered the cuvette from the sides (see Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.2 shows the changes in absorbance at 330 nm during photoswitching
for all three solutions. This wavelength was chosen because that is where the
largest difference between the spectra of trans and cis conformations of the
molecules occurs (see section 3.4.1.1 for the spectra). The solutions were
alternatingly irradiated with UV and blue light for 5 minutes and, after several
cycles, were left to thermalize back to their initial state (see section 6 for more
details on thermalization kinetics). The process appears to be completely
reversible in the case of GAzo(C11)2, while in the case of GAzo and GAzo3, the
total absorbance, as well as the total change in absorbance, get smaller with each
cycle, at a rate of approximately 2% per cycle. The irreversible changes in the
molecules caused by irradiation can also be noticed by the fact that absorbance
does not remain constant when saturation is reached but instead gradually
increases during continued UV irradiation and decreases during blue irradiation.
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Figure 5.1: Photograph of the setup used for real-time UV-Vis
spectrophotometry measurements of photoswitching of molecules in solution. The
beam from the spectrophotometer passes through the cuvette in one direction,
while the light used for photoisomerization enters the cuvette from the sides.
The relative changes in absorbance at 330 nm are 80% for the solution of
GAzo(C11)2, roughly 60% for the solution of GAzo, and only 40% for the solution
of GAzo3. These are consistent with the spectra of trans and cis isomers presented
in Figure 3.18.
The characteristic times for isomerization were obtained by fitting stretched
exponential functions to the data of absorbance during UV irradiation:
𝐴𝐴(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴0 exp[−(𝑡𝑡⁄𝜏𝜏 )𝑠𝑠 ] + 𝐴𝐴1 .

(5.1)

Here, 𝐴𝐴0 is the total amplitude of the change in absorbance, 𝜏𝜏 is the characteristic
time, 𝑠𝑠 is the stretch factor, and 𝐴𝐴1 is the value of absorbance at 𝑡𝑡 → ∞. The
stretch exponential was used since it was found that a regular exponential function
could only adequately describe the behavior in case of GAzo and GAzo(C11)2,
while a stretch factor of 0.77 had to be used to properly fit the isomerization
kinetics measured in the solution of GAzo3. With these values of 𝑠𝑠, the values for
𝜏𝜏 for UV light with intensity of 65 mW were approximately as 18 s, 40 s, and 23
s, for GAzo, GAzo3, and GAzo(C11)2, respectively (see Figure 5.2). Alternatively,
a sum of two exponential functions can be fitted to the GAzo3 data: the resulting
characteristic times are 14 s and 63 s.
Because the GAzo3 molecule contains multiple azobenzene groups, before the
molecule fully switches to the cis configuration, it goes through intermediate
states in which some of the azobenzene groups are still in the trans configuration
while others are already in the cis configuration. This could explain why the
isomerization process for GAzo3 cannot be described with a simple pair of
differential equations as shown in section 2.3.2. On the other hand, the fact that
a regular exponential function describes the measured data in the other two cases,
even though the LED used for irradiation did not irradiate all parts of the cuvette
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equally, indicates that the mixing inside the cuvette was sufficient that all the
molecules were, on average, equally irradiated.
The exact values for the characteristic times for irradiation of blue light were
not obtained, but we can estimate that the characteristic times for back
isomerization were shorter than 1 s.

Figure 5.2: Absorbance at 330 nm measured for chloroform solution of the three
azo-functionalized guanosine derivatives during irradiation with blue and UV
light. Absorbance values are normalized so that the initial value is equal to 1.
Vertical lines in the left plot denote a change in irradiation with the type of light
used marked above each segment. The right plot shows the first irradiation with
UV light in greater detail. The dashed lines are fits of the data: in the case GAzo
and GAzo(C11)2 the data could be fitted with an exponential function, while the
data for GAzo3 is fitted with a stretched exponential function with a stretch factor
of 0.77. The legend for both plots is located in the top right corner of the right
image.

5.2 PHOTOINDUCED CHANGES IN LANGMUIR FILMS
OF GAZO AND GAZO3
5.2.1 Experimental setup description
Changes in photoactive films at the air-water interface were induced using two
arrays of UV LEDs, positioned approximately 5 cm above the water surface; cistrans isomerization was induced by four blue LEDs positioned at the side of the
LB trough (see Figure 5.3). The changes induced by irradiation were characterized
by measuring three different properties of the film: surface pressure, surface
potential, and absorbance of the film. The first two were measured using
commercially available modules for the LB trough, while absorbance was
measured using a custom-made setup.
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Figure 5.3: Photographs of the setup used to irradiate a film at the air-water
interface with UV and blue light: (a) view down the length of the LB trough, (b)
view from the side of the trough.
A separate UV LED, used to measure absorbance, was positioned above the
film surface and behind a mechanized shutter. Two photodiodes were used to
measure the signal from this LED: one measured light intensity above the film
while the other measured light intensity below the film, where part of the light
had already been absorbed by the film. To do this, a sapphire window was
installed in the LB trough so that the second photodiode could be positioned
below the trough. Signals from both photodiodes were amplified using a
transimpedance amplifier circuit, after which the ratio of the two signals was taken
to measure the relative change in absorbance. Taking the ratio of the voltage
signals from the two photodiodes cancels out any change in the brightness of the
UV LED source. A photograph and simplified drawing of this setup is shown in
Figure 5.4; For a more detailed description of this setup, see Appendix A.

Figure 5.4: Photograph and illustration of the setup used to measure light
absorption of a Langmuir film. Light originating from a UV LED passes through
the Langmuir film and is detected by a photodiode. The signal on this photodiode
is compared to the signal from a reference photodiode that is positioned above
the Langmuir film.
The entire setup was placed in a fume hood and kept in the dark during the
experiment. Since the absorbance of water in the trough is much larger than the
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absorbance of the monolayer at the water surface, a levelling tool (see section
3.1.4) was used to counteract the drop in water level due to water evaporation.
A photograph of the entire setup is shown in Figure 5.5, with various
components highlighted with different colors for better visibility.

Figure 5.5: Photograph of the setup used to measure photoinduced changes in
Langmuir films. The major parts of the setup are highlighted with different colors
for better visibility and the LB trough is emphasized with a white border. The
amplification and readout of the signals from the photodiodes is done by the
multimeter and electronic circuit highlighted in the top left corner. The levelling
tool measures surface tension behind the barrier on the left. The pump and flask
with additional water are partially obscured by the rest of the setup.

5.2.2 Experimental results
Langmuir films from GAzo and GAzo3 were prepared by depositing 75 µL (GAzo)
and 60 µL (GAzo3) of 1 mM chloroform solution to the air water surface and
compressing the barriers so that the final surface area was equal to 177.5 cm2.
This resulted in mean molecular areas of 39 Å2 in the case of GAzo film and 49
Å2 in the case of GAzo3 film. The film was left to relax for 15 minutes, after which
it was alternatingly irradiated with UV and blue light for 1.5 h.
The recorded changes in light absorption, surface potential, and surface
pressure in GAzo film during irradiation with blue and UV light are shown in
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Figure 5.6. While surface pressure dropped significantly during the measurement
(from 30 mN/m at the end of compression to below 10 mN/m at the end of the
measurement), surface potential and absorbance both remained mostly constant.
Note that the surface pressure is relatively stable after initial relaxation of the
film if the film is not irradiated. The slight rise in the signal on the photodiode
seen in Figure 5.6 amounts to only a 0.3 % increase in signal with respect to the
start of the measurement. Had the drop in surface pressure been caused by the
loss of molecules into the subphase, we would expect a proportional drop in
absorption of light and surface potential. The fact that this was not observed leads
us to believe that the drop in surface pressure is not a consequence of the
dissolution of molecules in the subphase but rather the consequence of the
molecules rearranging themselves at the film surface, possibly forming
multilayered structures. This is also consistent with the continued evolution of the
appearance of the water surface after compression, as observed under BAM (see
section 4.2). Interestingly, there appears to be an irreversible increase in surface
potential once the film is irradiated with UV light. This is again consistent with
a permanent rearrangement of the molecules in the film that is also reflected in
the drop in surface pressure.

Figure 5.6: Changes in surface pressure (red), light absorption (blue), and
surface potential (green) of a GAzo film during irradiation with UV and blue
light. The vertical lines separate intervals of blue and UV irradiation with the
type of irradiation denoted above the plot. Light absorption is shown in terms of
the change of the ratio of the voltage signals recorded on the two photoiodes. A
brigther blue line is drawn on top of the data points for the photoiode signal: this
represents the same data but filtered to reduce measurement noise.
The change in the three measured quantities proceeds at different rates: the
change in light absorption happens the fastest, with surface pressure and surface
potential changing at slower rates. This is more clearly illustrated in Figure 5.7,
where a single cycle of blue and UV irradiation is shown in greater detail. The
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data in this image are fitted with exponential functions to better illustrate this
difference in the rate of change. In principle, however, we only expect absorbance
of the film to change strictly exponentially, while surface potential and surface
pressure could be described by a more complicated function. In fact, a linear drift
term was added to account for the drop in surface pressure over the entire course
of the measurement.

Figure 5.7: Surface pressure, surface potential, and light absorption of GAzo
Langmuir film during a single cycle of blue and UV irradiation. The dashed lines
are exponential fits – the obtained characteristic times are written next to the
lines. In the case of surface pressure, an additional linear drift term was added to
the fitting function: in this case, the dotted line represents the fit without the
added linear drift term.
Similar observations can be made about the photoinduced changes in light
absorption, surface potential, and surface pressure in a GAzo3 film, which are
shown in Figure 5.8. In this case, however, there is a slight downward trend in the
surface potential, consistent with loss of molecules from the film surface. However,
the relative change in surface potential is only 4%, which is still small in
comparison to the much larger drop in surface pressure.
Figure 5.9 shows a more detailed view of a single blue and UV irradiation cycle
of GAzo3 Langmuir film. Just as in the case of the GAzo film, the change in light
absorption occur at a faster rate than the change in surface pressure and surface
potential. Interestingly, the characteristic time for the change in light absorption
during UV irradiation is shorter in GAzo3 film than in GAzo film (190 s vs. 240
s), while the reverse was true in chloroform solution. The characteristic time for
the change in light absorption during irradiation with blue light is also remarkably
short, especially when compared to the characteristic time for the change in
surface potential: 40 s vs. 1300 s.
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Figure 5.8: Changes in surface pressure (red), light absorption (blue), and
surface potential (green) of a GAzo3 film during irradiation with UV and blue
light. The vertical lines separate intervals of blue and UV irradiation with the
type of irradiation denoted above the plot. Light absorption is shown in terms of
the change of the ratio of the voltage signals recorded on the two photodiodes. A
brighter blue line is drawn on top of the data points for the photodiode signal:
this represents the same data but filtered to reduce measurement noise.

Figure 5.9: Surface pressure, surface potential, and light absorption of GAzo3
Langmuir film during a single cycle of blue and UV irradiation. The dashed lines
are exponential fits – the obtained characteristic times are written next to the
lines. In the case of surface pressure, an additional linear drift term was added to
the fitting function: in this case, the dotted line represents the fit without the
added linear drift term.
Since a change in surface potential indicates a rotation of the molecular dipole
moment, the slower change in surface potential in comparison to the change in
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light absorption would suggest that the molecules in the film first undergo a transcis transition and then slowly rotate to an energetically more favorable
orientation. Table 5.1 shows a comparison of the characteristic times for the
changes in surface potential and surface pressure and the values of the
characteristic time for the change in light absorption during the same irradiation.
We can see that the change in surface potential and surface pressure in GAzo3
films has a greater lag behind the change in light absorption. We can speculate
that it is more difficult to rearrange the bulkier GAzo3 molecules, however, the
exact relationship between these quantities is beyond the scope of this work.
The fit of the change in surface pressure during UV irradiation of the GAzo
film indicates a characteristic time that is shorter than the one obtained by fitting
the absorption data. This would mean that surface pressure change precedes
isomerization of the molecules, which is unlikely to be true. Instead, this result is
a consequence of the fact that surface pressure cannot be fitted by a simple
exponential (see Chapter 7) and so the characteristic time obtained is just a rough
estimate.
The mismatch between the rate of change in light absorption, surface pressure,
and surface potential is in contrast to what was reported by Maack et al. , where
all the quantities were changing at the same rate31.
Blue irradiation
Film type

UV irradiation

GAzo

GAzo3

GAzo

GAzo3

Light absorption

𝜏𝜏abs = 430 s

𝜏𝜏abs = 40 s

𝜏𝜏abs = 240 s

𝜏𝜏abs = 190 s

Surface potential

3.6 𝜏𝜏abs

33 𝜏𝜏abs

2.7 𝜏𝜏abs

4.3 𝜏𝜏abs

Surface pressure

2.3 𝜏𝜏abs

6.7 𝜏𝜏abs

0.75 𝜏𝜏abs

4.3 𝜏𝜏abs

Table 5.1: Comparison of characteristic times for the changes of light absorption,
surface potential, and surface pressure during irradiation in GAzo and GAzo3
films. The colors of the quantities correspond to the colors of the lines in Figures
5.6-5.9. The characteristic times for the change in surface potential and surface
pressure are written in terms of the characteristic time for the change in light
absorption during the same experiment (i.e. in the same column).

5.3 PHOTOINDUCED CHANGES IN LANGMUIRBLODGETT FILMS OF GUANOSINE DERIVATIVES
Films that were formed at the air-water interface by the molecules described
in section 3.4.1 were transferred to fused quartz and silicon substrates (see section
3.4.2 for more details) in various ways. Effects of irradiation on films transferred
to quartz substrates were studied using UV-Vis spectrophotometry, while films
transferred to silicon wafers were studied using AFM.
To measure change in UV-Vis spectra of LB films transferred to quartz
substrates, we used the same setup as described in section 5.1, where the cuvette
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holder was replaced by a substrate holder. The holder was a simple 3D-printed
block with a groove on top, where the substrate could be placed so that its surface
was oriented perpendicular to the light beam of the spectrophotometer. No film
is deposited on the end of the substrates that is attached to the dipper during LB
deposition so this part could conveniently be used to attach the substrate to the
holder. We did not find any significant difference in photoisomerization efficiency
if the LEDs were positioned in front of the substrate or to the side. Consequently,
we chose to position the LEDs at the side since this allowed us to simultaneously
measure absorbance without having to move the LEDs out of the way of the beam
of the spectrophotometer.

5.3.1 Estimating the expected values of absorbance of LB
films
Since we know the amount of molecules that was deposited to the water surface
in each experiment and we have already measured absorbance values for solutions
of these molecules, we can predict the absorbance values of the transferred films,
assuming that the loss of molecules to the subphase can be neglected. From
equation 2.27 we have:
𝒜𝒜(𝜆𝜆) = 𝜀𝜀(𝜆𝜆)𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆 .

(5.2)

The surface density of molecules 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 on the water is equal to the deposited
number of molecules divided by the surface available to them when the barriers
of the LB trough have been compressed. The surface density of molecules on the
substrate 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠∗ is equal to:
𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠∗ = 2𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆 × TR.

(5.3)

The expression is multiplied by a factor of 2 because a film is deposited on both
sides of a quartz substrates and both will contribute to the absorbance value,
while 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 represents the transfer ratio for the deposition. Due to experimental
constraints the uncertainty of the measured value of TR is relatively large (see
section 3.1.5.1) so this expression can only be used as a rough estimate.

5.3.2 GAzo LB films
Langmuir films of GAzo were prepared by depositing 80 µL of 1 mM GAzo
solution in chloroform to a water subphase and compressing the films until a
pressure of 20 mN/m was reached. After being left for 30 minutes to relax under
constant surface pressure maintained by further compressing the barriers, the film
was deposited by withdrawing the substrate at a speed of 0.5 mm/min. When
additional layers were deposited, the substrate was left to dry for 5 minutes when
withdrawn above the water surface.
The Langmuir films were not completely stable – the barriers were continuously
moving at a speed of 0.1 mm/min to maintain surface pressure. In addition,
irradiating the films with UV light made them noticeably less stable (see Figure
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5.10). This is consistent with the drop in surface pressure seen when such films
were repeatedly irradiated with UV and blue light, as described in section 5.2.2.

Figure 5.10: The distance traveled by the barriers of the LB trough while
maintaining constant surface pressure of 20 mN/m when a GAzo film is irradiated
with UV light vs when it is kept in the dark.
Figure 5.11 shows AFM images of 1 and 9 deposited layers of GAzo on silicon
substrates. The films appears to have a lamellar structure, which has been
observed in LB films of lipophilic derivatives of guanosine before159,160. The height
of the lamellae in Figure 5.11a is approximately 1 nm, which is consistent with a
monolayer. The lamellar structure is preserved when additional layers are
deposited, however, the gaps between the lamellae grow larger and deeper (Figure
5.11b). This could be explained by molecules rearranging themselves to form
bilayers as described in section 3.1.5.

Figure 5.11: AFM images of a single layer (a) and 9 layers (b) of GAzo deposited
to a silicon substrate. The plots underneath the images show the measured heights
of the sample underneath the lines of the same color.
The large gaps are consistent with the uneven transfer ratios measured during
deposition (see Figure 5.12). A bilayer was transferred during the initial
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deposition, after which single layers were transferred when the substrate was
moving up through the interface, while only partial layers were transferred when
the substrate was moving down through the interface. Similar transfer ratios were
measured during the deposition of GAzo on quartz, while using a mica substrate
resulted in the film peeling off the substrate when the dipper was moving
downwards.

Figure 5.12: Transfer ratios for 9 layers of GAzo deposited to three different
substrates. The direction of movement of the dipper for each layer is denoted
above the plot.
We were unable to discern any changes in the AFM images of the films when
they were irradiated with blue or UV light. However, a reversible change in UVVis absorbance could be measured when film deposited on quartz was irradiated.

Figure 5.13: (a) Absorption spectra for LB films of GAzo (left axis) compared
to absorption spectrum of GAzo in solution (right axis). The vertical lines mark
the absorbance peaks in solution. (b) Relative change in absorbance (λ = 330 nm)
of GAzo films deposited on quartz or silanized quartz when irradiated with UV
and blue light. The type of irradiation is denoted above the plot. The lines are a
moving average of the points. The colors denoting the samples are the same as in
subfigure (a).
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Figure 5.13a shows a comparison of spectra of LB films of GAzo on quartz and
the spectrum of GAzo in solution. Since it has been reported that depositing cis
azobenzene molecules can improve the amount of molecules that are able to switch
after deposition38, we also performed the depositions after having irradiated the
film with UV light. In addition, we also performed depositions on silanized
(hydrophobic) quartz substrates speculating that a different orientation of the
deposited molecules might allow more of them to switch under irradiation. The
absorbance peaks measured for LB films match those measured in solution.
Because transmission spectroscopy was used, absorbance is the result of the films
deposited on both sides of the quartz substrate so the number of layers is doubled.
The results of irradiation of LB films of GAzo with actinic light are shown in
Figure 5.13b. The relative change in absorbance is much lower than the 60%
observed in solution (see Figure 5.2). In addition, using a hydrophobic substrate
or irradiating the film at the air-water interface before the transfer appears to
actually reduce the amount of molecules that switch in the transferred film. The
same is true for the sample with multiple deposited layers, where we measured
the lowest relative change in absorbance of all the samples. This can intuitively
be understood since molecule that are not at the surface of the sample should
have less available space to change conformation.
We can use the measured absorbance value of the sample to retroactively
estimate the transfer ratio for the deposition, utilizing equations 5.2 and 5.3. In
principle, 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 can be calculated from the known area of the film and the number
of molecules deposited to the interface at the beginning of the experiment,
however, since the film in this case is unstable and molecules are slowly being
dissolved in the subphase, we can only calculate the upper limit for 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 , i.e. the
case where no molecules were lost. Transfer ratios calculated in this manner are
shown in Table 5.2.
Number of
layers

UV
irradiation

Silanizatio
n

1
2
1
2
9

✓

✓
✓

✓

Calculated
average TR
0.79
0.32
0.80
0.66
0.66

Table 5.2: Calculated average transfer ratios for different depositions of GAzo
LB films.
The transfer ratio for a non-irradiated film to an untreated quartz substrate
was calculated to be 0.79 for one deposited layer, and slightly lower, 0.66 for 9
deposited layers. This is consistent with the AFM images shown in Figure 5.11
where gaps in layers are larger when more layers are deposited. We find similar
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transfer ratios for transfers of both films that were irradiated with UV light,
however, the TR for the transfer of the unirradiated film to a silanized quartz
substrate is only 0.32.

5.3.3 GAzo3 LB films
Langmuir films of GAzo3 were prepared by depositing 415 µL of 125 µM GAzo3
chloroform solution to a water subphase and compressing the films until a surface
pressure of 33 mN/m was reached. After being left for 30 minutes to relax, the
film was transferred by withdrawing the substrate at a speed of 0.5 mm/min.
When additional layers were deposited, the substrate was left to dry for 5 minutes
when withdrawn above the water surface.
Similar to what was observed in the case of GAzo films, UV irradiation affected
the stability of the film. If the film was left in the dark, it would eventually
stabilize and the barriers were no longer moving. However, when the film was
irradiated, the speed at which the barriers had to move to compensate for the
drop in surface pressure never reached zero (see Figure 5.14). This is once again
consistent with the observations described in section 5.2.2.

Figure 5.14: The distance traveled by the barriers of the LB trough while
maintaining constant surface pressure for three GAzo3 film cases: surface pressure
of 33 mN/m and irradiated with UV light, surface pressure of 33 mN/m and not
irradiated, and surface pressure of 5 mN/m and not irradiated.
Figure 5.15 shows AFM images of a LB film of GAzo3 on silicon substrates.
The depth of the holes in the films seen in Figure 5.15a is approximately 0.9 nm,
which is consistent with a monolayer.
Figure 5.16a shows a comparison of spectra of LB films of GAzo3 on quartz
and the spectrum of GAzo3 in solution. Since GAzo films transferred to silanized
substrates were less responsive to UV irradiation that those transferred to
untreated quartz substrates (see Figure 5.13b), we only transferred GAzo3 films
to untreated substrates. However, we did transfer a film at a lower surface
pressure, since BAM images showed very dense films formed at high surface
pressures (see Figure 4.4), which could negatively impact the ability of molecules
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to undergo photoisomerization. The absorbance peaks measured for LB films were
slightly blueshifted with respect to the peak measured in solution: a blueshift in
the spectrum is known to happen in azobenzene aggregates that have dipole
moments with anti-parallel alignment, but solvent interaction also plays a role in
the position of the peaks15. Once again calculating the transfer ratios from the
measured absorbances, we find that the transfer ratios for both non-irradiated
films is around 1.75, while the transfer ratio for the irradiated film is 0.97.

Figure 5.15: AFM image of a monolayer of GAzo3 on quartz. The plot on the
right shows the heights of the points along the lines of the same color marked in
the AFM image.
The changes in absorbance of the transferred films during irradiation with UV
and blue light are shown in Figure 5.16b. As before, similar relative changes in
absorbance when irradiated were measured in all three films (around 3%), which
is again much smaller than the 40% measured in solution (see Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.16: (a) Absorption spectra for LB films of GAzo3 (left axis) compared
to absorption spectrum of GAzo3 in solution (right axis). (b) Relative change in
absorbance (λ = 320 nm) GAzo3 films deposited on quartz when irradiated with
UV and blue light. The type of irradiation is denoted between the vertical lines.
The colored lines are a moving average of the points. The colors denoting the
samples are the same as in subfigure (a).

5.3.4 GAzo(C11)2 LB films
A Langmuir film was prepared by depositing 120 µL of 125 µM chloroform
solution of GAzo(C11)2 onto a water subphase and compressing it until surface
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pressure reached 15 mN/m with a constant barrier speed of 5 mm/min. At this
point, the film was left to relax before starting the deposition to a silicon
substrate. The Langmuir film proved to be unstable even in the dark: instead of
the barriers slowly coming to a halt when the film relaxes, constant compression
of the barriers at a speed of 1 mm/min was needed to maintain surface pressure
(see Figure 5.17 below). By contrast, a speed of only 0.1 mm/min was needed to
maintain surface pressure in the GAzo film. This suggests that, even though the
film is relatively stable when its surface area is held constant (see Figure 7.12),
the movement of the barriers when attempting to maintain constant surface
pressure is enough to dislodge the molecules from the air-water interface.

Figure 5.17: Behavior of the LB trough barriers at the transition from film
compression to film relaxation, during which surface pressure is held constant by
further compressing the barriers, i.e. barrier speed is greater than zero. The xaxis shows elapsed time since beginning of the compression. The blue line is merely
a guide for the eye.
Despite problems with stability, we still deposited a single layer of the film to
a silicon substrate and 5 layers to a quartz substrate. More layers were deposited
to the quartz substrate to obtain more signal during the UV-Vis spectrometry
measurement, though no more than 5 layers could be deposited before the film
was compressed to the limit of the experimental setup. The dipper speed for these
depositions was 0.5 mm/min, and the substrate was left to dry for 5 minutes after
each deposition.
AFM images of the results of these two depositions are shown in Figure 5.18.
The surface of the silicon substrate (Figure 5.18a) is covered with “spots” which
are reminiscent of those seen with BAM before deposition at similar surface
pressures (see Figure 4.2h), though at a much smaller scale. The heights of these
spots are between 3 and 4 nm; given that the length of a C11 chain or a stretched
azobenzene molecule is around 1 nm, this height suggests a multilayered structure.
The AFM image of the 5 layers deposited on quartz (Figure 5.18b) is consistent
with successively depositing the spotted film on the same surface. Just as was the
case in the GAzo and GAzo3 films, photoinduced changes in absorption of the
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films could be measured, while no change in the structure of the film surface as
seen under AFM could be observed.

Figure 5.18: AFM images of 1 layer of GAzo(C11)2 film on silicon (a) and 5 layers
of GAzo(C11)2 film on quartz (b). The heights of the spots in image (a) are between
3 and 4 nm.
Figure 5.19a shows the UV-Vis spectrum of 5 layers of GAzo(C11)2 on quartz.
Both the peak at 330 nm and the peak at 260 nm are blueshifted in comparison
to the ones measured in solution. Calculating the transfer ratio from the
absorption of the samples gives an estimate for the average TR of 0.98.
Figure 5.19b shows the change in absorbance of the 5 layers of film deposited
on quartz when irradiated with blue or UV light. The change in absorbance is
again much smaller when compared to that in solution (see Figure 5.2): around
3% in the film versus 80% in the solution.

Figure 5.19: (a) UV-Vis spectrum of 5 layers of GAzo(C11)2 film deposited on
quartz (left axis) compared to the spectrum of GAzo(C11)2 in solution (right axis).
The spectrum of the solution is not shown below 245 nm because the absorption
of the cuvette there was already significant. (b) Change in absorbance (λ = 330
nm) of 5 layers of GAzo(C11)2 film deposited on quartz when irradiated with UV
and blue light. The type of irradiation is denoted above the plot. The line is a
moving average of the points.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS
Measurement of change in light absorption shows that the investigated
molecules can be switched from trans to cis isomerization and back using UV and
blue light. However, the amount of molecules that are switched upon irradiation
drops sharply when molecules are transferred to a solid substrate. The low
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proportion of molecules that underwent photoisomerization could not be improved
by depositing LB films on hydrophobic substrates, depositing irradiated films, or
depositing films at lower surface pressures.
We also found that the surface pressure in GAzo and GAzo3 films drops
considerably when the film is irradiated with UV light, probably due to
rearrangement of molecules at the air-water interface. Interestingly, GAzo(C11)2
films proved to be unstable if we attempted to maintain constant surface pressure,
but, as we will show in section 7, they are quite stable if the barriers are stationary,
even if irradiated with actinic light.
Several papers have reported observing photoinduced changes in film structure
using AFM35,38,42, however, in our case, despite absorbance of the transferred films
clearly changing upon irradiation with actinic light, no change in the surface
structure of the film structure could be observed using AFM.
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6 Comparison of thermal
relaxation kinetics in solution,
Langmuir, and LB films
Characteristic times for thermal cis-trans relaxation of the azobenzene moiety
can be significantly affected by the environment of the moiety: both the type of
molecule it is bonded to as well as the environment of the molecule itself. This
means that different azo-functionalised molecules can have relaxation time
ranging from milliseconds to hours15. Comparing characteristic photoswitching
times in different environments can be difficult since the different illumination
conditions have to be account for, i.e. it is challenging to create the same
illumination conditions on the relatively large surface area of a Langmuir film as
one can create on the much smaller transferred LB film or in a solution. On the
other hand, the only parameter affecting thermal relaxation kinetics apart from
the composition of the molecule and environment, is the temperature, so
comparing relaxation kinetics between solution, Langmuir films, and LB films, is
relatively straightforward.
Monitoring relaxation kinetics of azobenzene derivatives by monitoring the
change in UV-Vis spectra means that we inescapably cause photoexcitation of a
portion of the studied molecules with the light used to measure the spectrum.
Furthermore, the wavelengths where the difference in the absorbances of cis and
trans isomers are the most pronounced are also the wavelengths, where
photoisomerization is typically most efficient (see section 2.3.1). On the other
hand, if the absorbance for some wavelength is the same for both cis and trans
isomers therefore reducing the efficiency of photoisomerization with light at this
wavelength, no information can be obtained about the concentrations of each of
the isomers since the absorbance of any combination of isomers is the same.
Therefore, when studying relaxation kinetics of photoactive molecules, as little
light as possible should be used to probe the sample. However, lower light
intensities and shorter integration times also reduce the signal-to-noise ratio of
the measurement, which can also be problematic when studying monolayers,
where the absorbance is very low.
In this chapter we describe measurements of thermal relaxation times using
UV absorbance for photoactive guanosine derivatives in solution, at the air-water
interface, and in LB films. To account for the error that the irradiation with the
light used in the measurement introduces, we used different light intensities and
extrapolated the data to zero intensity.
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6.1 MONITORING THERMAL RELAXATION KINETICS
BY UV ABSORBANCE
From the general expression for the concentration of trans isomers during
photoisomerization in Eq. 2.17, we can see that the kinetic constant is in general
equal to:
𝜅𝜅 = 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 .
(6.1)
If molecules are first irradiated with UV light and then left in the dark, 𝜅𝜅 is
equal to 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 . However, if we wish to observe the thermal cis-trans relaxation by
periodically measuring absorption spectra of a sample, both 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 and 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 are
non-zero during each measurement. Recall that these two parameters are
proportional to the probability for photoinduced trans-cis and cis-trans
transitions (Eq. 2.12). In a spectrophotometer, the sample is irradiated with light
of all wavelengths, promoting both cis-trans and trans-cis transitions, so these
two parameters can be expressed as an integral over all wavelengths of the
spectrophotometer’s light source:
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 = �

d𝐼𝐼
(𝜆𝜆)𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 (𝜆𝜆)𝛷𝛷𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆)d𝜆𝜆
d𝜆𝜆

and 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 = �

d𝐼𝐼
(𝜆𝜆)𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆)𝛷𝛷𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 (𝜆𝜆)d𝜆𝜆. (6.2)
d𝜆𝜆

As defined in section 2.3.2, the parameters 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 (λ) and 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 (λ) are the molar
absorption coefficients for trans and cis isomers for light at wavelength 𝜆𝜆, while
Φt→c (λ) and Φc→t (λ) are quantum yields for the trans-cis and cis-trans transition,
respectively. The sum 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 can, therefore, be written as:
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 = �

d𝐼𝐼
(𝜆𝜆)[𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 (𝜆𝜆)𝛷𝛷𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆) + 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆)𝛷𝛷𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 (𝜆𝜆)]d𝜆𝜆.
d𝜆𝜆

(6.3)

In a typical spectrophotometer, light intensity should be as stable as possible,
so the light source is kept constantly on and a shutter prevents the light from
irradiating the sample between measurements. The amount of light that reaches
the sample can be constrained either by less frequent measurements or keeping
the shutter open for shorter times during each measurement.
Consider a measurement where a sample’s absorbance is probed at regular
intervals: this means that the intensity 𝐼𝐼 is a periodic function of time and the
differential equations from which Beer-Lambert’s law is derived (Eq. 2.10 and Eq.
2.11) become much more difficult, and possibly impossible to solve analytically,
depending on the exact time dependence of 𝐼𝐼. When the time between
measurements 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 is large and 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 ≫ 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 , an exponential functions no longer
properly describes the data: this is shown in Figure 6.1, where the time
dependence of the concentration of cis isomers during relaxation is calculated
numerically and the simulated data points fitted with an exponential function.
Using values of 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 similar to what we measured for our molecules, we can expect
measured data points to no longer fit an exponential curve for 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 /𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 ≳ 10 at
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𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 = 30 s (Figure 6.1a). On the other hand, with shorter times 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 , the exponential
behavior is recovered even for higher 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 (Figure 6.1b).

Figure 6.1: Numerical solutions for the time dependence of concentration of
trans isomers during thermal cis-trans relaxation (dashed lines) with regular
measurements of absorption (points). The solid lines are best fits of exponential
functions to these data points. Image (a) shows 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡) for different ratios of 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 /𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇
when a measurement is performed every 30 s, figure (b) shows 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡) for different
times between measurements (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) at 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 /𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 = 50. The value of 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 for these plots
was set to 5 h-1, which is comparable to what we measured for our samples.
Fitting an exponential function to data measured this way is equivalent to
replacing 𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) with some effective intensity 𝐼𝐼eff , which is constant with time (see
Figure 6.2). If the time between measurements is 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 and the sample is irradiated
for a time of 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 at every measurement, we can use the approximation:
𝐼𝐼eff (𝜆𝜆) = (𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 /𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 )𝐼𝐼(𝜆𝜆).

(6.4)

Figure 6.2: Illustration of the time dependence of intensity of light hitting the
measured sample in a typical spectrophotometer. When a measurement is
executed, the shutter in front of the light source stays open for a time 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 , during
which, data is typically collected for some shorter amount of time. A measurement
is repeated after a time 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 . This can alternatively be approximated by a constant
effective intensity 𝐼𝐼eff .
Using this approximation and the definitions of 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 and 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 from Eq. 6.2, we
can write 𝜅𝜅 from Eq. 6.1 as:
𝜅𝜅 = 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 +

𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 d𝐼𝐼
� (𝜆𝜆)[𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 (𝜆𝜆)𝛷𝛷𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆) + 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆)𝛷𝛷𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 (𝜆𝜆)]d𝜆𝜆.
𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖
d𝜆𝜆
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(6.5)

The value of the integral in this expression is a constant for the same sample,
therefore 𝜅𝜅 is simply a linear function of 𝑡𝑡−1
𝑖𝑖 , i.e. the frequency with which we
measure absorbance.
𝜅𝜅 = 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 +

𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚
𝑘𝑘 ;
𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜

𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 = �

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
(𝜆𝜆)[𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 (𝜆𝜆)𝛷𝛷𝑡𝑡→𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆) + 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 (𝜆𝜆)𝛷𝛷𝑐𝑐→𝑡𝑡 (𝜆𝜆)]d𝜆𝜆.
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(6.6)

Ideally, the intensity of light with which we measure absorption should be low
enough that the second term in Eq. 6.6 is much smaller than the first, regardless
of the value of 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 , so the measured 𝜅𝜅 would be directly equal to the relaxation
kinetic constant 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 . However, this is often not possible to achieve. If low intensities
are used to probe samples with very low absorbances, such as molecular
monolayers, the change in absorbance will be difficult to distinguish from the noise
of the detector. This can be alleviated by more frequent measurements of
absorbance, averaging out the noise, however that once again increases the second
term in Eq. 6.6. A way around this is to measure at different time 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 and use the
expression in Eq. 6.6 to extract 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 from the data. This is how the relaxation times
for molecules in Langmuir and LB films in this chapter were obtained.

6.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.2.1 Relaxation kinetics in solution
When measuring relaxation times in a solution, the signal-to-noise ratio is
relatively large, so it is enough to record only a few points to obtain the full
relaxation kinetics. To test when the measurement itself has an appreciable effect
on the relaxation kinetics, we monitored the relaxation kinetics of a GAzo
chloroform solution using four different values of 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 : 1 s, 10 s, 100 s, 1000 s. The
setup for this measurement is described in section 4.1. Because the rate of change
in the spectrum during a typical relaxation slows down with time, the time
between measurements of individual spectra can also be gradually increased
throughout the course of the measurement, reducing the amount of light the
sample is exposed to. In this test, the intervals between spectral measurements
were increased by 10% with every measured spectrum. The results are shown in
Figure 6.3.
When the interval between measurements was 1 s, the shutter of the
spectrophotometer was kept open throughout the relaxation; for the other three
examples, where the time between measurements was longer, the shutter was
closed between measurements. We can see that having the shutter open has a
clear effect on relaxation: the relaxation time is shorter and the final absorbance
is lower than in the other three examples. By fitting a stretched exponential
function to the data, we obtained a relaxation time of 0.45 h for 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 = 1 s and
around 0.75 h for longer times 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 . Because the data points are not evenly spaced
the fit was performed by weighing each point by the average time to its
neighboring datapoints.
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Figure 6.3: Thermal cis-trans relaxation kinetics for 30 µM solution of GAzo for
different time intervals between measurements of absorption. The initial intervals
were 1 s, 10 s, 100 s, and 1000 s, and were increased by 10% with every measured
spectrum. For the measurement where the initial interval between measurements
was 1 s, the spectrophotometer’s shutter was kept constantly open. The dotted
lines represent best fits with a stretched exponential function characteristic times
𝜏𝜏 and stretch factors 𝑠𝑠 written in the legend.
In line with the observations in Figure 6.1, the stretch factor was close to 1
when measurements were done every second but differed from 1 when the
measurements were done every 1000 s. Note that since the stretch factors are
different for different fits, the relaxation times above are not directly comparable
to one another; they do, however, still provide the characteristic time scale of the
relaxation process.

Figure 6.4: Thermal cis-trans relaxation kinetics for solutions of GAzo, GAzo3,
and GAzo(C11)2. Data points are absorbance values for 330 nm light, the colored
lines are best fits of the data using a stretched exponential function, and the
dotted blacked lines show best fits using a normal exponential function.
Using 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 = 10 s, we measured the change in absorbance during cis-trans
relaxation for GAzo3 and GAzo(C11)2 in chloroform solutions as well: the results
are shown in Figure 6.4. We find that stretched exponentials are needed to achieve
good fits of the data for the other two molecules as well, with 𝑠𝑠 values being 0.71
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and 0.86 for GAzo3 and GAzo(C11)2, respectively. Somewhat surprisingly, mean
relaxation times for the molecules vary by an order of magnitude: about 1 h for
GAzo and GAzo3, and approximately 15 h for GAzo(C11)2.

6.2.2 Relaxation kinetics in LB films
As described in section 5.3, monolayers and multilayers of films from all three
azo-functionalized guanosine derivatives were transferred to quartz substrates and
studied using transmission UV-Vis spectroscopy. Thermal cis-trans relaxation was
monitored using several different times 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 , while 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 was equal to 1.5 s for all
measurements.
The results for GAzo LB films are shown in Figure 6.5. In both the monolayer
and the multilayered sample, complete relaxation of the molecules was not reached
when 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 was very short (1 s for the monolayer and up to 3 s for the multilayer),
which is consistent with the expression for 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡 → ∞) from equation 2.18. In the
case of the monolayer, the noise in the measurement was substantial, which is
especially problematic when 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 is large and there are fewer points to use for the
fit. In the sample with 9 deposited layers of GAzo, the absorbance is
approximately 9 times higher and the signal-to-noise ratio is much larger. In both
cases, the relaxation time gets longer when 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 is increased.

Figure 6.5: Change in absorbance at 330 nm for two LB films during thermal
cis-trans relaxation measured at different time intervals: (a) 1 layer of GAzo and
(b) 9 layers of GAzo. The time intervals between measurements are denoted next
to the lines of matching color, which represent stretch exponential fits of the data.
A plot of fitted relaxation times vs. effective light intensity used in the
measurement is shown in Figure 6.6. The error bars showing the uncertainties of
the fitted characteristic times 𝜏𝜏 reflect the noise in the measurement: the
uncertainties are much larger in the monolayer measurements and get larger still
for small 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 /𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 . We can see that there is indeed a linear dependency between 𝜅𝜅
and 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 /𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 and the value of 𝜅𝜅 at 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 /𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 = 0 represents 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 . In the cases of the
monolayer, we find that 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 = 3.6 h−1 from which we can calculate the value of 𝜏𝜏
is 0.27 h ± 0.21 h. In the case of 9 transferred GAzo layers, the value of 𝜅𝜅 at
𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 /𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 = 0 is very close to 0 so the calculated value of 𝜏𝜏 is very large. However,
since this value is also extremely sensitive to small changes in fitted 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 and the
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uncertainty of 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 is substantial, it is more correct to only state that 𝜏𝜏 > 7 h (with
a probability of 𝑝𝑝 = 0.66).
The values for 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 (as defined in Eq. 6.6) are 51 h−1 ± 1 h−1 for the multilayered
sample and 79 h−1 ± 7 h−1 for the monolayer (𝑝𝑝 = 0.66): the fact that these values
are different would suggest that the packing of the molecules in the monolayer is
different than that in the multilayered sample, affecting the quantum yield and/or
values of absorbances. The former can occur if the molecules are tightly packed
and thus the transition from one conformation to the other is sterically hindered,
the latter can occur if the transitional dipole moments of the molecules are
oriented in such a way that the absorbance of light is smaller. Since the measured
values of absorbance are proportional to the number of layers (see Figure 5.13)
and the spectra of the two samples are qualitatively similar, it seems that a
difference in light absorption cannot contribute significantly to this effect,
therefore, sterical hindrance is the likely explanation.

Figure 6.6: Dependence of characteristic relaxation times obtained from fits
shown in Figure 6.5 on normalized effective intensity of the light used in the
measurement (see Eq. 6.4). The error bars represent confidence intervals (p = 0.9)
for obtained characteristic times. The lines are linear fits to the data points. The
expressions for the fits and the values of characteristic relaxation times obtained
from them are written next to the lines.
The relaxation kinetics for GAzo3 LB films are shown in Figure 6.7. For
relaxation kinetics of the GAzo3 monolayer, the value of 𝑐𝑐0 (𝑡𝑡 → ∞) does not
appear to be a monotonic function of 𝐼𝐼eff as predicted by theory (Eq. 2.18): the
measured change in absorbance is highest for intermediate 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 . For the multilayered
LB film, the result is similar than those observed in GAzo LB films: the total
change in absorbance is reduced for short 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 and constant for longer times 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 .
There was also a substantial drift in the absorbance signal for the multilayered
LB film at 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 = 1 s: it is possible that the lamp in the spectrophotometer had not
completely equilibrated when this measurement was performed. The drift is
marked with a dashed line in the plot.
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Figure 6.7: Change in absorbance at 330 nm for two LB films during thermal
cis-trans relaxation measured at different time intervals: (a) 1 layer of GAzo3 and
(b) 9 layers of GAzo3. The time intervals between measurements are denoted next
to the lines of matching color, which represent stretch exponential fits of the data.
In the 𝜅𝜅(𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 /𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) plot (Figure 6.8) we can once again see a clear linear
dependence, especially in the data for the multilayer. In contrast to the GAzo
data, the value of 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 are nearly identical for both the monolayer (62 h−1 ± 6 h−1 )
and the multilayer LB film (64 h−1 ± 3 h−1 ). The expected value for characteristic
relaxation time for the monolayer (𝜏𝜏 = 0.35 h ± 0.23 h) is once again shorter than
the one calculated for 9 transferred layers (𝜏𝜏 > 1.4 h). In the latter case, only the
lower bound of the value for 𝜏𝜏 is given, using the same reasoning as in the case of
the GAzo multilayer.

Figure 6.8: Dependence of characteristic relaxation times obtained from fits
shown in Figure 6.7 on normalized effective intensity of the light used in the
measurement (see Eq. 6.4). The error bars represent confidence intervals (p = 0.9)
for obtained characteristic times. The lines are linear fits to the data points. The
expressions for the fits and the values of characteristic relaxation times obtained
from them are written next to the lines.
The measurements of relaxation kinetics of 5-layered GAzo(C11)2 LB film are
shown in Figure 6.9. Once again, the total change in absorbance is not a
monotonic function of 𝐼𝐼eff , however, 𝜅𝜅(𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 /𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) is still well described by a linear
function, as predicted by equation 6.6. The value of 𝜏𝜏 obtained from the linear fit
in Figure 6.9b can be estimated as larger than 1 h.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Change in absorbance at 330 nm for 5 transferred layers of
GAzo(C11)2, measured with different time intervals between measurements; these
are denoted next to the lines of the matching color. The lines represent stretch
exponential fits of the data. (b) Dependence of characteristic relaxation times
obtained from fits shown in subfigure (a) on normalized effective intensity of the
light used in the measurement (see Eq. 6.4) The error bars represent confidence
intervals (p = 0.9) for obtained characteristic times. The line is a linear fit to the
data points. The expressions for the fits and the values of characteristic relaxation
times obtained from them are written next to the line.

6.2.3 Relaxation kinetics in Langmuir films
The setup used to irradiate and measure absorbance at the air-water interface
is described in section 5.2.1. The same setup was used to irradiate the film for 1.5
h and then measure absorbance during thermal relaxation during the next 3 hours,
while the film was kept in the dark. Cis-trans thermal relaxation kinetics for GAzo
and GAzo3 Langmuir films are shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11, respectively.
In both cases, the noise of the measurement is substantial so there would be
no real value in using a stretched exponential function over a pure exponential
function in fitting the data. As was the case when measuring relaxation in LB
films, we can still plot the 𝜅𝜅(𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 /𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) dependence, though, due to measurement
noise, the results are less conclusive. In the case of GAzo Langmuir film, the best
fit of a linear function has a negative trend, while the theory predicts only positive
trends (i.e. the expression in Eq. 6.3 can only have non-negative values): this could
either mean that the intensity of the LED used to measure absorbance was already
low enough to not have an effect on the relaxation kinetics or that the noise in
the measurement made it difficult to obtain proper relaxation times. In the case
of GAzo3, measurement noise meant that an exponential trend in absorbance
signal could only be resolved with shorter 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 times so only a few points were
available in the 𝜅𝜅(𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 /𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) dependence. In both cases, therefore, simply averaging
the results of different fitted relaxation kinetics is comparable to obtaining 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇
from a fit of 𝜅𝜅(𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 /𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) data.
The values obtained from taking the average and standard deviation of fitted
relaxation times are 1 h ± 0.4 h for GAzo film and 0.3 h ± 0.1 h for GAzo3 film.
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Figure 6.10: (a) Cis-trans thermal relaxation kinetics for a GAzo Langmuir film.
The data points represent the change in light intensity below the film divided by
a reference light intensity measured above the film. Each data set was obtained
by measuring absorbance with different times between measurements, as denoted
in the legend. The lines are best fits of an exponential function to the data. (b)
Dependence of fitted characteristic relaxation times on effective intensity of the
measurement. The error bars represent the confidence intervals for 𝜅𝜅 as obtained
from the fitting procedure (p = 0.9). The dashed line is the best fit of a linear
function to the data, the full line is the best fit matching the data for non-negative
𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 .

Figure 6.11: (a) Cis-trans thermal relaxation kinetics for a GAzo3 Langmuir
film. The data points represent the change in light intensity below the film divided
by a reference light intensity measured above the film. Each data set was obtained
by measuring absorbance with different times between measurements, as denoted
in the legend. The lines are best fits of an exponential function to the data. (b)
Dependence of fitted characteristic relaxation times on effective intensity of the
measurement. The error bars represent the confidence intervals for 𝜅𝜅 as obtained
from the fitting procedure (p = 0.9). The line is the best fit of a linear function
to the data.

6.2.4 Comparison
The values of all the measured characteristic cis-trans relaxation times
presented in this chapter are shown in Table 6.1. For GAzo, no statistically
significant difference in the relaxation times in solution and in a Langmuir film
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was measured. However, once the molecules were transferred to a solid substrate,
the relaxation time dropped, from 1 h to 0.3 h. Furthermore, if multiple layers
were transferred, the thermal relaxation times increased considerably, where only
the lower bound of 7 h could be given.
In the case of GAzo3, the characteristic time is shorter when molecules form a
film (1.2 h in solution vs. 0.3 h at the air-water interface); the same relaxation
time of 0.3 h was also measured when the molecules were transferred to a quartz
substrate. Once again, however, the relaxation time became longer when more
layers were deposited to the substrate: the fitted relaxation time was on the order
of 105 h, though the 66% confidence interval extends to times as short at 1.4 h.
For GAzo(C11)2, the relaxation times were only measured in solution and in a
multilayer LB film. Again, the best fit predicts a characteristic time much larger
than the one measured in solution (on the order of 106 h vs. 15 h), however, the
uncertainty in the characteristic time measured for the LB film means that the
lower bound for the value of 𝜏𝜏 is 1 h, meaning that the difference between the two
characteristic times is not statistically significant.
Compound

Characteristic cis-trans thermal relaxation times in hours
Solution

Langmuir film

LB monolayer

LB multilayer

GAzo

0.77

1 ± 0.4

0.3 ± 0.2

> 7 (~106 )

GAzo3

1.22

0.3 ± 0.1

0.3 ± 0.2

> 1 (~105 )

GAzo(C11)2

14.9

> 1 (~106 )

Table 6.1: The values of all the measured characteristic cis-trans relaxation times
presented in this chapter.
From these results we can conclude that the environment of the molecules plays
a significant role in their thermal relaxation kinetics. This is not the case for all
molecules: for example, Piosik et al. found no significant difference in
characteristic thermal relaxation times measured in solution and LB film for two
of the three tested compounds169. The results described in this chapter indicate,
that the thermal stability of the cis isomer of the investigated azo-functionalized
guanosine derivatives can be greatly improved by packing in multilayered
structures. This means that the interactions between azo-functionalized guanosine
derivatives packed in multilayered structures cause the energy barrier for thermal
cis-trans isomerization to increase significantly.
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7 Photoinduced inhibition of
G-C pairing in Langmuir films
7.1 INTRODUCTION
While some studies have explored the photoregulation of base pairing at the
air-water interface28, photoregulation where both nucleobases are adsorbed at the
interface has not yet been demonstrated. In this chapter, I will present the work
that was published in the paper “Photoisomerizable Guanosine Derivative as a
Probe for DNA Base-Pairing in Langmuir Monolayers”155, where we analysed the
changes in surface pressure in Langmuir films composed of combinations
GAzo(C11)2 with a non-photoactive derivatives of other nucleobases. By
comparing the experimental results with a theoretical model, we were able to show
that the observed behaviour of G-C mixed films is consistent with photoinduced
inhibition of base pairing.

Figure 7.1: Graphical illustration of the studied system: the shape of the
GAzo(C11)2 molecule changes when irradiated with UV light, causing the
guanosine-cytidine pairs at the air-water interface to brake. When irradiated with
blue light, the pairs are reestablished.

7.2 PHOTOINDUCED BREAKING OF G-C PAIRS IN
SOLUTION
Before conducting experiments at the air-water interface, we explored if
photoinduced breaking of G-C pairs could be achieved in solution for the
molecules we were planning to use.
It has been demonstrated through NMR measurements that hydrogen bonding
in solutions of guanosine derivatives similar to the ones described in this work
can be controlled via optical irradiation22,127. While NMR allows one to obtain
information about the structures formed through hydrogen bonding, a simple UVVis spectroscopy can be enough to indicate that bonding is occurring because the
spectrum of a nucleobase pair is different from that of two unbonded
nucleobases170.
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We measured the UV-Vis absorption spectra of chloroform solutions of all three
photoactive guanosine compounds, the absorption spectrum of C(C10)2 molecules,
as well as absorption spectra of mixtures of each guanosine derivatives with
C(C10)2 before and after irradiation with UV light. If the spectra are measured in
the linear regime (see section 2.3.3) and there are no interactions between the two
compounds in the mixture, we can expect the absorption spectrum of the mixture
to be equal to the sum of the absorption spectra of its constituents. If, however,
there are interactions between the different types of molecules present in the
mixture, we can expect to find a difference between the spectrum of the mixture
and the sum of the individual spectra. If H-bonds between nucleobases are
inhibited upon irradiation, the spectrum that is directly measured and the
spectrum that is calculated from two pristine spectra should match for the cis
isomer but not for the trans isomer. The results of such investigations of Hbonding for GAzo, GAzo3, and GAzo(C11)2 are shown in Figures 7.2-7.4.
In the case of a 7.8 µM mixture of GAzo and C(C10)2, the calculated spectra
clearly deviate from the measured ones between 260 nm and 300 nm for the initial
(trans) mixture as well as the irradiated (cis) mixture (Figure 7.2). This indicates
binding is occurring between GAzo and C(C10)2 for both isomers of GAzo and it
therefore cannot be interrupted with optical irradiation.

Figure 7.2: UV-Vis absorption spectra of chloroform solution of a mixture of
GAzo and C(C10)2 before and after irradiation with UV light (blue and orange
lines, respectively). The dotted lines show the sum of spectra of GAzo and C(C10)2
solutions. For better visibility, the trans spectra have been shifted: absorbance
values for blue lines are displayed on the left axis, while those for the orange lines
are displayed on the right axis.
For a mixture of equal volumes of 3.9 µM GAzo3 and 7.8 µM C(C10)2, we find
that the spectra for the initial mixture is equal to the sum of the spectra of GAzo3
and C(C10)2, however, this is not the case for the irradiated mixture (Figure 7.3).
This suggests the bonds can only form when the three azobenzene moieties on the
molecule are in the cis configuration. Because the GAzo3 has approximately three
times higher absorbance than GAzo molecule in the relevant wavelength range, a
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lower concentration of GAzo3 was used to avoid reaching values of absorbance
comparable to 1.

Figure 7.3: UV-Vis absorption spectra of chloroform solution of a mixture of
GAzo3 and C(C10)2 before and after irradiating the solution with UV light (blue
and orange lines, respectively). The dotted lines show the sum of spectra of GAzo3
solution and C(C10)2 solution.
For a mixture of equal volumes of 20 µM GAzo(C11)2 and 15 µM C(C10)2, we
find that the reverse is the case (Figure 7.4): the spectra for the irradiated (cis)
mixture is equal to the sum of the spectra of GAzo(C11)2 and C(C10)2, while this
is not true for the unirradiated (trans) mixture. This suggests bonds between
GAzo(C11)2 and C(C10)2 are present in the initial solution and can be broken by
optical irradiation.

Figure 7.4: UV-Vis absorption spectra of chloroform solution of a mixture of
GAzo(C11)2 and C(C10)2 before and after irradiation with UV light (blue and
orange lines, respectively). The dotted lines show the sum of spectra of
GAzo(C11)2 solution and C(C10)2 solution. Absorbance values for blue lines are
displayed on the left axis, while those for the orange lines are displayed on the
right axis.
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No deviations from the spectra calculated by summing the spectra of pristine
solutions were observed when guanosine derivatives were mixed with noncomplimentary adenosine derivatives.
Experiments at the air-water interface were conducted with GAzo(C11)2
because the experiments in solution suggested that hydrogen bonding could be
optically controlled and because surface pressure in irradiated films proved to be
much more stable than in films from GAzo3 (compare the results shown in Figure
7.12 shown later in this chapter with those already described in Figure 5.8).

7.3 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AT THE AIR-WATER
INTERFACE
Solutions of GAzo(C11)2, C(C10)2, G(C10)2, A(C10)2, and T(C10)2 with 125 µM
concentrations were prepared by dissolving the compounds in CHCl3. These
solutions were then stored at 3 °C and were stirred on a vortex mixer for several
minutes before each use to insure their homogeneity. Fresh spreading solutions of
mixed compounds were prepared before every deposition onto the air-water
interface by mixing together pure solutions so that their molar concentrations
were in the ratios GAzo(C11)2 to X(C10)2 of 75:25, 50:50, or 25:75, where X stands
for C, G, A, or T. These mixtures are denoted as GA-X in the text. We use the
letter 𝑛𝑛 to denote the relative concentration of GAzo(C11)2 in the film: e.g. 𝑛𝑛 = 1
is a pure GAzo(C11)2 film, and 𝑛𝑛 = 0 contains no GAzo(C11)2.
In all experiments, the volume of the spreading solution was 415 µL. After
spreading, the film was allowed to relax for 30 minutes in a non-compressed state
to ensure that all the solvent had evaporated and internal equilibrium had been
established. The barriers were then compressed at a constant rate of 5 mm/min
(3.75 cm2/min) until the final surface area of 81 cm2 was reached. The film was
then left to relax for another 30 minutes to reach a new equilibrium before optical
irradiation was applied.
To irradiate the films, we used 4 UV LEDs and 2 blue LEDs, suspended
approximately 3 cm above the film (see Figure 7.5a). Because a significant portion
of the space above the film was taken up by the BAM and film balance, the LEDs
could only be positioned above the centre of the film and homogenous irradiation
of the film surface was not possible. The final positioning of the LEDs was a
compromise between homogeneity of the irradiation and the total irradiative
power impacting the film (see Figure 7.5b).
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Figure 7.5: (a) Illustration of the setup used in the experiments. The inset in
the bottom left corner shows a top-down view of the arrangement of blue and UV
LEDs used to irradiate the film (marked with blue and violet circles, respectively).
(b) Calculated normalized light intensity at the surface of the film for UV
irradiation (top) and blue irradiation (bottom). The white dots represent the
position of the LEDs, while the vertical lines represent edges of the LED mount.
In all experiments, the compressed film was at first irradiated with UV light
for 90 minutes. Then, UV light was switched off and irradiation with blue light
for 45 minutes followed. This was repeated several times for each film. The
irradiation with blue LEDs was shorter, because the considerably higher optical
power of the blue LEDs resulted in a faster cis-trans transition.

7.4 CHARACTERIZATION OF MIXED FILMS
The mixed GAzo(C11)2 – X(C10)2 films were characterized using Brewster angle
microscopy and surface pressure measurements during compression and expansion
of the films. We also attempted to analyse the film during compression and
expansion using ellipsometry, but the real-time measurements proved problematic
and the results proved difficult to interpret so only the results for pure GAzo(C11)2
film are shown.

7.4.1 Surface vs. area isotherms
Surface pressure versus mean molecular area isotherms 𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎) for all the studied
films are shown in Figure 7.6. As we have already seen in section 4.1, surface
pressure in the film from pure GAzo(C11)2 reaches a maximum at a mean
molecular area 𝜎𝜎 of around 79 Å2. At this point, surface pressure does not exhibit
a typical collapse behaviour in which the surface pressure drops sharply but
instead plateaus at a more or less constant surface pressure. This isotherm is
marked in all subfigures of Figure 7.6 with a blue line.
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Figure 7.6: The 𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎) isotherms for all the studied mixed films. Each plot
contains isotherms with different type of non-photoactive molecules, with colors
of the lines indicating different relative concentrations of GAzo(C11)2.
Similar behaviour can be observed for the film from pure G(C10)2 (violet line
in Figure 7.6b), except that the maximum value of 𝛱𝛱 lower and is reached at 𝜎𝜎 ∼
63 Å2. The behaviour of surface pressure measured in films from other three
amphiphilic nucleoside derivatives does not exhibit a pronounced plateau but
instead rises monotonically until maximum compression is reached, with
compressibility increasing as the available area is shrunk. It is possible that a
plateau would be observed at lower temperatures14.
The surface pressure for mixed films at full compression for most films can be
predicted relatively well by a simple linear combination of the surface pressure for
isotherms the constituent molecules (Figure 7.6a,c,d). The exception are GA-G
films, for which the isotherms of mixed films behave quite differently (Figure
7.6b), which is normally interpreted as an indication that a homogenous mixture
of the two compounds is not reached at the air-water interface2.

7.4.2 Brewster angle microscopy of mixed films
Compression of the films was monitored in real time using BAM; for brevity,
only images of the mixed films at different mixing ratios are shown, i.e. after the
films were compressed to a mean molecular area of 𝜎𝜎 ∼ 25 Å2 and left to relax for
30 min. BAM images of the film composed solely of GAzo(C11)2 have already been
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presented in section 4.2, so they are not shown here. Recall that since denser
structures reflect more light, they appear brighter in a BAM image.
BAM images of mixed GA-C films are shown in Figure 7.7. In the film with
𝑛𝑛 = 0.75, where 𝑛𝑛 denotes a relative fraction of the GAzo(C11)2 molecules, the
spots observed in the pure GAzo(C11)2 film (see Figure 4.2) are replaced by a
more connected and denser structure (Figure 7.7a). For 𝑛𝑛 = 0.5, a web-like
structure is formed with some of the spots still remaining in the gaps. If the film
was left undisturbed for a longer period of time, the number of spots dwindled,
suggesting that they slowly merged into the “web” that one can see in Figure 7.7b.
For 𝑛𝑛 = 0.25, the film surface is again covered by individual spots (Figure 7.7c),
which is also what was observed in the film composed solely of C(C10)2 molecules
(Figure 7.7d).

Figure 7.7: BAM images of compressed GA-C films, where n = 0.75, 0.50, 0.25
and 0 indicates relative fraction of the GAzo(C11)2 molecules. The images were
captured just before the first UV irradiation. Scale bar in subfigure (a) shows the
scale for all images.
Figure 7.8 shows BAM images of mixed GA-A films. For 𝑛𝑛 = 0.75, a pattern
of more and less densely packed spots is formed (Figure 7.8a), resembling the one
seen in the pure GAzo(C11)2 film. For 𝑛𝑛 = 0.5 and 𝑛𝑛 = 0.25 the surface is
uniformly covered by bright spots, the only difference being that they appear to
be smaller in the latter case (Figure 7.8b and c). In pure A(C10)2 film (𝑛𝑛 = 0),
only a few spots can be observed on the film surface (Figure 7.8d).

Figure 7.8: BAM images of compressed GA-A films, where n = 0.75, 0.50, 0.25
and 0 indicates relative fraction of the GAzo(C11)2 molecules. The images were
captured just before the first UV irradiation. Scale bar in subfigure (a) shows the
scale for all images.
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The surfaces of mixed GA-G films appear similar to those of GA-A mixed films,
in the sense that they are covered with numerous spots (Figure 7.9a, b). However,
for 𝑛𝑛 = 0.25, these spots are combined into a larger interconnected structure
(Figure 7.9c). Just as pure A(C10)2, pure G(C10)2 also exhibits only a few visible
bright spots on its surface (Figure 7.9d). However, in this case, we observed a
large flake floating on the surface as well. Surface molecules aggregating into such
dense flakes can explain why only a few clusters can be observed in BAM images
of both pure A(C10)2 and pure G(C10)2 films.

Figure 7.9: BAM images of compressed GA-G films, where n = 0.75, 0.50, 0.25
and 0 indicates relative fraction of the GAzo(C11)2 molecules. The images were
captured just before the first UV irradiation. Scale bar in subfigure (a) shows the
scale for all images.
BAM images of mixed GA-T films are shown in Figure 7.10. In contrast to
derivatives of other nucleobases, the spots covering the surface of pure T(C10)2
film condensed into larger flakes over time (Figure 7.10d). The mixed films also
appear strikingly different, forming increasingly denser structures as more T(C10)2
is present in the film (Figure 7.10).

Figure 7.10: BAM images of compressed GA-T films, where n = 0.75, 0.50, 0.25
and 0 indicates relative fraction of the GAzo(C11)2 molecules. The images were
captured just moments before the first UV irradiation. Scale bar in subfigure (a)
shows the scale for all images.

7.4.3 Ellipsometry of GAzo(C11)2 film
Ellipsometric measurements were performed on a pure GAzo(C11)2 film during
compression and during irradiation with UV and blue light. The film was
illuminated using the ellipsometer’s laser source; the angle of incidence was set to
slightly above the Brewster angle for water: the value of Δ switches from 0 to 𝜋𝜋
when the angle of incidence passes the Brewster angle (Eq. 3.10) so small changes
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in reflectivity, caused by the presence of a film on the surface of the water, are
reflected in large changes in Δ. Since we are close to the Brewster angle, the
intensity of 𝑝𝑝-polarised light is relatively low, so values of Ψ are close to zero.
The film itself was prepared in the usual way: 250 µL of 125 µM solution of
GAzo(C11)2 in chloroform was deposited on the water surface using a syringe and
left for 30 minutes so that the solvent evaporated. During compression and
expansion, the barriers were moving at a speed of 5 mm/min.
Figure 7.11 shows the results of an ellipsometric measurement during a
compression-expansion cycle. A single zone ellipsometric measurement was set to
initiate every 30 s, however, because the film on the water surface is constantly
moving, especially during compression, the time required to obtain nulling
conditions (as explained in section 3.2.2) was sometimes significantly longer than
30 s. Therefore, the data points were not recorded at regular intervals. Another
consequence of the movement of the film is a relatively large amount of noise in
the measurement since the observed surface changed several times during a single
measurement. This is especially relevant when the surface is not homogenous,
such as when the film is not covering the entire surface of the water, i.e. regions
with low surface pressure.

Figure 7.11: Behavior of the two ellipsometric parameters, 𝛹𝛹 and 𝛥𝛥 (vertical
axes on the right), compared to surface pressure (left vertical axis) during an
expansion-compression cycle of a GAzo(C11)2 film. The phases of the cycle are
denoted above the plot – the film was held in the fully expanded state before
compression and after expansion. The green and orange lines are moving averages
of the data points for 𝛹𝛹 and 𝛥𝛥 and are drawn only as guides for the eye.
When the water surface is not covered by a film, the value of Ψ is close to 0,
and the value of Δ is approximately 𝜋𝜋, as predicted by Fresnel equations (Eq.
3.10). The values of both Ψ and Δ start rising shortly before any change in surface
pressure is detected; this is consistent with the fact that a film is already visible
under BAM before an increase in surface pressure is measured. Similarly, during
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expansion, surface pressure drops to 0 before both ellipsometric parameters return
to their initial values. The value of Δ quickly reaches a plateau while Ψ continues
to slowly rise until expansion starts. In conjunction with BAM images from Figure
4.2, we can speculate that the phase shift only comes from the thickness of the
homogenous film, while the amount of reflected 𝑝𝑝-polarised light is also affected
by the brighter spots observed forming on the film later.

7.5 PHOTOINDUCED CHANGES IN MIXED FILMS
Figure 7.12a shows 𝛱𝛱(σ) isotherms of the Langmuir films prepared from a
solution of GAzo(C11)2 that was stored in the dark and a solution that had been
irradiated with the actinic UV light for 1 hour prior to deposition. Conventional
UV-Vis spectrometry was used to confirm that the non-irradiated solution
contained predominantly trans isomers, while the irradiated solution contained
predominantly cis isomers. Surface pressure of cis-GAzo(C11)2 film plateaus at
slightly higher values of 𝛱𝛱 than surface pressure of trans-GAzo(C11)2 film, which
suggests that cis-GAzo(C11)2 isomers more efficiently reduce the surface tension
of the water subphase.

Figure 7.12: (a) 𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎) isotherms of Langmuir films composed of UV irradiated
(orange line) and non-irradiated GAzo(C11)2 (blue lines). The arrows indicate the
sequence of the compression-expansion cycles. (b) 𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) plots for different mixed
GA-C films during repeated subsequent irradiations with UV and blue light.
Vertical lines indicate the beginnings of intervals of blue or UV irradiation.
An example of modifications of surface pressure during several irradiation cycles
is shown in Figure 7.12b. In the beginning, the non-irradiated film is compressed
from its extended state to the mean molecular area 𝜎𝜎 ∼ 25 Å2 and left to relax for
30 min. We used this relatively high compression to maximize the chances of
hydrogen bond formation. Then, at t ∼ 1.5 h, the first interval of UV irradiation
is started, followed by blue irradiation, and so on. The initial surface pressure
(𝛱𝛱0 ) at each cycle remains nearly constant, meaning that the films are relatively
stable even after 15 h of measurements. On the other hand, the photo-induced
modification of surface pressure (Δ𝛱𝛱0 ) drops on average for 3% after every cycle,
which signals some fatigue of the materials (see Figure 7.14 for more detail). Each
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time the film is irradiated with UV light, the surface pressure rises, which is
consistent with the isotherms shown in Figure 7.12a. Conversely, irradiation with
blue light returns the surface pressure to its previous value, indicating that the
film can be switched from one equilibrium state to another.
Irradiation of the film composed solely of non-photoactive molecules has no
effect on its surface pressure (violet line in Figure 7.12b), demonstrating that
heating of such films by the LEDs is negligible.
Changes in surface pressure during six irradiations cycles for all mixed films
are shown in Figure 7.14. To show only the change in surface pressure directly
induced by irradiation, the general trend caused by other sources has been
subtracted – this is discussed in more detail in section 7.6.3. An empirical function
of the form 𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑎𝑎−1 𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑎𝑎0 + 𝑎𝑎1 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑎𝑎2 𝑡𝑡2 was found to adequately fit this trend.
An example of such a fit is shown in Figure 7.13.

Figure 7.13: Example of a fit of the empirical function 𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑎𝑎−1 𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑎𝑎0 +
𝑎𝑎1 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑎𝑎2 𝑡𝑡2 (red dashed line) to the long-term trend of surface pressure during
photoinduced modification of surface pressure in a Langmuir film (orange line).
Subtracting the fitted trend from the data results in the data shown with blue.
The left vertical axis shows surface pressure for the original data, while the right
vertical axis shows the surface pressure for the data with the long-term trend
removed.
As the concentration of GAzo(C11)2 molecules decreases, the amplitude of
photoinduced modification of surface pressure Δ𝛱𝛱0 decreases. While it is not
immediately obvious from these plots, we will show in section 7.8 that the Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛)
dependence is different for GA-C films as that for the rest of the films. What can
already be seen in Figure 7.14 is that the surface pressure in GA-C films responds
much more quickly to irradiation than in the other mixed films.
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Figure 7.14: Changes in surface pressure during six cycles of irradiation with
UV and blue light for different mixed films. The data points in each plot have
been shifted so that data for all 5 concentrations of GAzo(C11)2 could be displayed
in a single image. Time on the x-axis is measured from the start of compression
(i.e. the same as in Figure 7.12b). Vertical lines denote times when irradiation
was switched from UV to blue or vice versa.
A comparison of BAM images of different films captured before and after the
UV irradiation did not reveal any significant changes in their structure, apart
from those that seem to happen regardless of irradiation, e.g. merging of smaller
structures into larger ones. In other words, trans-cis-isomerization did not produce
any systematic modifications in the optical appearance of the studied films.
We also performed ellipsometric measurements while irradiating a compressed
film of pure GAzo(C11)2 with UV and blue light (Figure 7.15). While surface
pressure clearly drops when the film is irradiated with blue light and rises when
irradiated with UV light, the behaviour of Δ and Ψ does not seem to be clearly
corelated with the irradiation.
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Figure 7.15: Behavior of the two ellipsometric parameters, 𝛹𝛹 and 𝛥𝛥 (vertical
axes on the right), compared to surface pressure (left vertical axis) in a compressed
GAzo(C11)2 film during irradiation with blue and UV light. The type of irradiation
is denoted on the top of the plot, with “dark” signifying no irradiation. The green
and orange lines are moving averages of the data points for 𝛹𝛹 and 𝛥𝛥 and are
drawn only as guides for the eye.

7.6 THEORETICAL MODEL
This section describes the derivation of the model that was used to fit the
measured surface pressure data. This involves rewriting the two parameters in the
two-dimensional Van der Waals equation of state (Eq. 2.7) as functions of the
concentrations of different isomers in the film and deriving the absorbance of each
point on the film, depending on the position of light sources and orientation of
the molecules.
Some equations in this derivation are emphasised by a frame: these equations
are later used in fitting of the experimental data.

7.6.1 Van der Waals equation of state
To obtain a relationship between the ratio of trans to cis isomers of GAzo(C11)2
and the surface pressure in the film, we recall the two-dimensional Van der Waals
equation of state (Eq. 2.7):
(𝛱𝛱 + 𝐴𝐴)(𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵) = 𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇 .

(7. 1)

Here, 𝛱𝛱 is the surface pressure of the film, 𝑆𝑆 is its total surface area, 𝑁𝑁0 is the
total number of all molecules forming the film, 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, and
𝑇𝑇 is the temperature of the system. The parameters 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵 account for
interactions between the molecules and for their finite size, respectively.
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By isolating 𝛱𝛱 from the equation above, one obtains:
𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) =

𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
− 𝐴𝐴(𝑡𝑡).
𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡)

(7. 2)

We explicitly marked the terms that are changing during optical irradiation as
functions of time. This equation is generally valid only at low densities3, so it
cannot predict the entire isotherm. However, since light-induced modifications of
surface pressure are usually quite small, we believe that it is reasonable to use it
to describe such modifications in a more densely packed system. Setting the start
of irradiation to 𝑡𝑡 = 0, the variation of 𝛱𝛱 can be described as:
Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) = 𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) − 𝛱𝛱(0) =

𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
𝑁𝑁 𝑘𝑘 𝑇𝑇
− 0 𝐵𝐵 − �𝐴𝐴(𝑡𝑡) − 𝐴𝐴(0)�.
𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡) 𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(0)

(7. 3)

We assume that 𝐴𝐴 is proportional to the strength of interaction between the
molecules forming the film and 𝐵𝐵 is proportional to their total surface area.

7.6.1.1 Interactions between molecules

A(t)

Assuming strictly pairwise interactions, the value of 𝐴𝐴 must be proportional to
the number of possible interactions between molecules. Since molecules in a dense
film are constrained, we will only consider nearest-neighbour interactions. The
number of interactions between two types of molecules is proportional to the
number of molecules of one type times the probability that its neighbour is a
molecule of the other type: both values are proportional to the relative
concentrations of molecules of the respective type in the film. There are three
types of molecules in the film: we will use 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 to denote the number of cis isomers
of the photoactive molecule, 𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡 to denote the number of trans isomers of the
photoactive molecule, and 𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟 to denote the number of regular (non-photoactive)
molecules. Using the same indices, we will denote the relative number of molecules
with 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟 = 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟 /𝑁𝑁0 , where 𝑁𝑁0 is the total number of molecules in the film. We
now introduce proportionality constants which describe the strength of the
interactions between molecules in our system: 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , and 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 . Each
of the two indices denotes one type of the molecule in a pair. These interactions
depend on the distance between molecule and the orientation of each of the
molecules so using a single constant to describe them effectively averages over
these contributions. The general form for 𝐴𝐴 can then be written as:
𝐴𝐴 = 𝑥𝑥2𝑐𝑐 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 2𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑥𝑥2𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 2𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 2𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 𝑥𝑥2𝑟𝑟 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 .

(7. 4)

Furthermore, we introduce two more parameters, 𝑛𝑛 and 𝑚𝑚, defined as:
𝑛𝑛 =

𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 + 𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡
𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐
and 𝑚𝑚 =
.
𝑁𝑁0
𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 + 𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡

(7. 5)

These two parameters are defined so that the total number of photoactive
molecules is 𝑛𝑛𝑁𝑁0 and the number of those that are in the cis state is 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁0 .
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We can now rewrite 𝐴𝐴 from Eq. 7.4 as a function of 𝑚𝑚 and 𝑛𝑛:
𝐴𝐴(𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) = 𝑚𝑚2 𝑛𝑛2 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 2𝑚𝑚(1 − 𝑚𝑚)𝑛𝑛2 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + (1 − 𝑚𝑚)2 𝑛𝑛2 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 +
+ 2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 2(1 − 𝑚𝑚)𝑛𝑛(1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + (1 − 𝑛𝑛)2 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 .

(7. 6)

The change in 𝛱𝛱 due to the change in 𝐴𝐴 is equal to:
Δ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴 (𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) = 𝐴𝐴(𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) − 𝐴𝐴(0, 𝑛𝑛) =
= 𝑛𝑛2 [𝑚𝑚2 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 2𝑚𝑚(1 − 𝑚𝑚)𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + (1 − 𝑚𝑚)2 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ] +

(7. 7)

+ [2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 2(1 − 𝑚𝑚)𝑛𝑛(1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 − 2𝑛𝑛(1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ] =
= (𝑛𝑛2 𝑚𝑚2 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 2𝑛𝑛2 𝑚𝑚(1 − 𝑚𝑚)𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑛𝑛2 𝑚𝑚(𝑚𝑚 − 2)𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 +
+2𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(1 − 𝑛𝑛)[𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ]).

(7. 8)

Factoring out 𝑚𝑚 we get a quadratic expression:
Δ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑛𝑛2 𝑚𝑚2 (𝑡𝑡)(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 2𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )
+ 2𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡)[(1 − 𝑛𝑛)(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) + 𝑛𝑛(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )].

(7. 9)

If we are only interested in the total change in 𝛱𝛱 and assume that
photostationary state contains predominantly cis molecules, we can set 𝑚𝑚 = 1
and obtain:
Δ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴,0 (𝑛𝑛) = (𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )𝑛𝑛2 + 2𝑛𝑛(1 − 𝑛𝑛)(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ).
(7. 10)
Defining two new parameters Δ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 and Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 = 2(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ), we can
finally rewrite the expression in Eq. 7.6 as a function of 𝑛𝑛 with 2 parameters:
Δ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴,0 (𝑛𝑛) = (Δ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 )𝑛𝑛2 + Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 𝑛𝑛.

7.6.1.2 Finite size of the molecules

(7. 11)

B(t)

We now move on to parameter 𝐵𝐵 from the Van der Waals equation (Eq. 7.1).
Since the value of 𝐵𝐵 represents the excluded area, i.e. the area not available to
the molecule because of their finite size, it must be proportional to the number of
molecules in our system. The total number of molecules N0 = Nc + Nt + Nr
remains constant in all the experiments described in this chapter. If we ascribe
each type of molecule its own proportionality constant — 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 , 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 , and 𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 — we can
write:
𝐵𝐵 = 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 + 𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 + 𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟 𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 .

(7. 12)

Rewriting this equation with parameters 𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛, and 𝑁𝑁0 , we get:
𝐵𝐵(𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) = 𝑁𝑁0 [𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 + 𝑛𝑛(1 − 𝑚𝑚)𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 + (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 ].

(7. 13)

The corresponding change of 𝛱𝛱 as a function of 𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖:
Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵 (𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) =

𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
−
.
𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) 𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(0, 𝑛𝑛)
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(7. 14)

Again, if we are only interested in the total change in 𝛱𝛱 and assume that
photostationary state contains predominantly cis molecules, i.e. 𝑚𝑚 = 1, we can
insert the expressions for 𝐵𝐵(1, 𝑛𝑛) and 𝐵𝐵(0, 𝑛𝑛) obtained from Eq. 7.13 into Eq. 7.14
and obtain:
Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵,0 (𝑛𝑛) = 𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇

(𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 )𝑛𝑛𝑁𝑁0
. (7. 15)
[𝑆𝑆 − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑁𝑁0 𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 − 𝑛𝑛𝑁𝑁0 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 ][𝑆𝑆 − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑁𝑁0 𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 − 𝑛𝑛𝑁𝑁0 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 ]

Multiplying and dividing this expression by 𝑆𝑆 2 gives
Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵,0 (𝑛𝑛) =

𝑛𝑛�𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐̂ − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
,
𝑠𝑠 �1 − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐̂ ��1 − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟̂ − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �

(7. 16)

with 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟 = 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟 ⁄𝜎𝜎 and 𝜎𝜎 = 𝑆𝑆/𝑁𝑁0 being the mean surface area available to a
molecule in the film. In the numerator, we have the difference in size between cis
and trans isomers (in units of 𝜎𝜎), while in the denominator we have the product
of “free area” before and after irradiation, where “free area” is the difference
between mean molecular area and the average effective size of the molecules in
the film.

7.6.1.3 Photoinduced change in surface pressure
We can now combine the contributions from Δ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴,0 (Eq. 7.11) and Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵,0 (Eq.
7.16) and write the total change in surface pressure:
Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛) = Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵,0 (𝑛𝑛) − Δ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴,0 (𝑛𝑛) =
Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛) =

𝑛𝑛�𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐̂ − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
− Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 𝑛𝑛
𝑠𝑠 �1 − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 ��1 − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡̂ �

(7. 17)

+ (Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 − Δ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 )𝑛𝑛2 .
For 𝑛𝑛 = 1, i.e. a film composed solely of photoactive molecules, we get:
Δ𝛱𝛱0 (1) =

𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 − 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡̂
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
− Δ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 .
𝑠𝑠 �1 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 ��1 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �

(7. 18)

In other words: the change in surface pressure is proportional to the change in
size of the molecules (the term in the numerator) and the effect is enhanced if the
film is highly compressed — the first term diverges when either 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 or 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 reaches
1. The second term simply states that an increase in the strength of attractive
interactions between molecules leads to a decrease in surface pressure.
Similarly, we could combine contributions from Δ𝛱𝛱A (t) and Δ𝛱𝛱B (𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) to
obtain the complete time dependence of Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡). However, because 𝑚𝑚, and
consequently 𝐵𝐵(𝑚𝑚), are relatively complicated functions of time, we will describe
the time dependence of Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵 during irradiation by using a linear approximation
of Eq. 7.14:
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Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵 (𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) ≅

dΔ𝛱𝛱
�
[𝐵𝐵(𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) − 𝐵𝐵(0, 𝑛𝑛)] =
d𝐵𝐵 𝐵𝐵(0,𝑛𝑛)

𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
=
𝑁𝑁 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 − 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 ).
(𝑆𝑆 − 𝑁𝑁0 [𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 + (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 ])2 0

(7. 19)

This approximation is only valid for small changes in 𝐵𝐵: in our experiments,
the relative change in 𝛱𝛱 is no more than 10%. We can once again use hatted
variables by dividing by 𝑆𝑆 2 in both the numerator and denominator, which gives
us the expression:
Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵 (𝑡𝑡) ≅

𝑛𝑛�𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐̂ − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �
𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 𝑇𝑇
𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡).
𝑆𝑆 �1 − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏̂ − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏̂ �2
𝑡𝑡
𝑟𝑟

(7. 20)

The full expression of the time dependence of Δ𝛱𝛱 during irradiation is the sum
of contributions from Δ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴 and Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵 :
Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) = Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵 (𝑡𝑡) − Δ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴 (𝑡𝑡).

(7. 21)

Inserting the values of the terms on the right-hand side from equations 7.9 and
7.20 we obtain:
𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 𝑇𝑇 �𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �
Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) = �
2 − Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 (1 − 𝑛𝑛) − 𝑛𝑛(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )� 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡) −
𝑆𝑆�1 − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 �
(7. 22)
−[(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 2𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )]𝑛𝑛2 𝑚𝑚2 (𝑡𝑡).
Note that the values of 𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 and Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 are specific for each type of non-photoactive
surfactant in the film, while the values of 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡̂ , 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐̂ , and Δ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 are the same for all
films.
For the purpose of fitting the data from our experiment, Eq. 7.22 can be written
simply as
Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 𝑚𝑚2 (𝑡𝑡),

(7. 23)

where 𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 and 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 are some constants that depend on the molecules present in
the film and 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) some function with values between 0 and 1.

7.6.1.4 Number of cis molecules over time

𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡)
If we wish to describe the time dependence of surface pressure during
irradiation, we need to work out the expression for 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡). As we have shown in
section 2.3.2, if the the rate of cis-trans isomerization is much smaller than the
rate of trans-cis isomerization and the absorbance of the sample is small, the
concentration of cis isomers in the sample during irradiation with actinic light can
be described by an exponential function:
𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆,0 exp[−𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)𝑡𝑡].

(7. 24)

Instead of concentrations 𝑐𝑐 and 𝑐𝑐0 , we now have surface concentration 𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆 and
𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆,0 . We assume that the initial film is homogenous, so 𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆,0 is the same
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everywhere, however, the kinetic constant 𝜅𝜅 is in general a function of position at
the air-water interface.
We have already seen evidence that the rate of reverse isomerization is small
(see section 6). To estimate the amount of light absorbed in the film we can use
the value of absorbance as measured in solution in combination with surface
densities of the three types of molecules present in the film (see section 2.3.3).
Assuming that no molecules are dissolved in the subphase, the upper bound on
absorbance for all the mixed films is 7 × 10−2 , which is much smaller than 1,
satisfying the second condition.
Because the film is not homogenously irradiated, both intensity and
polarization of light vary across the film. Therefore, 𝜅𝜅 is a function of the position
on the film and can be expressed as15:
𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = 𝛷𝛷 ln10 𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) 3𝜀𝜀 cos2 [𝛾𝛾(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)].

(7. 25)

We used 𝜀𝜀 to mark the value of molar absorptivity of the photoactive molecules
as measured in solution, 𝛷𝛷 is the quantum yield for trans-cis transition, 𝐼𝐼 is the
intensity of actinic light, and 𝛾𝛾 is the angle between the polarization of light and
the transition dipole moment of the azobenzene moiety. The value of 𝜀𝜀 has to be
corrected with a factor of 3 cos2 [𝛾𝛾(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)] because the molecules in a compressed
film have a preferential direction, as opposed to the molecules in a solution, where
their orientation is isotropic – this is demonstrated in the next section.

7.6.2 Time dependence of surface pressure in our
experimental setup
In this section we will derive the form of 𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) and Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) for the geometry
of our experimental setup.

7.6.2.1 Multiple light sources
Since the experimental setup contains multiple LED sources, equation 7.24
must be corrected to include a separate kinetic constant for each of them:
𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆,0 exp �� −𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ) 𝑡𝑡�

(7. 26)

𝑖𝑖

The point light sources in this model are positioned at points (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 , 0) and the
film is at a height ℎ below them (see Figure 7.16 below).
To arrive at the expression for the number of trans molecules in the whole film
(𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡 ), we must integrate 𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑡𝑡)d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦 from Eq. 7.26 over the entire surface of
the film.
𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡) = �

d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦
𝑛𝑛𝑁𝑁0 exp �� −𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ) 𝑡𝑡�
𝑆𝑆
𝑖𝑖
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(7. 27)

Here, we used 𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆,0 = 𝑛𝑛𝑁𝑁0 ⁄𝑆𝑆 . To write the expression for the number of cis
molecules in the film, we recall the relation 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 = 𝑁𝑁0 − 𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡 :
𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛0 �1 − �

d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦
exp �� −𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ) 𝑡𝑡��.
𝑆𝑆
𝑖𝑖

(7. 28)

Finally, since 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁0 , we obtain the expression for 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡):
𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) = 1 − �

d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦
exp �� −𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ) 𝑡𝑡�.
𝑆𝑆
𝑖𝑖

(7. 29)

7.6.2.2 Intensity of light

𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)
We set up our coordinate system so that the LED is at the origin of the
coordinate system, the film lies at height ℎ below the LED, and its surface is
perpendicular to the 𝑧𝑧-axis (see Figure 7.16). Note that the coordinate system is
upside down — this is done for convenience so that angles 𝜗𝜗 have values between
0 and 𝜋𝜋/2. The direction of the molecular dipole moment is described by angles
𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽.

Figure 7.16: Illustration of the “laboratory” coordinate system with the LED at
the origin and the Langmuir film at a height ℎ below it.
The angular distribution of intensity radiated by each of the LED sources used
in the experiment is well approximated by a cos2 𝜗𝜗 function:
𝐼𝐼(𝜑𝜑, 𝜗𝜗) =

3
d𝑃𝑃 (𝜑𝜑, 𝜗𝜗)
= 𝑃𝑃0 cos2 𝜗𝜗,
2𝜋𝜋
d𝛺𝛺

(7. 30)

where 𝜑𝜑 and 𝜗𝜗 are the polar and azimuthal angles, and 𝑃𝑃0 is the total radiative
power of the LED.
Since the LED is positioned at height ℎ above the film, the distribution of
intensity over the film surface can be expressed as:
d𝑃𝑃 (𝜌𝜌, 𝜑𝜑)
d𝑆𝑆

=

d𝑃𝑃 (𝜑𝜑, 𝜗𝜗) d𝛺𝛺 d𝑃𝑃 (𝜑𝜑, 𝜗𝜗) d𝜗𝜗 sin𝜗𝜗 d𝜑𝜑
=
=
d𝛺𝛺
d𝛺𝛺 d𝑆𝑆
d𝜌𝜌 𝜌𝜌d𝜑𝜑

=

d𝑃𝑃 (𝜑𝜑, 𝜗𝜗) d𝜗𝜗 sin𝜗𝜗 d𝜑𝜑 cos2 𝜗𝜗
3
= 𝑃𝑃0
cos5 𝜗𝜗.
2
d𝛺𝛺
ℎ tan𝜗𝜗 d𝜗𝜗d𝜑𝜑
2𝜋𝜋ℎ2
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(7. 31)

Here, 𝜌𝜌 = �𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑦𝑦2 . In the second-to-last step, we used the relation 𝜌𝜌 = ℎtan𝜗𝜗,
which follows from the geometry of the problem (see Figure 7.16), and the result
from Eq. 7.30.
Since we will be integrating over a rectangular film surface, it is more practical
to write this result in Cartesian coordinates:
5

3
ℎ
𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = 𝑃𝑃0
�
� .
2𝜋𝜋ℎ2 �𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + ℎ2

7.6.2.3 Polarisation of light

(7. 32)

factor 3𝜀𝜀

The probability for absorption of a photon is proportional to cosine squared of
the angle between the polarization of light and the molecular dipole moment of
the azobenzene moiety48.
𝜀𝜀 = 𝜀𝜀∥ cos2 𝛾𝛾.

(7. 33)

Here, 𝜀𝜀∥ is the molar absorptivity for molecules whose dipole moment is aligned
with the polarisation of light.
When measuring molar absorptivity in a solution, 𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , the value obtained is
averaged over all angles 𝛾𝛾, since the directions of the molecular dipole moments 𝑑𝑑 ⃑
are distributed evenly over all solid angles:
𝜀𝜀sol = 𝜀𝜀∥ 〈cos2 𝛾𝛾〉 = 𝜀𝜀∥ �𝑑𝑑 ⃑ ⋅ 𝑝𝑝⃑�.

(7. 34)

The angled brackets indicate averaging, while the vectors 𝑑𝑑 ⃑ and 𝑝𝑝⃑ are
normalised vector describing the direction of the molecular dipole moment and
polarization of light, respectively.
In contrast, the molecules in a compressed film at the air-water interface
usually have a preferential orientation; if we are to use the values of 𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 to describe
the absorbance in the film, we must therefore first extract 𝜀𝜀∥ .
If the incident light is traveling along the 𝑧𝑧-axis, the two vectors 𝑑𝑑 ⃑ and 𝑝𝑝⃑ can
be written out as (see Figure 7.17):
𝑝𝑝⃑ = (cos 𝛿𝛿 , sin 𝛿𝛿 , 0),

(7. 35)

̃
𝑑𝑑 ⃑ = �cos 𝛼𝛼̃ sin 𝛽𝛽 ̃ , sin 𝛼𝛼̃ sin 𝛽𝛽 ̃ , cos 𝛽𝛽 �.

(7. 36)

The tilde is used to distinguish 𝛼𝛼̃ and 𝛽𝛽 ̃ from the 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽 angles describing the
orientation of the dipole moment in the laboratory coordinate system.
In a typical absorbance measurement, the light incident on the solution is
unpolarised, so the averaging indicated in Eq. 7.34 must be done over all angles
𝛿𝛿, as well as 𝛼𝛼̃ and 𝛽𝛽 .̃
𝜀𝜀 = 𝜀𝜀∥ �𝑑𝑑 ⃑ ⋅ 𝑝𝑝⃑� =
sol

2

= 𝜀𝜀∥ ��cos 𝛼𝛼̃ sin 𝛽𝛽 ̃ cos 𝛿𝛿 + sin 𝛼𝛼̃ sin 𝛽𝛽 ̃ sin 𝛿𝛿�
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d𝛿𝛿 sin𝛽𝛽 ̃ d𝛼𝛼̃d𝛽𝛽 ̃
.
2𝜋𝜋
4𝜋𝜋

(7. 37)

Factoring out sin3 𝛽𝛽 ̃ we get:
𝜀𝜀sol

𝜋𝜋

= 𝜀𝜀∥ � sin 𝛽𝛽 ̃ d𝛽𝛽 ̃ �
3

0

2𝜋𝜋

0

d𝛿𝛿 2𝜋𝜋 d𝛼𝛼̃
�
(cos 𝛼𝛼̃ cos 𝛿𝛿 + sin 𝛼𝛼̃ sin 𝛿𝛿)2 .
2𝜋𝜋 0
4𝜋𝜋

(7. 38)

The first integral evaluates to 4/3, while the squared expression can be rewritten
as a cosine of the difference of angles α̃ and δ.
𝜀𝜀sol =

4𝜀𝜀∥ 2𝜋𝜋 d𝛿𝛿 2𝜋𝜋 2
d𝛼𝛼̃
�
� cos (𝛼𝛼̃ − 𝛿𝛿)
3 0 2𝜋𝜋 0
4𝜋𝜋

(7. 39)

Introducing a new variable 𝑢𝑢 = 𝛼𝛼̃ − 𝛿𝛿, it becomes clear that the value of the
integral is 1/2, which gives us the final result
𝜀𝜀sol =

2𝜀𝜀∥ 2𝜋𝜋 d𝛿𝛿 2𝜋𝜋−𝛿𝛿
𝜀𝜀∥
d𝑢𝑢
�
�
cos2 (𝑢𝑢)
= ,
2𝜋𝜋
3 0 2𝜋𝜋 −𝛿𝛿
3

(7. 40)

which is the correction factor from Eq. 7.25.

Figure 7.17: Illustration of a coordinate system where light from the source
(marked with a white circle) travels along the 𝑧𝑧-axis.
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 2 𝛾𝛾(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)
The light in our experiment is unpolarised, just as in the case of the absorption
measurement, the molecules in a compressed Langmuir film, however, can have a
preferential direction. We will now repeat the calculation from the previous
section, with the assumption that all molecular dipole moments are pointing in
the same direction. In this case, averaging is only necessary over the angles 𝛿𝛿.

7.6.2.4 Polarisation of light

2𝜋𝜋

〈cos2 (𝛾𝛾)〉 = � �𝑑𝑑 ⃑ ⋅ 𝑝𝑝⃑�
0

2

d𝛿𝛿
=
2𝜋𝜋

2𝜋𝜋

2

= � �cos 𝛿𝛿 cos 𝛼𝛼̃ sin 𝛽𝛽 ̃ + sin 𝛿𝛿 sin 𝛼𝛼̃ sin 𝛽𝛽 �̃
0

2𝜋𝜋

= sin2 𝛽𝛽 ̃ � (cos 𝛿𝛿 cos 𝛼𝛼̃ + sin 𝛿𝛿 sin 𝛼𝛼̃)2
0

d𝛿𝛿
2𝜋𝜋

d𝛿𝛿
=
2𝜋𝜋
(7. 41)

From the previous calculation (Eq. 7.38), we know that integral in the second
line evaluates to 1/2, while sin2 𝛽𝛽 ̃ can be written as 1 − cos2 𝛽𝛽:̃
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1
1
𝑟𝑟⃑ 2
〈cos2 (𝛾𝛾)〉 = �1 − cos2 𝛽𝛽 �̃ = �1 − �𝑑𝑑 ⃑ ⋅ � �.
2
2
|𝑟𝑟⃑|

(7. 42)

This result is expressed independently of a coordinate system and can therefore
be used in the laboratory system as well, where vectors 𝑑𝑑 ⃑ and 𝑟𝑟⃑ can be written
as:
𝑑𝑑 ⃑ = (cos 𝛼𝛼 sin 𝛽𝛽 , sin 𝛼𝛼 sin 𝛽𝛽 , cos 𝛽𝛽) and
(7. 43)
𝑟𝑟⃑ = (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, ℎ).

(7. 44)

Written out explicitly, the result from Eq. 7.42 is:
2

1
𝑥𝑥 cos 𝛼𝛼 sin 𝛽𝛽 + 𝑦𝑦 sin 𝛼𝛼 sin 𝛽𝛽 + ℎ cos 𝛽𝛽
〈cos (𝛾𝛾)〉 = �1 − �
� �.
2
�𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑦𝑦 2 + ℎ2
2

(7. 45)

We can now insert the results for 𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) (Eq. 7.32) and 〈cos2 (𝛾𝛾)〉 (Eq. 7.45)
into the expression for 𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) from Eq. 7.25:
𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = 𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽).

(7. 46)

We defined the constant 𝜅𝜅0 as,
𝜅𝜅0 =

9𝑃𝑃0 𝜀𝜀sol ln10 1
,
2𝜋𝜋ℎ2
𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴

(7. 47)

and the dimensionless function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽):
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽) =

1
�
2 𝑖𝑖 [(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )

ℎ5
×
2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦 )2 + ℎ2 ]5⁄2
𝑖𝑖

[�(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) cos 𝛼𝛼 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ) sin 𝛼𝛼� sin 𝛽𝛽 + ℎ cos 𝛽𝛽]2
× �1 −
�
(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 )2 + ℎ2

(7. 48)

The value of 𝜅𝜅0 can easily be calculated from the known total radiative power
of the LEDs and measured molar absorptivity of the molecules in the film. The
factor 1/𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 , where 𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾 is the energy of an incident photon and 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 is
Avogadro’s constant, is added so that quantum yield is expressed as “the
probability for a molecule to change conformation per absorbed photon” instead
of “moles of molecules that change conformation per unit of absorbed energy”.
For convenience, we introduce two dimensionless variables 𝑥𝑥̂𝑖𝑖 = (𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )/ℎ and
𝑦𝑦̂𝑖𝑖 = (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 )/ℎ; with these variables, function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽) is written as:
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽) =

1
1
�
×
2
2 𝑖𝑖 [1 + 𝑥𝑥̂𝑖𝑖 + 𝑦𝑦̂𝑖𝑖2 ]5⁄2
[(𝑥𝑥̂ cos 𝛼𝛼 + 𝑦𝑦̂𝑖𝑖 sin 𝛼𝛼) sin 𝛽𝛽 + cos 𝛽𝛽]2
× �1 − 𝑖𝑖
�.
1 + 𝑥𝑥̂2𝑖𝑖 + 𝑦𝑦̂𝑖𝑖2

7.6.2.5 Final expression for 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡)

(7. 49)

The expression for 𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) from Eq. 7.46 can now be inserted into the expression
for 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) from Eq. 7.29:
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𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) = 1 − �

d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦
exp[−𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽)𝑡𝑡].
𝑆𝑆

(7. 50)

In the general case, angles 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽 are distributed according to some distribution
function 𝜒𝜒, which can itself be a function of coordinates 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦: 𝜒𝜒(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽).
𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) = 1 − �

d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦
� 𝜒𝜒(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽) exp[−𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽)𝑡𝑡] d𝛼𝛼 d(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝛽𝛽)
𝑆𝑆

(7. 51)

Here, we will consider just the simple limiting case where all the molecules are
oriented in the same direction, i.e. 𝜒𝜒(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽) = δ(𝛼𝛼 − 𝛼𝛼0 )δ(cos 𝛽𝛽 − cos 𝛽𝛽0 ),
where δ(𝑥𝑥) is the Dirac delta function, and the integration over all angles gives
the original expression for 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) from Eq. 7.50.

7.6.2.6 Initial rate of change of surface pressure

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)⁄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑|𝑡𝑡=0

The rate of change of 𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) at the start of irradiation is described by the time
derivative of 𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡):
dΔ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡)
d
d
�
= Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵 (𝑡𝑡)� − Δ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴 (𝑡𝑡)� .
d𝑡𝑡
d𝑡𝑡
d𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡=0
𝑡𝑡=0
𝑡𝑡=0

(7. 52)

We will again tackle each term separately. The time derivative of the first term
is equal to:
d
𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
d
Δ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵 (𝑡𝑡)�
=
� 𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡)�
=
2
d𝑡𝑡
[𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡 = 0)] d𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡=0
𝑡𝑡=0
=

𝑁𝑁02 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
d
[𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡)𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 + 𝑛𝑛(1 − 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡))𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 + (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 ]� .
[𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡 = 0)]2 d𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡=0

(7. 53)

We arrived at the expression on the right-hand side by inserting the expression
for 𝐵𝐵 from Eq. 7.13.
Using the expression for 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) from Eq. 7.50, the time derivative of 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) is:
d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦
d
d
�1 − �
exp[−𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)𝑡𝑡]�
=
𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡)�
=
𝑆𝑆
d𝑡𝑡
d𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡=0
𝑡𝑡=0
= �

d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦 d
{−exp[−𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)𝑡𝑡]}𝑡𝑡=0 =
𝑆𝑆 d𝑡𝑡

= �

d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦
𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦){exp[−𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)𝑡𝑡]}𝑡𝑡=0 =
𝑆𝑆

= 𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 �

d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦).
𝑆𝑆

(7. 54)

The function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) from Eq. 7.49 can only have values between 0 and 2: the
factor [1 + 𝑥𝑥̂2𝑖𝑖 + 𝑦𝑦̂𝑖𝑖2 ]−5⁄2 clearly has values between 0 and 1, while the rest was
the result of averaging of a cos2 𝛾𝛾 function (Eq. 7.45), which is also constrained
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between 0 and 1. In our case, we have 4 light sources so the value of any 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)
function is between 0 and 2. The integral in Eq. 7.54 represents the average value
of 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) across the entire surface of the film, therefore, its value is constrained
between 0 and 2 as well. The calculation the value of 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) requires the
knowledge of the orientation of the molecules at every point on the film, so we
will instead replace the average value of 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) in Eq. 7.54 with some unknown
constant ℱ whose values lies between 0 and the half the number of light sources.
d
𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡)�
= 𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 ℱ;
d𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡=0

ℱ=�

d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)
𝑆𝑆

(7. 55)

With this result, we can simplify the expression from Eq. 7.53 and obtain the
final expression:
𝜎𝜎𝛱𝛱2𝐵𝐵,0
dΔ𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵 (𝑡𝑡)
𝑁𝑁20 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
�
=
𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅
ℱ(𝑏𝑏
−
𝑏𝑏
)𝑛𝑛
=
𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 ℱ�𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �𝑛𝑛.
𝑐𝑐
𝑡𝑡
d𝑡𝑡
[𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡 = 0)]2 0
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡=0

(7. 56)

In the last step we used 𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵,0 = 𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇 ⁄[𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(0)] and the definition of hatted
̂
variables: 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐,𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡
= 𝜎𝜎−1 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐,𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 .
The expression for Δ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴 (𝑡𝑡) (Eq. 7.9) includes both 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) and 𝑚𝑚2 (𝑡𝑡) terms. The
time derivative of 𝑚𝑚2 (𝑡𝑡) is equal to 0 because 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡 = 0) = 0:
d𝑚𝑚2 (𝑡𝑡)
d𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡)
�
= 2𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡 = 0)
= 0.
d𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡=0
d𝑡𝑡

(7. 57)

Using the expression for 𝐴𝐴(𝑡𝑡) from Eq. 7.6 and omitting the 𝑚𝑚2 (𝑡𝑡) term, since
its time derivative is 0, we can write:
dΔ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴 (𝑡𝑡)
d𝐴𝐴(𝑡𝑡)
d𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡)
�
=
�
= 2𝑛𝑛[(1 − 𝑛𝑛)(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) + 𝑛𝑛(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )]
� .
d𝑡𝑡
d𝑡𝑡
d𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡=0
𝑡𝑡=0
𝑡𝑡=0

(7. 58)

We can simplify this expression by using the previously defined Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 =
2(𝑎𝑎cr − 𝑎𝑎tr ) and introducing a new variable: Δ𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 2(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ). Inserting the
value of the derivative d𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡)/d𝑡𝑡 from Eq. 7.54 we can write:
dΔ𝛱𝛱𝐴𝐴 (𝑡𝑡)
�
= [𝑛𝑛Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 − 𝑛𝑛2 (Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 − Δ𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 )]𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 ℱ.
d𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡=0

(7. 59)

Bringing the results from equations 7.53 and 7.59 together we get:
2
𝜎𝜎𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵,0
dΔ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡)
�
= ��
�𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 � − Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 � 𝑛𝑛 + (Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 − Δ𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 )𝑛𝑛2 � 𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 ℱ.
𝑘𝑘
𝑇𝑇
d𝑡𝑡
𝐵𝐵
𝑡𝑡=0

(7. 60)

7.6.3 Assumptions and corrections for environmental factors
Two implicit assumptions were made during this derivation. First, we neglect
the diffusion of molecules in the film. In order for diffusion to be important in our
model, the molecules would have to travel far enough that the difference in 𝜅𝜅 is
appreciable. By using 10−7 cm2 s−1 as an estimate for the diffusion constant171, we
can estimate the average distance travelled by a molecule during the course of the
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experiment to be 0.5 mm. At this distance, the relative change in 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) can be
at most 6% for our setup.
Second: when a molecule switches from trans to cis conformation, the new
shape of the molecule has to reorient itself into a new energetically favourable
position48,49 – for the purposes of this derivation, this process is assumed to be
much faster than the rate of isomerization and is therefore neglected.
Aside from the changes of surface pressure induced by the trans-cis
isomerization of the photosensitive derivative, the measured surface pressure is
also affected by evaporation of water from the LB trough, temperature variations
and gradual loss of molecules to the subphase. We can account for these effects
using a function that describes these changes throughout the entire experiment
(as shown in Figure 7.13), however, this would also mean that all the isomerization
cycles would have to be fitted at the same time. It would not be correct to first
subtract the global trend and then fit the “corrected” data because the subtraction
of the global trend can introduce artifacts in the data. Instead, we opted to
account for these changes on the data during each of the irradiation separately
using a linear drift function so that the measured 𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) dependencies during one
irradiation are considered to have a form:
𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) = 𝛱𝛱0 + Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 𝑡𝑡.

(7. 61)

Here, 𝛱𝛱0 is surface pressure before irradiation, Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) is variation of surface
pressure due to trans-cis isomerization (Eq. 7.22), and 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 is the drift rate.

7.7 DATA ANALYSIS
Data analysis was focused on UV irradiation induced modifications, as their
kinetics were slower than for blue-light induced changes and consequently more
details could be resolved. Three different measured quantities were fitted: the time
dependence of the photoinduced change in surface pressure, Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡), the total
change Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛), and the initial rate of change, dΔ𝛱𝛱 ⁄d𝑡𝑡|𝑡𝑡=0 (𝑛𝑛). The fitting
parameters and relevant equations for the fitting models are summarized in Table
7.1.
The measured 𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) dependencies for each film (see Figure 7.12b for examples)
were first divided into subsets, each subset containing a 90-minute time interval
of UV irradiation. Then, the values of 𝑡𝑡 and 𝛱𝛱 at the beginning of each interval
were set to zero, to eliminate the need for a 𝛱𝛱0 term. The data from the first
isomerization cycle was discarded, because some of the films had not yet
equilibrated by the time of the first irradiation. By taking into consideration time
dependences of surface pressure during UV irradiation for the following six cycles
for all the mixed films, we obtained 120 datasets and fitted them with a function
of the form:
Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 𝑚𝑚2 (𝑡𝑡) − 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 𝑡𝑡,

(7. 62)

as defined in the previous section. Because exact molecular orientations at the
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surface are not known, the approximation that all photosensitive molecules have
the same orientation was used to calculate 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡).
Quantity
𝑛𝑛

Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡)

Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛)

Description

Obtained from

Percentage of
photoactive molecules
in the film
Photoinduced change in
surface pressure at time
𝑡𝑡
Total photoinduced
change in surface
pressure

Initial rate of
dΔ𝛱𝛱 ⁄d𝑡𝑡|𝑡𝑡=0 (𝑛𝑛) photoinduced change in
surface pressure

Relevant
equation

Experimental
variable

Eq. 7.5

Measurement

Eq. 7.22, Eq. 7.23

Measurement

Eq. 7.17

Measurement

Eq. 7.60

𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑡𝑡)

Percentage of cis
photoactive molecules

Fit of Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡)

Eq. 7.50, Eq. 7.5

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽)

Dimensionless function
describing system
geometry

Fit of Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡)

Eq. 7.49

𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 & 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛

Model parameters used
in fitting Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) data

Fit of Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) and
calculated from
other fitted
parameters

Eq. 7.22, Eq. 7.23

𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 , 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐̂ , 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡

Proportional to the
effective area of
molecules

Fit of Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛)

Eq. 7.12, Eq. 7.16

Fit of Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛)

Eq. 7.11

Fit of
dΔ𝛱𝛱 ⁄d𝑡𝑡|𝑡𝑡=0 (𝑛𝑛)

Eq. 7.59

Fit of
dΔ𝛱𝛱 ⁄d𝑡𝑡|𝑡𝑡=0 (𝑛𝑛)

Eq. 7.55

𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , 𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟
𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

Proportional to the
strength of interactions
between molecules

ℱ

Surface averaged value
of 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽)

Table 7.1: Summary of measured quantities and fitted parameters.
The experimentally obtained values for Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛) were deduced by taking the
average modification and its standard deviation as resolved from the six
consecutive irradiation cycles. We thus obtained Δ𝛱𝛱0 for five different values of
𝑛𝑛 (0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1) and for four different types of mixed films (GA-C,
GA-G, GA-A, and GA-T films) and fitted those data with the expression from
Eq. 7.62. In principle, there are five fitting parameters for every set of data points
Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛): 𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 , 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 , 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 , Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 , and Δ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 . However, only parameters 𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟̂ and Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 are
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unique to each data set, therefore we simultaneously fitted all four obtained data
sets with a total of 11 free parameters: 𝑏𝑏̂1−4 , Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟,1−4 , 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 , 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 , and Δ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 .
The initial slopes dΔ𝛱𝛱0 ⁄d𝑡𝑡|t=0 (𝑛𝑛) were obtained from linear fits of the first
three measured points in the Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) curves. As with the Δ𝛱𝛱0 values, the reported
values are average values for six consecutive cycles, and the uncertainties are the
standard deviations of those values. The obtained results were fitted to Eq. 7.60.
All fitting procedures were performed by using Mathematica 11.1 software
package. A more detailed description of the fitting procedure can be found in
Appendix B.

7.8 FITTING RESULTS
Figure 7.18 shows examples of measured Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) curves obtained during
irradiation with UV light for different mixed films. The black lines in the plots
represent the best fit with the theoretical function (Eq. 7.62) assuming that all
photosensitive molecules have the same orientation.

Figure 7.18: Examples of Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) behaviour for different concentrations of
GAzo(C11)2 in GA-C (a), GA-G (b), GA-A (c), and GA-T (d) mixed films. Black
lines show best fits obtained by assuming that all photosensitive molecules have
the same orientation.
One can notice that GA-G, GA-A, and GA-T mixed films (Figure 7.18b-d,
respectively) all exhibit a similar behaviour: i.e. Δ𝛱𝛱(t) asymptotically approaches
its final value determined by the constant drift due to water evaporation, loss of
molecules, and/or temperature variation. The data for GA-C mixed film, however,
show a very different behaviour (Figure 7.18a). Their most striking feature is a
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noticeable kink present for 𝑛𝑛 = 0.5. A similar but much smaller kink was observed
in some of the irradiation cycles for 𝑛𝑛 = 0.75, as well. In addition, while the total
change in surface pressure Δ𝛱𝛱0 in Figure 7.18b-d is more or less proportional to
𝑛𝑛, this is not the case in Figure 7.18a.
Plots in Figure 7.18 contain measured kinetics for mixed films grouped by type
of non-photoactive molecule in the film – the same data is presented in Figure
7.19, this time grouped by fraction of photoactive molecules. Here, we can more
clearly see the unique behavior of GA-C films, where surface pressure initially
raises faster than in the other mixed films and actually drops later on during
irradiation: this is most clearly seen when 𝑛𝑛 = 0.5 (Figure 7.19c). Note also that
while the total change in surface pressure drops as 𝑛𝑛 is reduced, it drops at
different rates for different mixed films. For example: the largest Δ𝛱𝛱0 for 𝑛𝑛 =
0.75 is observed in the GA-G mixed film, but when 𝑛𝑛 = 0.5, the smallest Δ𝛱𝛱0 is
observed in the GA-G film.

Figure 7.19: Examples of Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) behavior during irradiation with UV light for
all four types of mixed films at different values of 𝑛𝑛. Points of different colours
represent the measured data, lines of the corresponding colour show best fits to
theoretical model assuming all photosensitive molecules have the same
orientation. When 𝑛𝑛 = 1, we are dealing with a pure GAzo(C11)2 film, so a black
color is used. The colors in the rest of the plots are explained in the legend of
subfigure (a).
The dependence of Δ𝛱𝛱0 on the proportion of photoactive molecules in the film
𝑛𝑛 is shown in Figure 7.20. Equation 7.17 was used to fit the data in these plots.
The fitting was performed under the constraint that 𝑏𝑏̂ (size of the trans isomer)
𝑡𝑡

has to be the same for all films and 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 (size of the cis isomer) has to be the same
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for all films except the GA-C mixed film. This exception was permitted to verify
that the aberrant results obtained for the GA-C mixed films, assumed to be
caused by a change in parameter 𝐴𝐴, which corresponds to the strength of
intermolecular interactions, could not be adequately modelled only by assuming
a change in the effective size of the GAzo(C11)2 molecule.
Because we only have five data points per each subset Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛), the best fit is
not unique. Most fits have values of 𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 , 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 and 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 that are close to 1: we expect
𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 ≈ 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 ≈ 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐̂ because the observed effective areas of the molecules are quite similar,

and we also expect 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐,𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 ≈ 1 because the film is highly compressed. However, there
are multiple pairs of fitting parameters (Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 , Δ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ) that produce similarly
satisfying fits of the data, meaning we have to make further assumptions to choose
between them. If we assume that the strength of intermolecular forces does not
change appreciably due to the change of the isomerization state of the azobenzene
group, we can set Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 = Δ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 0. This produces good fits for all the mixed
films except for the GA-C film. For this film, a satisfactory fit can only be
achieved for Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 = 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 < 0 (Figure 7.20a). The associated decrease in
interaction strength is attributed to light-induced inhibition of molecular bonding
between the constituent compounds and signifies that in the investigated
Langmuir films such inhibition occurs only when the film is composed of both
cytidine and guanosine derivatives. Note that the 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) function (Eq. 7.49) is no
longer present in the expression for Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛) (Eq. 7.17) so no assumptions about
the orientation of the molecules have to be made. The values of the parameters
obtained in these fits are presented in Table 7.2.

Figure 7.20: Fits of Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛) data for all mixed films. The type of mixed film is
denoted in the bottom right corner of each plot.
The values of 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐̂ , 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 , and Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 obtained from the above described fitting
procedure were used to fit the data for d𝛱𝛱 ⁄d𝑡𝑡|𝑡𝑡=0 (𝑛𝑛) to Eq. 7.60. The value of
Δ𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 was assumed to be the same for all films and we further assumed that the
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product Φℱ is not a function of 𝑛𝑛, but can have different values depending on
the type of molecules present in the film, since the shape of 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) function can
depend on the type of molecule. The fits obtained this way are presented in Figure
7.21.
The obtained results once again show evident similarities between the GA-G,
GA-A, and GA-T mixed films (Figure 7.21b,c,d), for which convex fitting curves
are obtained, while the behaviour of the GA-C mixed film leads to a concave
fitting curve (Figure 7.21a).

Figure 7.21: Fits of the rate of change of surface pressure at the start of
irradiation (d𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡)⁄d𝑡𝑡 |𝑡𝑡=0 ) for different mixed films. The type of non-photoactive
molecule in the film is denoted in the bottom right corner of each plot. The values
of the parameters obtained in these fits are presented in Table 7.2. Note that the
values of the product 𝛷𝛷ℱ are very similar for all the tested mixed films; assuming
that quantum yield is constant, this indicates that the orientations of GAzo(C11)2
molecules also remain the same regardless of the type of other molecules in the
film.
mixed
film type

1 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟
[10-4]

1 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡
[10-4]

1 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐
[10-4]

GA-C

22

5.2

GA-G

6.4

GA-A
GA-T

Φℱ
[10-2]

4.8

Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟
[mN⁄m]
– 2.64

1.99

Δ𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
[𝑚𝑚N⁄m]
– 1.12

5.2

4.8

0

1.99

– 1.12

7.4

5.2

4.8

0

1.98

– 1.12

5.0

5.2

4.8

0

1.78

– 1.12

Table 7.2: Values of fitting parameters for fits in Figure 7.20 (left of the double
line) and Figure 7.21 (right of the double line).
In the fits of Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛) and d𝛱𝛱 ⁄d𝑡𝑡|𝑡𝑡=0 (𝑛𝑛) (Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.21) we obtained
values for all the parameters describing Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) in equation 7.22; we can now use
these values to calculate the values of parameters 𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 and 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 (Eq. 7.62) and
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compare them to those obtained through fits of Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) (Figure 7.19). Using the
definition of Δ𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 2(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) and the assumption Δ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 0,
parameters 𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 and 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 can be expressed in terms of the variables whose values
were obtained through fitting and are presented in Table 7.2.
𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 = �

�𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐̂ − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �
𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 𝑇𝑇
𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
� 𝑛𝑛
2 − 𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 (1 − 𝑛𝑛) − 𝑛𝑛
𝑆𝑆 �1 − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏̂ − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏̂ �
2
𝑡𝑡
𝑟𝑟

𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 = [(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 2𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )]𝑛𝑛2 = −2(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )𝑛𝑛2 = 𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑛𝑛2

(7. 63)

(7. 64)

A comparison of fitted and calculated values of the two parameters is shown in
Figure 7.22. The points represent the average value of 𝑐𝑐1 and 𝑐𝑐2 parameters
obtained in the fitting of the data from six consecutive irradiation cycles, the
errors bars represent the standard deviations of those six values. The latter are
fairly large because the fitting process usually has several minimal solutions that
are close enough to one another that the noise in the measurements makes it
impossible to choose one over the others. In addition, as noted in section 7.6.1.3,
the amplitude Δ𝛱𝛱0 decreases with every cycle, which means that the parameters
𝑐𝑐1 and 𝑐𝑐2 are slightly different for each cycle, adding to the dispersion.

Figure 7.22: Comparison of fitted values of 𝑐𝑐1 and 𝑐𝑐2 parameters from equation
7.62 with the values predicted via other fitted parameters.
Most of the fitted values for 𝑐𝑐1 are close to the predictions, while the fitted
values for 𝑐𝑐2 are systematically lower than those predicted by equation 7.22. The
value for 𝑐𝑐2 was obtained solely from the fit of the initial slopes, which were
approximated by the slope of a line going through the first three points at the
start of irradiation. Since the behavior of surface pressure is a described by a
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concave function, the slope approximated in this way will always be smaller than
the value of the time derivative at 𝑡𝑡 = 0, leading to less negative fitted values of
Δã azo and in turn underestimation of the values of 𝑐𝑐2 .

7.9 DISCUSSION
It has been previously reported that amphiphilic guanosine derivatives behave
very differently from derivatives of other nucleobases156. It was speculated that in
guanosine molecules in the film may form so-called Hoogsteen base pairs that are
interlinked by two instead of three hydrogen bonds present in the G-C pair51.
While in present work the isotherms of GA-G mixed films were also found to
exhibit quite a unique behaviour, the irradiation-induced changes in those films
were found to be the same as in films with non-complementary nucleobases (GAA and GA-T). This suggests that in the GA-G films base pairing either does not
take place or it cannot be broken via the trans-cis isomerization of the guanosine
derivative.
The strength of intermolecular interaction in the GAzo-C mixed films can be
deduced from the obtained value of Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 = 2(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ), which is -2.6 mJ/m2 for
𝑛𝑛 = 0.5 (50:50) mixture. The total number of molecules deposited on the film was
3.12×1016, but a portion of these molecules is lost during compression. Using the
isotherms shown in Figure 7.6, we can approximate the average effective surface
area of the molecules in the film in question as 100 Å2 – dividing the total surface
area of the compressed film by this number we find that the lower bound for the
number of molecules remaining in the compressed film is 8×1015. This allows us
to estimate that the energy change per G-C pair is at most 0.23 eV. While the
binding energy of a G-C pair in vacuum is 0.73 eV50, when a G-C pair is broken
at the air-water interface, new hydrogen bonds are likely to form between the two
nucleobases and water molecules in the subphase, leading to a smaller difference
in potential energy. Since water molecule at the air-water interface now form
additional bonds with the molecules at the interface, an increase in surface area
requires less energy, which means that, by definition, surface pressure increases.
The quantum yields Φ obtained from fitting the measured dependencies Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡)
to theoretical model (Eq. 7.62) lie between 0% and 8%. For comparison, the values
of quantum yields for isomerization of azobenzene derivatives in commonly used
solvents (e.g. hexane, toluene, ethanol etc.) are between 20% and 40%16. However,
since molecules in a compressed film are sterically hindered, lower values of Φ are
reasonable18 and similarly reduced values of quantum yield in Langmuir films
were also observed by Maack et al. 31. We can also obtain the value of Φ from
further analysis of the product Φℱ obtained from the fits of dΔ𝛱𝛱0 ⁄d𝑡𝑡|t=0 shown
in Figure 7.21 we calculated the value of Φ to be around 5%, which lies in the
interval predicted by the fits of Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡).
In principle, one could attempt also to obtain the orientation of molecules
through fitting of the measured data, using some appropriate angular distribution
function. However, this is quite complicated, as due to inhomogeneous
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illumination the theoretical behaviour of Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) is described by a non-analytical
function, making the calculation computationally demanding. In addition, various
angular distribution functions can produce similar dependence of 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦), meaning
that very accurate measurements of Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) are required to distinguish between
them.

7.10 CONCLUSIONS
Our analysis of the data implies that a drop in interaction strength upon
irradiation is present in the GA-C mixed films but not in any of the other mixed
film containing non-complementary nucleobases. We propose that photoinduced
inhibition of H-bonds, which are present between complementary but not between
non-complementary nucleobases, is the explanation for the observed behaviour of
surface pressure during irradiation. The mechanism by which this happens is that
the cis isomer of the azobenzene moiety stretches into the region where H-bonds
are formed and thus interferes with the bonding: this was demonstrated to occur
in solution for similar compounds22,127. Such experiments hence provide a
convenient tool for investigation as well as for manipulation of base pairing and
other intermolecular interactions in Langmuir films.
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8 General conclusions and
further perspectives
This thesis explored the properties of three examples of photoactive guanosine
derivatives and their Langmuir and Langmuir-Blodgett films.
Despite the fact that the molecular structure of these derivatives was not one
of a typical amphiphilic molecule, we found that all three formed relatively stable
molecular films at the air-water interface. While the shapes of the isotherms were
qualitatively similar for all three molecules, i.e. all three exhibited a plateauing of
surface pressure at high compressions, BAM imaging revealed unique film
formation for each of them. GAzo molecules seemed most prone to the formation
of aggregates on the water surface, GAzo3 molecules formed dense gel-like
structures, and GAzo(C11)2 molecules formed homogenous films at first, with
aggregates forming on top of that film after further reduction of the film surface.
Reversible photoisomerization was observed for all molecules in solution, in
Langmuir films, and in LB films as well, however, not all experimental techniques
revealed a difference in the state of the films before and after irradiation with
actinic light. While absorbance, surface pressure, and surface potential showed
clear changes when molecules were irradiated, no such change could be discerned
with BAM and AFM imaging. We found that the change in absorbance in LB
films was much smaller than in solution, meaning only a fraction of molecules in
the films underwent photoinduced isomerization. However, it is also possible that
photoinduced isomerization only occurs in some regions of the film and we did
not manage to image the area where photoisomerization was taking place. In fact,
we did find evidence of photoinduced film stretching in a multi-layered GAzo3 LB
film, however, we could not reproduce this result in subsequent measurements or
other samples.
An interesting extension of the irradiation experiments presented in this work
is to use polarised actinic light. Such irradiation orients azobenzene moieties
perpendicular to the polarization vector of light172,173 so film irradiated with
polarised light should in principle show increased order and birefringence. Optical
control over the orientation of guanosine molecules at the air-water interface could
lead to a simple method for producing ordered 2D guanosine macro-molecular
structures61,64. We produced several LB films in which the molecules at the water
surface were irradiated with polarised UV light prior to transfer to a solid
substrate. Our preliminary investigations of such samples with AFM and UV-Vis
spectrophotometry revealed no significant difference between samples irradiated
with polarised and unpolarised light prior to deposition to solid substrates;
however, more experiments are needed to understand these results, especially
measurements of the dependence of absorbance on the polarisation angle of light,
which would reveal any presence of birefringence in the samples.
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Our measurements of thermal relaxation kinetics in different systems revealed
considerable differences in characteristic relaxation times for azo-functionalised
guanosine derivatives in solution, in Langmuir, and in Langmuir-Blodgett films.
The most striking observation was that the stability of the cis isomers increases
dramatically in multi-layered LB films. Unfortunately, the uncertainties in the
obtained results were considerable due to the noise in our measurement setup
coupled with the low absorbance signal from thin molecular films. A setup with
greater sensitivity would be needed to further explore the gain in stability when
multiple layers of guanosine derivatives are transferred to a solid substrate. This
is especially important, as we have seen, when the isomerization induced by the
measurement itself is much stronger than thermal isomerization, so the amount
of light impacting the sample needs to be limited.
In the final chapter of the thesis we showed that mixed guanosine-cytidine
Langmuir films behaved differently when irradiated with actinic light than films
in which guanosine derivatives were mixed with derivatives of non-complementary
nucleobases. A description of the measured data using a model based on the 2D
Van der Waals equation of state suggests that the explanation lies in photoinduced
inhibition of hydrogen bonds in G-C pairs. However, several assumptions and
simplifications had to be made in order to make the fitting procedure feasible.
This can be improved by including additional complementary measurements. For
instance, simultaneous measurements of optical absorbance would allow one to
determine 𝛷𝛷 or 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) more directly, while measurements of surface potential and
experiments with linearly polarized irradiation can provide more information on
the orientation of molecules. While such measurements were used in experiments
described in other parts of the thesis, they had not been available at the time of
performing the experiments presented in the final chapter of this thesis. In
addition, an IR spectroscopy method adapted for measuring at the air-water
interface174,175 could be employed to more directly confirm the presence and
inhibition of H-bonds in the studied Langmuir films.
Another potential avenue of experimentations is to explore photoinduced
inhibition of G-C pairs where cytidine or its derivatives are introduced into the
water subphase instead of the air-water interface. We performed preliminary
experiments in this direction by adding standard water-soluble cytosine molecules
to the water subphase in 1 mM and 10 mM concentration, but no effects of such
additives on the rate of isomerization or surface pressure were observed. More
experiments would be needed to understand the necessary conditions for
photoinduced inhibition of hydrogen bonds between molecules confined to the
interface and molecules in the subphase.
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9 Appendices
APPENDIX A – DESCRIPTION OF THE SETUP USED
FOR MEASURING ABSORBANCE OF A LANGMUIR
FILM
To measure changes in absorbance of a Langmuir film during irradiation with
UV and blue light, several LEDs and photodiodes had to be positioned around
the LB through. To ensure that the relative positions of the various components
in the setup remained the same, a frame from aluminum profiles was constructed
to which the LB through and various measurement devices were fastened (see
Figure 5.5 in the main text).
A schematic of the electrical components of the measurement system is shown
in Figure 9.1. A UV LED (Thorlabs M340L4, peak wavelength at 340 nm) that
acted as the source of light for the measurement was positioned above the trough
behind a shutter controlled by a stepper motor. The stepper motor was in turn
controlled by an Arduino Uno microcontroller via a stepper motor driver control
board (EasyDriver v4.4). A shutter was used so that the LED could be constantly
on, which removes the issue of non-constant output of the LED as it warms up.
The LED was powered by a laboratory power supply (GW Instek GPD-3303S)
which meant the output intensity of the LED could be optimized so that the
intensity was as low as possible while still producing enough signal to detect
changes in absorbance. A sapphire window was installed in the center of the
through to allow light that passes through the Langmuir film to reach a
photodiode (Hamamatsu S2386-5K) installed on the other side of the window.
While these photodiodes are not optimized for detection in the UV range and
only detect light with 340 nm wavelength with about 15% efficiency, their larger
surface area (as compared to typical photodiodes designed to measure UV light)
compensates for the low detection efficiency. An identical photodiode was
positioned above the film to monitor the output of the LED; by taking the ratio
of the signals from the two photodiodes, any changes in the intensity of the LED
canceled out, ensuring that the changes in the signal came solely from the changes
in absorbance of the film.
The signals from the photodiodes were amplified by two operational amplifiers
(Texas Instruments TL061CP) wired to work as a transimpedance amplifier (see
Figure 9.1). In this arrangement, the current produced by the photodiode, 𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 , is
converted to a voltage signal equal to176
𝑈𝑈out = 𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 ,

(9.1)

where 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 is the resistance of the feedback resistor. As one can see from this
equation, the larger the resistance 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 , the larger the signal 𝑈𝑈out , so 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 should be
chosen as large as possible while the signal still remains within the operational
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amplification range of the operational amplifier. In addition, since the thermal
noise introduced into the circuit by the resistor is proportional to �𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 , the signal
to noise ratio actually improves with larger resistance values. The difference
between the voltage on the output side of the operational amplifiers and ground
were measured by a Keithley 2700 multimeter with an installed 7700 Multiplexer
module.

Figure 9.1: Schematic of the electronics used in the measurement setup of
absorbance of Langmuir films. The +12 V and -12 V lines are colored with red
and yellow for better visibility. The annotation “CC” next to the power supplies
denotes constant current operation of the power supply. The Keithley 2700
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multimeter measures the voltage difference between the input wires and the
ground.
The power for the stepper motor and the operational amplifiers was provided
by a PC switching power supply, which conveniently outputs both +12 V and -12
V needed to power the operational amplifiers. Connecting these two voltage
sources to the ground via 100 nF capacitors provided smoothing of the input
voltages.
In addition to the probe used to measure the absorbance of the film, two UV
LED arrays (Zhuhai Tianhui Electronic Co. TH-UV340T3WA), positioned
symmetrically to the left and right of the trough center, and 4 blue LEDs
(Chanzon 440 nm, 5W), positioned at the side of the trough, were used to switch
the molecules in the film from one state to the other. Each of these sets was
powered by its own constant current power supply.
All the LEDs in the setup were wired in series with a resistor to linearize the
𝐼𝐼(𝑈𝑈 ) response of the circuit, as well as a MOSFET type transistor (FQP30N06L).
These were chosen since their threshold voltage is well below an Arduino’s
maximum output voltage of 5 V, so that the LEDs could be controlled using the
same Arduino microcontroller as was used to control the shutter for the
measurement UV LED.
Both the Arduino microcontroller and the Keithley 2700 multimeter were
controlled by a PC, where a Wolfram Mathematica script was used to toggle the
LEDs, initiate measurements, and record the data.
The entire setup was placed inside a fume hood with the front panel covered
with a cardboard panel to block any ambient light from interfering with the
measurement.
To measure light absorption by the film, the LEDs used for irradiation of the
film were temporarily turned off, the shutter was opened, the signal from both
the photodiodes was recorded and stored on the PC, the shutter was closed again,
and the irradiation resumed. This process takes approximately 3 seconds,
therefore, very frequent measurements were problematic. When measuring transcis isomerization kinetics, the measurement process could be sped up by simply
keeping the shutter open, since the wavelength of the UV light used to measure
absorption was the same as that used for photoisomerization.
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APPENDIX B – FITTING PROCEDURE FOR CHAPTER
7
Since 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) is defined in terms of an area integral (eq. 7.50), fitting of the
Δ𝛱𝛱𝑚𝑚 (𝑡𝑡) data is relatively computationally demanding. In principle we are dealing
with a minimization problem with 6 parameters: 𝛷𝛷, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽, 𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 , 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 , and 𝑘𝑘; with
every variation of one of the first three parameters, 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) has to be recalculated
for every time 𝑡𝑡 at which surface pressure was measured, which amounts to
approximately 1000 integrations at every step of the minimization process.
The number of times 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) has to be evaluated can be reduced in the following
way: instead of calculating 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) at every time 𝑡𝑡, we calculate it only for a relatively
small subset of points. From here, we interpolate the values of 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) for the times
between the calculated points with a spline. Since 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) is an integral of an
exponential function, the points are chosen so that they are closer together for
small 𝜅𝜅0 𝑡𝑡 and further apart as 𝜅𝜅0 𝑡𝑡 grows larger: this means that the function is
sampled more frequently where it changes faster and less frequently where it starts
to approach an asymptotic value. The number of points can be chosen so that the
difference between the spline and the actual function is sufficiently small: in the
case of our data, we found that around 20 points were enough for the fitting
results to not be noticeably affected by this approximation. This approach works
because while the expression for 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) is complicated, its shape is a relatively
simple monotonic curve, which can be described using a spline with considerable
accuracy.
Further simplification can be done if we a priori limit the accuracy of our search
results and only allow a finite number of values for 𝛷𝛷, 𝛼𝛼, and 𝛽𝛽. This is reasonable
because the noise in the data, in conjunction with the assumption that all
molecules are oriented in the same direction, will prevent very precise results
anyway. This means that we can pre-calculate a finite set of functions
𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡; 𝛷𝛷𝑖𝑖 , 𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗 , 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘 ), which can then be used in the minimization for all datasets,
meaning no integration is done during the minimization.
Because of the symmetry of the system, we can expect to find 8 pairs (𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽)
that produce equivalent minima. Four pairs of indistinguishable minima emerge
because the LED irradiation system has a 4-fold symmetry (see Figure 7.5).
Because the effect of light irradiation on a molecule remains the same, if the sign
of its molecular transition dipole moment is reversed, a minimum at (𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽) must
be accompanied by a minimum at (−𝛼𝛼, −𝛽𝛽), resulting in 8 indistinguishable
solutions to the minimization problem from the symmetry of the system alone.
This means the search area for the angle parameters 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽 can be reduced to
the interval between 0 and 90°.
It turns out, however, that even more equivalent minima can sometimes be
found within this reduced search space. In such cases, the minima that were found
were compared to results from the other 5 trans-cis transitions on the same film.
A minimum can be represented in terms of a six-dimensional vector: 𝑣𝑣⃑ =
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(𝛷𝛷, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽, 𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 , 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 , 𝑘𝑘). We picked the final minima so that the sum of “distances”
between the vectors was minimal, i.e. the results from the six transitions agreed
with each other as best as possible. This assumes that the molecules return to
their original orientations after one cycle.
To calculate a distance in this 6-dimensional space, we first represent the
direction of the molecular transition dipole moment with a 3-dimensional unit
vector in cartesian space: (cos 𝛼𝛼 sin 𝛽𝛽 , sin 𝛼𝛼 sin 𝛽𝛽 , cos 𝛽𝛽). We now construct a new
7-dimensional vector: 𝑣𝑣̃ = (𝛷𝛷, cos 𝛼𝛼 sin 𝛽𝛽 , sin 𝛼𝛼 sin 𝛽𝛽 , cos 𝛽𝛽 , 𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 , 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 , 𝑘𝑘). Because
our data is now in cartesian coordinates, a reasonable scalar product in this space
can easily be defined as
𝑣𝑣⃑1 ⋅ 𝑣𝑣⃑2 = 𝑣𝑣̃1 𝑉𝑉 𝑣𝑣̃2 ,

(9.2)

where 𝑉𝑉 is a diagonal matrix with appropriate weights on the diagonal. These are
in principle arbitrary and simply reflect which parameters will have a greater
effect on the final result. The matrix chosen here had the diagonal (5, 1, 1, 1, 10,
10, 1), emphasizing the importance of the consistency of 𝛷𝛷, 𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 , and 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 at the
expense of the consistency of molecular orientation.
Having defined a scalar product, lengths (and therefore distances) can be
defined in the usual way.
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11 Extended abstract in Slovene
– povzetek disertacije v
slovenskem jeziku
11.1 UVOD
Tanki površinski sloji, sestavljeni iz ene ali več plasti molekul, so zaradi svojih
optičnih, električnih, mehanskih, kemičnih in drugih lastnosti zanimivi za osnovne
raziskave kot tudi za aplikacije177. Prvotne uporabe so bile povezane z lastnostmi
površine – spreminjanje hidrofobnosti, spreminjanje trenja, zaščita pred korozijo
itd. – v zadnjih letih pa se njihova uporaba širi na področja mikroelektronike,
nanotehnologije in biotehnologije178–180.
Pri urejanju molekul v tankih slojih so posebej zanimive tiste molekule, ki se
lahko med sabo povežejo v makrostrukture. Primer takih molekul so derivati
nukleobaz, ki se med sabo povezujejo s po dvema ali tremi vodikovimi vezmi. Na
vezavo med nukleobazami lahko vplivamo, če jih funkcionaliziramo s
fotoaktivnimi skupinami, ki lahko, odvisno od svoje oblike in orientacije,
preprečujejo tvorbo vezi65,68. Fotoregulacija je zanimiva, ker je z uporabo svetlobe
mogoče z veliko natančnostjo nadzirati tako kraj kot trajanje fotoinduciranih
sprememb v snovi. Hkrati je vidna svetloba neinvazivna in pri uporabi primernih
fotoaktivnih skupin ne ustvarja dodatnih neželenih produktov, zaradi česar je
idealna za uporabo v bioloških sistemih.
Fotoregulacija vezave derivatov nukleobaz je že bila demonstrirana v
raztopinah22,126,127, kljub številnim objavam s področja urejanja derivatov
nukleobaz v tankih slojih61,76,77,181 pa je fotoregulacija takega urejanja še precej
slabo raziskana.
V doktorskem delu so opisani eksperimenti, kjer smo s pomočjo tehnike
Langmuir-Blodgett v tanke sloje uredili fotoaktivne derivate gvanozina, in nato
raziskali njihove lastnosti in odziv na obsevanje s svetlobo. Raziskave doktorskega
dela so imele dva cilja: prvi cilj je bil potrditi, da preiskovane molekule tvorijo
stabilne molekulske sloje in da jih je mogoče reverzibilno preklapljati z obsevanjem
z UV in vidno svetlobo, drugi cilj pa je bil demonstrirati fotoinducirano
preklapljanje vodikovih vezi med nukleobazami na vodni površini.

11.2 TEORETIČNE OSNOVE
11.2.1 Molekule v mejni plasti med plinom in tekočino
Na meji med tekočinsko in plinasto fazo gostota molekul močno vpade, zato na
molekule blizu meje v povprečju deluje sila, ki jih vleče v notranjost tekočinske
faze (glej Sliko 11.1a). Ker imajo molekule v mejni plasti tekočina-plin torej višjo
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potencialno energijo od tistih v notranjosti tekočine, moramo za povečanje
površine tekočine opraviti delo d𝑊𝑊 , ki je sorazmerno s spremembo površine d𝑆𝑆:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾.

(11. 1)

Sorazmernostni faktor 𝛾𝛾 imenujemo površinska napetost.
Voda ima zaradi vodikovih vezi med posameznimi H2O molekulami visoko
površinsko napetost5, tako da prisotnost molekul druge snovi na vodni površini
površinsko napetost sistema praviloma znižajo. Pri obravnavi tankih slojev
molekul na meji voda-zrak se namesto površinske napetosti pogosto uporablja
površinski tlak 𝛱𝛱, ki je enak razliki med površinsko napetostjo sistema 𝛾𝛾 in
površinsko napetostjo čiste vode 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 .
(11. 2)
𝛱𝛱 = 𝛾𝛾𝑤𝑤 − 𝛾𝛾
Snovi glede na njihovo topnost v vodi delimo na vodotopne (hidrofilne) in
nevodotopne (hidrofobne). Spojine, ki so deloma hidrofilne in deloma hidrofobne,
imenujemo amfifilne in se zaradi svojega dvojnega značaja ujamejo na meji vodazrak in tvorijo t.i. Langmuirjeve sloje. Tipična amfifilna molekula je sestavljena
iz hidrofilne »glave«, ki se z vodikovimi vezmi veže na molekule vode, in
hidrofobnega »repa«, ki ga večinoma predstavlja veriga ogljikov atomov. Primer
take molekule je prikazan na Sliki 11.1b.

Slika 11.1: (a) Ponazoritev izvora površinske napetosti: molekule blizu površine
občutijo privlak v notranjost tekočine. (b) Struktura tipične amfifilne molekule in
njena orientacije na vodni površini. Prekinjene črte predstavljajo vodikove vezi.
Pri nizkih gostotah amfifilnih molekul, ujetih na meji tekočina-plin, je njihovo
obnašanje analogno dvodimenzionalnemu plinu. Pri večjih gostotah postanejo
privlačne sile med molekulami na površini tekočine nezanemarljive in pojavijo se
tekočinske površinske faze in nato trdne površinske faze1–3. Če molekule v trdni
površinski fazi dodatno stiskamo, postane površinski tlak dovoljšen, da molekule
izrine iz površine. Pri tem se začnejo amfifilne molekule nalagati na vrh
obstoječega Langmuirjevega sloja ali pa se v obliki hidrofilnih agregatov raztopijo
v tekočinski podfazi. Fazne prehode amfifilnih molekul na meji tekočina-plin
največkrat opazujemo z meritvijo odvisnosti 𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎) izoterme, ki predstavlja
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osnovno karakterizacijo obnašanja molekul na meji tekočina-plin. Gostejša kot je
pokritost površine tekočine, višji je površinski tlak. Splošna oblika tipične
izoterme je prikazana na Sliki 11.2.

Slika 11.2: Oblika 𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎) izoterme za tipično amfifilno molekulo z ilustracijami
struktur faz na molekulski skali

11.2.2 Fotoaktivne snovi
Snovi, ki spremenijo svoje lastnosti pri obsevanju s svetlobo, imenujemo
fotoaktivne snovi. V doktorski disertaciji so opisani lipofilni derivati gvanozina,
funkcionalizirani z azobenensko skupino, ki pri absorpciji fotona z določeno
verjetnostjo16,17 preide iz stabilne trans konfiguracije v metastabilno cis
konfiguracijo (Slika 11.3b)15. Če valovno dolžino svetlobe, s katero sprožamo
prehod, izberemo tako, da se ta močno absorbira v trans-azobenzenu, v cisazobenzenu pa ne, lahko večino molekul v vzorcu preklopimo v cis stanje. V
doktorskem delu sta bila za optično preklapljanje izbrana dva LED izvora
svetlobe: UV LED izvor, ki oddaja svetlobo pri valovni dolžini 345 nm, in moder
LED izvor, ki oddaja svetlobo pri valovni dolžini 440 nm (Slika 11.3a).
Koncentracijo trans izomerov pri osvetljevanju s svetlobo, ki sproži trans-cis
prehod, opisuje Beer-Lambertov zakon:
𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐0 𝑒𝑒−𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅 .

(11.3)

Tu je 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 koncentracija trans izomerov, 𝑐𝑐0 začetna koncentracija trans izomerov, 𝜅𝜅
pa kinetična konstanta, ki opisuje trans-cis prehod. Ta je sorazmerna z intenziteto
vpadne svetlobe 𝐼𝐼, absorptivnostjo obsevanih molekul 𝜀𝜀 in kvantnim izkoristkom
za prehod Φ, ki pove, s kolikšno verjetnostjo absorbiran foton povzroči prehod v
drugo stanje15:
𝜅𝜅 ∝ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼.
(11. 4)
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Slika 11.3: (a) Absorpcijski spekter azobenzena (leva ordinatna os) primerjan z
intenzitetnim spektrom LED uporabljenih za optično preklapljanje (desna
ordinatna os). (b) Cis in trans konformaciji azobenzena.
V literaturi lahko najdemo mnoge opise fotoizomerizacije molekul v
Langmuirjevih slojih27–48, kjer so izmerili drugačne izoterme za obsevane in
neobsevane molekule27,28,30,31,44,46 ali pa obsevanje molekul na vodni površini
povzroča spreminjanje lastnosti sloja29,31–33,35,44. Podobno so številni avtorji opisali
fotoinducirano spreminjanje lastnosti molekulskih slojev prenesenih na trdne
substrate34–36,38–45,45–48.

11.2.3 DNK nukleobaze
Genske informacije v DNK (deoksiribonukleinski kislini) so zapisane z
zaporedjem štirih nukleobaz: timina (T), gvanina (G), citozina (C) in adenina
(A)50–52. Nukleobaze so povezane v DNK verigo preko fosfatnih skupin, z
vodikovimi vezmi pa se povežejo s komplementarnimi nukleobazami na drugi DNK
verigi: gvanin s citozinom, timin pa z adeninom. Kemijska struktura baznih parov
v DNK je prikazana na sliki 11.4.

Slika 11.4: Kemijska struktura parov adenin-timin in citozin-gvanin, vpetih v
DNK verige preko fosfatnih skupin
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Poleg pomembnosti DNK za biološke sisteme, ima DNK tudi zanimive lastnosti
za uporabo v tehnološke namene, kot na primer: spominski nosilci53,54, samosestavljive nanostrukture55–64, molekularno računalništvo79–87, senzorji88–91,98,105 in
novi materiali, s poudarkom na uporabi v molekularni in biokompatibilni
elektorniki92–97,99–104,106,135. Posebej zanimiv je gvanin, ki lahko z drugimi gvanini
tvori makrostrukture in je zanimiv kandidat za nova zdravila70–72 in
nanomateriale61,65,68,73–78.
Ker je mnogo omenjenih tehnoloških aplikacij osnovanih na povezovanju med
različnimi DNK molekulami preko vodikovih vezi, je kontrola nad tvorjenjem
vodikovih vezi ključnega pomena. En način kontrole temelji na funkcionalizaciji
nukleobaz z fotoaktivnimi skupinami, ki pri osvetljevanju s svetlobo preprečijo
tvorjenje vodikovih vezi. Na Sliki 11.5 je prikazan primer derivata gvanina, pri
katerem fotoaktivna skupina v cis konformaciji sega v področje, kjer se tvorijo
vodikove vezi med gvanini, v trans konformaciji pa je to področje prosto.

Slika 11.5: Ilustracija optičnega preklapljanja vodikovih vezi med derivatoma
gvanina22.
Nukleobaze, ki jih najdemo v naravi, so vodotopne, zato lahko Langmuirjeve
sloje tvorijo le njihovi umetno sintetizirani lipofilni derivati. Izolirane nukleobaze
v vodi ne tvorijo baznih parov, ker molekule vode tekmujejo za vezavna mesta za
vodikovo vez107,108, vendar so številni eksperimenti pokazali, da se bazni pari
tvorijo med nukleobazami, ujetimi na vodni površini110–124.

11.3 EKSPERIMENTALNE METODE IN MATERIALI
11.3.1 Lipofilni derivati nukleobaz
Glavne preučevane molekule v doktorski disertaciji so trije fotoaktivni derivati
gvanozina: GAzo, GAzo3 in GAzo(C11)2 (glej Sliko 11.6a-c). Zanimal nas je vpliv
tvorjenja vodikovih vezi na lastnosti teh fotoaktivnih derivatov, zato smo jim
primešali lipofilne derivate drugih DNK nukleobaz: citozina (C(C10)2), timina
(T(C10)2), adenina (A(C10)2) in gvanina (G(C10)2) – strukture teh štirih molekul
so prikazane na Sliki 11.6d-g. Vodikove vezi lahko pričakujemo, če primešamo
gvaninu komplementarne nukleobaze (torej C(C10)2) ostale nukleobaze pa so
služile za kontrolo.
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Slika 11.6: Strukture lipofilnih derivatov nukleobaz, ki so bili uporabljeni v
doktorskem delu: (a-c) fotoaktivni derivati gvanina, (d-g) lipofilni derivati vseh
štirih nukleobaz iz DNK, ki niso fotoaktivni.

11.3.2 Molekulski sloji in tehnika Langmuir-Blodgett
Molekulski sloji, opisani v disertaciji, so bili pripravljeni s tehniko LangmuirBlodgett (LB). Pri LB-tehniki molekule, iz katerih želimo tvoriti molekulski sloj,
najprej nanesemo na vodno površino, jih tam uredimo in nato prenesemo na trden
substrat.

Slika 11.7: Primer korita Langmuir-Blodgett z označenimi glavnimi elementi. Na
desni je ilustriran postopek prenašanja molekulskega sloja z vodne površine na
trden substrat, ki je vpet v namakalnik. (1) Neurejene molekule na vodni površini
pričnemo stiskati s pomočjo pregrad. (2) Substrat izvlečemo skozi vodno površino
in pri tem dodatno stiskamo pregrade, da ohranjamo konstanten površinski tlak.
(3) Preneseni sloj pustimo, da se posuši.
Napravo, s katero tvorimo LB sloje, imenujemo LB korito. V osnovi je
sestavljeno iz teflonske posode z vodo, ene ali več pregrad, ki omejujejo površino,
dostopno molekulam na vodni površini, merilnika površinske napetosti in t. i.
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namakalnika (ang. dipper), na katerega je pritrjen substrat (Slika 11.7). Ob
začetku eksperimenta pregrade običajno popolnoma razmaknemo, tako da je
molekulam, ki jih nanesemo na vodno površino, na voljo celotna površina kadi. S
pregradami nato molekule postopoma stiskamo, da začnejo med seboj interagirati.
Nastanek molekulskega sloja na vodni površini zaznamo preko sprememb v
površinskem tlaku; te smo v disertaciji merili z metodo Wilhelmyjeve ploščice.
Teža hidrofilne ploščice, ki je deloma potopljena v vodo, je na videz povečana
zaradi površinske napetosti vode: s tehtanjem tako postavljene ploščice lahko torej
spremljamo spremembe v površinski napetosti.
Molekule z vodne gladine na substrat prenesemo tako, da substrat počasi
izvlečemo skozi vodno površino (glej Sliko 11.7). Ob tem sočasno dodatno
stiskamo pregrade, tako da se ohranja konstanten površinski tlak, kar zagotavlja
enakomernost prenesenega sloja. Na isti substrat je mogoče nanesti tudi večslojne
strukture, tako da ga ponovno potopimo in izvlečemo iz vodne podfaze.

11.3.3 Ostale eksperimentalne tehnike
Morfologijo Langmuirjevih slojev je mogoče opazovati z mikroskopijo pri
Brewsterjevem kotu (ang. Brewster angle microscopy – BAM). Metoda temelji na
dejstvu, da je intenziteta svetlobe, ki se odbije pri prehodu med dvema snovema
z različnima lomnima količnikoma, je odvisna od vpadnega kota in polarizacije
svetlobe. Pri Brewsterjevem kotu, ki je enak tan(𝑛𝑛2 /𝑛𝑛1 ), kjer sta 𝑛𝑛1 in 𝑛𝑛2 lomna
količnika zraka in vode, je odbita svetloba polarizirana pravokotno na vpadno
ravnino (𝑠𝑠-polarizirana). Kadar je na vodni površini molekulski sloj, se od njega
odbije svetloba, v kateri je zastopana tudi 𝑝𝑝-polarizacija. Pri opazovanju
Langmuirjevih slojev pod Brewsterjevim kotom lahko z analizatorjem, ki prepušča
zgolj 𝑝𝑝-polarizirano svetlobo, učinkovito ločimo šibek signal odboja svetlobe od
tankega molekulskega sloja od močnejšega odboja od vode. Ilustracija sistema za
mikroskopijo pri Brewsterjevem kotu je prikazana na Sliki 11.8a.

Slika 11.8: (a) Ilustracija sistema za mikroskopijo pri Brewsterjevem kotu in (b)
princip delovanja mikroskopa na atomsko silo.
Po prenosu molekulskega sloja na trden substrat smo za preiskave površine na
sub-nanometrski skali uporabili mikroskop na atomsko silo (ang. atomic force
microscopy – AFM). Pri tej metodi površino vzorca preiskujemo tako, da merimo
silo med površino in konico tipala: bližje kot je konica površini, večjo sila deluje
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nanjo. S premikanjem konice čez površino vzorca tako reproduciramo relief vzorca
z lateralno ločljivostjo, ki je omejena le z ostrino konice. Silo med konico in
vzorcem tipično merimo preko upogiba ročice, na katero je pritrjena konica,
upogib pa preko spremembe smeri odboja laserskega žarka, ki ga usmerimo na
ročico. Princip delovanja mikroskopa na atomsko silo je prikazan na Sliki 11.8b.
Ker se absorpcijska spektra cis in trans azobenzena v področju UV in vidne
svetlobe med seboj razlikujeta, lahko preklapljanje molekul spremljamo z UV-Vis
spektrofotometrijo. Pri tej eksperimentalni tehniki merimo absorpcijo svetlobe v
vzorcu pri različnih valovnih dolžinah. Vzorec osvetlimo s svetlobo s spektrom v
UV in vidnih valovnih dolžinah, po prehodu skozi vzorec pa svetlobo na uklonski
mrežici razdelimo, tako da različne valovne dolžine zaznamo na različnih legah na
detektorju. Rezultat se tipično podaja kot absorbanco vzorca 𝒜𝒜(λ), ki je
definirana kot:
𝐼𝐼
𝒜𝒜(𝜆𝜆) = log10 𝑖𝑖 = 𝜀𝜀(𝜆𝜆)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐.
(11. 5)
𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡
Tu je 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 intenziteta vpadne svetlobe, 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 intenziteta prepuščene svetlobe, 𝜀𝜀
molska absorptivnost molekul, 𝑐𝑐 koncentracija molekul v vzorcu in 𝑧𝑧 dolžina
optične poti skozi vzorec.

11.4 REZULTATI
11.4.1 Karakterizacija Langmuirjevih slojev fotoaktivnih
derivatov gvanozina
Na Sliki 11.9 so prikazane izoterme Langmuirjevih slojev vseh treh fotoaktivnih
derivatov gvanozina in karakteristične BAM slike. Vse tri izoterme izkazujejo
izrazito histerezno obnašanje, kar nakazuje na tvorbo vezi med molekulami. Pri
ponovnem stiskanju (meritev zaradi preglednosti ni prikazana) GAzo in
GAzo(C11)2 molekul na vodni površini površinski tlak začne naraščati pri nekoliko
manjših, a še vedno primerljivih površinah. To pomeni, da se molekule po
razpenjanju molekulskega sloja sčasoma ponovno vrnejo v plinasto fazo, vendar
se jih pri stiskanju in razpenjanju nekaj raztopi v podfazi. Drugače se obnašajo
sloji GAzo3 , kjer se molekule ob razpenjanju ne ločijo, zato površinski tlak pri
drugem stiskanju naraste šele pri mnogo manjših površinah. Ta opažanja so
skladna s sliko, ki jo vidimo z BAM, kjer pri slojih iz prvih dveh molekul opazimo
razkroj slojev, molekule GAzo3 pa se obdržijo skupaj tudi, ko se površina poveča.
Tipičen izgled stisnjenih slojev je prikazan na Slikah 11.9b, 11.9c in 11.9e. Slika
11.9d prikazuje trakasto strukturo sloja GAzo3 pri nizkih tlakih, podobno tistim,
ki so že bile opažene v drugih derivatih gvanozina160. Slika 11.9f prikazuje ostanke
sloja GAzo3, ki jih opazimo na vodni površini, ko razpnemo sloj. Podobne
strukture so opazili tudi v drugih slojih iz molekul, bogatih z azo skupinami166 ali
benzenskimi obroči182, in Langmuirjevih slojih iz proteinov167.
Naraščanje površinskega tlaka pri izotermah, izmerjenih za GAzo3 in
GAzo(C11)2, se pri 25 mN/m oz. 30 mN/m upočasni. Tako obnašanje je tipično
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za molekule z velikimi hidrofilnimi glavami164, kjer pri stiskanju molekulski sloj
ne doživi značilnega kolapsa, temveč so molekule sočasno s stiskanjem izrinjene iz
sloja; površinski tlak ostaja tako, kljub zmanjšanju površine, relativno
konstanten. Ta razlaga je tudi v skladu z obnašanjem slojev, kot ga lahko
opazujemo pod BAM, kjer se s stiskanjem na vodni površini začnejo pojavljati
svetlejše pike, ki jih lahko pojasnimo s pojavom agregatov molekul na površini
molekulskega sloja.

Slika 11.9: (a) 𝛱𝛱(𝜎𝜎) izoterme treh fotoaktivnih derivatov gvanozina. Prekinjene
črte označujejo, v kateri fazi izoterme in za kateri Langmuirjev sloj so bile posnete
prikazane BAM slike. Skala na sliki b velja za vse slike.

11.4.2 Fotoinducirane spremembe v tankih površinskih
slojih iz fotoaktivnih derivatov gvanozina
Vpliv svetlobe na azo-funkcionalizirane derivate gvanozina smo opazovali v treh
vrstah sistemov: v raztopini, v slojih na vodni površini in v slojih, prenesenih na
trdne substrate. Najbolj neposreden način spremljanja koncentracije cis in trans
izomerov v vzorcu je preko meritve UV-Vis absorpcijskega spektra. Rezultati
spremljanja absorbance raztopin treh fotoaktivnih gvanozinskih derivatov pri
obsevanju z UV in modro svetlobo so prikazani na Sliki 11.10. Že v raztopini, kjer
so molekule proste in naključno orientirane, opazimo velike razlike v obnašanju
molekul pri obsevanju z istim svetlobnim izvorom: v raztopini GAzo(C11)2
izmerimo približno 80 % zmanjšanje absorbance, pri GAzo nekaj več kot 60 %,
pri GAzo3 pa zgolj 40 %. Hkrati opazimo razlike tudi v karakterističnih časih (𝜏𝜏 =
1/𝜅𝜅, glej enačbo 11.3): pri GAzo(C11)2 in GAzo so ti okrog 20 s, medtem ko je pri
GAzo3 karakteristični čas približno dvakrat daljši.
Sloje molekul na vodni površini smo obsevali z UV svetlečimi diodami, ki so se
nahajale nad slojem, in modrimi svetlečimi diodami, postavljenimi ob strani
korita (glej Sliko 11.11a). Za meritev absorpcije svetlobe v slojih na vodni površini
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je bilo v LB korito vgrajeno safirno okno, tako da je bilo mogoče s fotodiodo pod
LB koritom spremljati intenziteto svetlobe, ki je prehajala skozi sloj (glej Sliko
11.11b). Primer sočasne meritve absorpcije, površinskega tlaka in površinskega
potenciala pri obsevanju GAzo sloja je prikazan na Sliki 11.12.

Slika 11.10: Spreminjanje absorbance pri valovni dolžini 330 nm, ki smo ga
izmerili za raztopine treh fotoaktivnih derivatov gvanozina, ob izmeničnem
osvetljevanju z modro in UV svetlobo. Vrednosti so normalizirane, tako da je
začetna vrednost absorbance enaka 1. Navpične črte na levi sliki nakazujejo
intervale osvetljevanja z UV ali modro svetlobo. Desna slika prikazuje prileganje
raztegnjene eksponentne funkcije podatkom iz enega intervala obsevanja z UV
svetlobo. Pridobljeni karakteristični časi so zapisani nad krivuljami. Legenda na
desni sliki velja za oba grafa.

Slika 11.11: Fotografiji sistema za meritev absorpcije svetlobe molekulskega sloja
na vodni površini. (a) Postavitev LED svetlobnih izvorov, uporabljenih za
fotoizomerizacijo. (b) Elementi sistema za meritev absorpcije svetlobe v sloju na
vodni površini. Svetlobo iz UV LED izvora po prehodu skozi sloj zaznamo s
fotodiodo, ki se nahaja za safirnim oknom v dnu LB korita. Signal s te fotodiode
primerjamo s signalom s fotodiode nad slojem.
Hkrati opazimo, da se v tem primeru absorpcija svetlobe, ki je sorazmerna s
koncentracijo cis izomerov v sloju, spreminja s primerljivo hitrostjo kot površinski
tlak, površinski potencial pa se spreminja precej počasneje. Pri obsevanju z modro
svetlobo je spreminjanje površinskega potenciala celo dovolj počasno, da ta niti
ne doseže ravnovesne vrednosti. Ker je površinski potencial povezan z orientacijo
molekul na vodni površini, razlike v hitrosti spreminjanja teh treh merjenih količin
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nakazujejo, da molekule na vodni površini najprej preidejo iz trans v cis stanje
ali obratno, šele nato se reorientirajo v energijsko ugodnejšo lego. Podobne
rezultate smo izmerili pri obsevanju molekulskega sloja GAzo3 (ni prikazano).
Počasnejše spreminjanje površinskega potenciala je z rezultati, o katerih so
poročali Maack et al, kjer sta se površinski tlak in površinski potencial spreminjala
z enako hitrostjo31.
Vse tri količine se pri obsevanju spreminjajo, pri čemer je povprečna vrednost
površinskega potenciala in absorpcije svetlobe skoraj konstantna, površinski tlak
pa med obsevanjem močno pade (s 30 mN/m na 8 mN/m). Če bi bil izmerjeni
padec površinskega tlaka posledica prehajanja molekul z vodne površine v
podfazo, bi pričakovali sočasen padec ostalih dveh merjenih količin; ker meritve
kažejo, da sta absorpcija svetlobe v sloju in površinski potencial po dolgem času
enaka kot ob začetku meritve, lahko sklepamo, da je padec površinskega tlaka
posledica reorganizacije molekul na vodni površini. To se tudi ujema s posnetki z
BAM, kjer lahko opazujemo nadaljnje spreminjanje strukture sloja, tudi ko se
stiskanje pregrad že konča.

Slika 11.12: Rezultati sočasne meritve absorpcije (modro), površinskega tlaka
(rdeče) in površinskega potenciala (zeleno) pri obsevanju GAzo sloja na vodni
površini. Vertikalne črte označujejo intervale osvetljevanja; vrsta osvetljevanja je
označena nad grafom. Signal s fotodiode, ki meri absorpcijo svetlobe v sloju, je
normiran s signalom s fotodiode nad slojem.
Molekulske sloje smo iz vodne površine prenesli na substrate iz kvarčnega
stekla, sljude in silicija. Ker ima kvarčno steklo zanemarljivo absorpcijo v bližnjem
UV in vidnem področju, lahko za molekulske sloje na kvarčnih substratih
izmerimo UV-Vis absorpcijske spektre na analogen način, kot za raztopine. Po
drugi strani je hrapavost sljude in silicijevih rezin mnogo manjša od hrapavosti
kvarčnega stekla, tako da sta ta dva materiala primernejša za AFM študije
prenesenih molekulskih slojev.
Površine prenesenih slojev, absorpcijski spektri in njihovo spreminjanje so
prikazani na Slikah 11.13, 11.14 in 11.15. V vseh primerih je bilo izmerjeno
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fotoinducirano spreminjanje absorbance slojev manjše kot tisto, ki smo ga izmerili
v raztopinah, ker pomeni, da je bila v prenesenih slojih fotoizomerizacija precej
manj učinkovita. Površinska koncentracija molekul je v tem primeru precej nižja
kot v primeru raztopine, zato se v sloju absorbira zgolj nekaj odstotkov svetlobe.
Posledično se pri prikazanih meritvah že močno pozna šum same meritve kot tudi
občasno sistematično drsenje signala, ki je verjetno posledica rahlih sprememb v
intenziteti izvora svetlobe.

Slika 11.13: (a) AFM posnetek površine monosloja GAzo na silicijevi rezini.
Debelina sloja je okrog 1 nm. (b) AFM posnetek površine 9 slojev GAzo na
silicijevi rezini. Debelina struktur na sliki je okrog 15 nm. (c) Primerjava UV-Vis
absorpcijskih spektrov LB slojev GAzo s spektrom GAzo v raztopini. Absorbance
za prenesene sloje so prikazane na levi ordinatni osi, za raztopino pa na desni.
Vzorci z dvema slojema so bili preneseni na silaniziran kvarc. Vzorci z oznako
»cis« so bili preneseni tako, da je bila vodna površina med prenosom osvetljena z
UV svetlobo. (d) Spreminjanje absorbance vzorcev pri osvetljevanju z modro in
UV svetlobo. Legenda je enaka kot na sliki (c). Črte predstavljajo povprečne
vrednosti sosednjih točk in so dodane zgolj za nazornejši prikaz obnašanja
absorbance. Navpične črte označujejo intervale osvetljevanja z modro ali UV
svetlobo.
Slika 11.13 prikazuje rezultate analiz prenesenih GAzo slojev. Na AFM slikah
površine ponovno opazimo trakasto strukturo sloja (Slika 11.13a), pri več prenosih
pa se med trakovi pojavijo vrzeli (Slika 11.13b). Vrhovi v UV-Vis absorpcijskem
spektru sovpadajo z vrhovi v absorpcijskem spektru raztopine, izmerjene
vrednosti absorbanc pa so praviloma sorazmerne s številom prenesenih slojev, z
izjemo dvosloja, prenesenega v temi, kjer se je preneslo precej manj molekul kot
pri drugih prenosih.
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Učinkovitost preklapljanja smo poskusili izboljšati na dva načina: s prenosom
na silanizirane (hidrofobne) kvarčne substrate, kjer bi drugačna organizacija
molekul lahko prispevala k boljši učinkovitosti fotoizomerizacije, in s prenosom
pod UV svetlobo. V nekaterih študijah se je namreč izkazalo, da se je učinkovitost
fotoizomerizacije povečala, če so bile na trden substrat preneseni cis izomeri
molekul38. V vseh primerih je bila sprememba absorbance pri osvetlitvi z UV
svetlobo manj kot 10 %, razen pri 9 prenesenih slojih, kjer je bila ta približno
20 %.

Slika 11.14: (a) AFM posnetek površine monosloja GAzo3 na silicijevi rezini.
Debelina večslojnega nanosa na sliki (a) je približno 0,6 nm. (b) Primerjava UVVis absorpcijskih spektrov LB slojev GAzo3 s spektrom GAzo3 v raztopini.
Absorbance za prenesene sloje so prikazane na levi ordinatni osi, za raztopino pa
na desni. Vzorci z oznako »cis« so bili preneseni tako, da je bila vodna površina
med prenosom osvetljena z UV svetlobo. (c) Spreminjanje absorbance vzorcev pri
osvetljevanju z modro in UV svetlobo. Legenda je enaka kot na sliki (c). Črte
predstavljajo povprečne vrednosti sosednjih točk in so dodane za nazornejši prikaz
obnašanja absorbance. Navpične črte označujejo intervale osvetljevanja z modro
ali UV svetlobo.
Slika 11.14 prikazuje rezultate analiz prenesenih GAzo3 slojev. Trakastih
struktur, ki smo jih opazili na vodni površini (Slika 11.9d) na AFM nismo opazili
(Slika 11.14a). Izmerjeni spektri so nekoliko zamaknjeni h krajšim valovnim
dolžinam glede na spekter, izmerjen v raztopini (10.11b). Ker smo na vodni
površini pri visokih tlakih opazili močno povezane strukture (Slika 11.9e), smo
molekulski sloj v tem primeru prenesli tudi pri nižjem površinskem tlaku: manjša
gostota molekul lahko namreč prispeva k večjemu kvantnemu izkoristku18.
Spreminjanje absorbance pri osvetljevanju z UV in modro svetlobo je prikazano
na Sliki 10.11c. Podobno kot v primeru prenesenih GAzo slojev se tudi tu
absorbanca spremeni le za nekaj odstotkov, ne glede na način depozicije. To je
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tudi v tem primeru veliko manj kot približno 40 % sprememba absorbance, ki smo
jo izmerili v raztopini.

Slika 11.15: (a) AFM posnetek površine monosloja GAzo(C11)2 na silicijevi
rezini. Višine struktur so med 3 in 4 nm. (b) AFM posnetek površine 5 slojev
GAzo(C11)2 na silicijevi rezini. (c) Primerjava spektra LB sloja GAzo(C11)2 s
spektrom GAzo(C11)2 v raztopini. Absorbance za prenesen sloj je prikazana na
levi ordinatni osi, za raztopino pa na desni. (d) Spreminjanje absorbance 5 slojev
GAzo(C11)2 pri osvetljevanju z modro in UV svetlobo. Črta predstavlja povprečne
vrednosti sosednjih točk in je dodana za nazornejši prikaz obnašanja absorbance.
Navpične črte označujejo intervale osvetljevanja z modro ali UV svetlobo.
Pri LB depoziciji GAzo(C11)2 slojev se je izkazalo, da postanejo sloji nestabilni,
če poskušamo s stiskanjem pregrad LB kadi vzdrževati konstanten površinski tlak.
Na AFM slikah prenesenih slojev vidimo, da se molekule ne prenesejo v obliki
enakomernega sloja, temveč se naberejo v ločenih skupkih z debelinami med 3 in
4 nm (Slika 11.15a). Struktura, ki nastane pri prenosu več zaporednih slojev iz
vodne površine, je prikazana na Sliki 11.15b. UV-Vis absorpcijski spekter
prenesenih molekul je podoben tistemu, ki ga izmerimo v raztopini (Slika 11.15c)
in podobno kot pri slojih iz ostalih dveh molekul je sprememba absorbance pri
osvetljevanju z UV svetlobo precej nižja od tiste, izmerjene v raztopini (11.15d):
približno 3 % padec absorbance v primerjavi z 80 % padcem absorbance v
raztopini.
Kljub temu da smo v LB slojih azo-funkcionaliziranih derivatov gvanozina
izmerili fotoinducirane spremembe absorbance, se struktura sloja, ki smo jo
opazovali z AFM, ni ponovljivo spreminjala.
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11.4.3 Termični cis-trans relaksacijski časi v tankih
površinskih slojih
Pri merjenju UV-Vis absorbance vzorcev iz fotoaktvnih molekul z vsako
meritvijo s svetlobo spektrometra povzročimo fotoizomerizacijo deleža molekul.
Pri meritvah kinetike fotoizomerizacije je izvor svetlobe, s katerim sprožamo
fotoizomerizacijo, precej močnejši od tistega, s katerim merimo absorbanco, zato
lahko prispevek spektroskopa zanemarimo. To pa ne velja pri opazovanju kinetike
termične cis-trans relaksacije, kjer je lahko fotoizomerizacija, ki jo sproži merilni
sistem, prevladujoči način preklapljanja. Izkaže se, da je izmerjena kinetična
konstanta 𝜅𝜅 v približku linearno odvisna od pogostosti merjenja absorbance:
𝜅𝜅 = 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 +

𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚
𝑘𝑘 .
𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜

(11.6)

Tu je 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 kinetična konstanta za termično cis-trans relaksacijo, 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 kinetična
konstanta za prehode, ki jih povzroči optično obsevanje med meritvijo, 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 je čas
trajanja vsake meritve, 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 pa čas med meritvami. Z merjenjem kinetične konstante
𝜅𝜅 pri različnih časih 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 lahko s prileganjem premice izmerjenim podatkom
razberemo vrednost 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 .
Kot primer take meritve so na Sliki 11.16a prikazane izmerjene časovne
odvisnost absorbance monosloja GAzo3 pri termični relaksaciji za različne čase 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 .
Za kratke čase 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 končno stanje vzorca še vedno vsebuje znaten delež cis izomerov,
zato je sprememba v absorbanci manjša kot pri daljših časih. Za vzorce
preiskovane v tem doktorskem delu so se vzorci tipično popolnoma relaksirali za
čase 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 > 10 s, vendar pa je v primeru monoslojev v meritvi prisoten znaten šum,
zato to velja le za povprečje več meritev. S prileganjem eksponentne funkcije
podatkom za časovne odvisnosti absorbance med termično relaksacijo vzorcev smo
pridobili kinetične konstante 𝜅𝜅 za različne čase 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 : rezultati so prikazani na Sliki
11.16b. Pridobljena odvisnost 𝜅𝜅(𝑡𝑡.𝑖𝑖 −1 ) se dobro ujema z izrazom iz enačbe 11.6,
ker se posebno dobro pokaže pri večslojnih vzorcih, kjer je razmerje med šumom
in signalom meritve manjše.

Slika 11.16: (a) Kinetika termične cis-trans relaksacije, izmerjena pri različnih
časih 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 (označeno poleg krivulj) za GAzo3 monosloj na kvarčnem steklu. Točke
predstavljajo izmerjene vrednosti absorbance monosloja za svetlobo z valovno
dolžino 330 nm, krivulje pa predstavljajo najboljše ujemanje eksponentne funkcije
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z podatki. (b) Odvisnost izračunane kinetične konstante 𝜅𝜅 od časa med meritvami
za monosloj in 9 prenesenih slojev GAzo3.
Spojina

Karakteristični termični cis-trans relaksacijski časi v urah
Raztopina

Langmuirjev
sloj

monoslojni LB
nanos

večslojni LB
nanos

GAzo

0,77

1 ± 0,4

0,3 ± 0,2

> 7 (~106 )

GAzo3

1,22

0,3 ± 0,1

0,3 ± 0,2

> 1 (~105 )

GAzo(C11)2

14,9

> 1 (~106 )

Tabela 11.1: Vrednosti karakterističnih termičnih cis-trans relaksacijskih časov
fotoaktivnih derivatov gvanozina v različnih okoljih. Za večslojne LB sloje so
podane ocene za spodnjo mejo vrednosti 𝜏𝜏 , v oklepajih pa zapisane srednje
vrednosti.
V tabeli 11.1 so prikazani karakterističnih termičnih cis-trans relaksacijski časi
fotoaktivnih derivatov gvanozina v različnih okoljih, ki so bili pridobljeni na zgoraj
opisan način. Že pri vrednostih v raztopinah opazimo presenetljivo razliko med
relaksacijskimi časi: za raztopini GAzo in GAzo3 so velikostnega reda ure, za
raztopino Azo(C11)2 pa približno 15 ur. Relaksacijski časi GAzo molekul na vodni
površini so v okviru negotovosti enaki tistim v raztopini, po prenosu na kvarčen
substrat pa se nekoliko skrajšajo, z 1 h na 0,3 h. Podobno se zgodi pri GAzo3
molekulah, le da je tu karakteristični čas krajši že na vodni površini. Za večslojne
LB nanose vseh treh fotoaktivnih derivatov so bile pridobljene vrednosti 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 zelo
blizu 0; posledično so karakteristični časi, 𝜏𝜏 = 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇−1 , zelo dolgi. Ker v bližini 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 = 0
majhne spremembe 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 povzročijo velike spremembe v izračunanem 𝜏𝜏 , je tu
interval zaupanja relativno širok, zato je bolj smiselno, da podamo spodnje
vrednosti 𝜏𝜏 . V primeru večslojnega LB sloja GAzo je 𝜏𝜏 > 7 h, kar je precej več
kot v vseh ostalih okoljih, za večslojni LB sloj GAzo3 pa je izmerjeni 𝜏𝜏 večji od 1
h, kar je več od vrednosti 𝜏𝜏 v monoslojih in primerljivo s 𝜏𝜏 v raztopini. Zaradi
velike negotovosti meritve sta relaksacijska časa molekul GAzo(C11)2 v raztopini
in v večslojnem vzorcu statistično enaka.
Dejstvo, da se relaksacijski časi spremenijo pri urejanju molekul v tanke sloje,
pomeni, da interakcije med molekulami povzročijo, da se energijska bariera za
termično cis-trans izomerizacijo spremeni. V primeru monoslojev se ta zniža in so
karakteristični časi krajši, v primeru večslojne strukture pa interakcije med
molekulami povzročijo, da se ta močno poveča, kar stabilizira molekule v cis
konformaciji.

11.4.4 Optična kontrola tvorbe G-C parov na vodni površini
Fotoregulacija tvorjenja vodikovih vezi med nukleobazami je bila
demonstrirana v nepolarnih topilih22,127 in v primerih, ko je ena molekula ujeta
na vodni površini, druga pa v vodni podfazi28; v tem podpoglavju je opisan prvi
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eksperiment, ki nakazuje, da je mogoče s svetlobo vplivati na vodikove vezi tudi,
ko sta obe molekuli ujeti na vodni površini155.

Slika 11.17: Primerjava izmerjenih cis in trans spektrov mešane raztopine
GAzo(C11)2 in C(C10)2 s spektri, ki so bili izračunani iz izmerjenih spektrov vsake
od molekul. Absorbance za trans izomere so izpisane na levi ordinatni osi,
absorbance za cis izomere pa na desni.
V ta namen smo pripravili Langmuirjeve sloje iz mešanice fotoaktivnega
derivata gvanozina GAzo(C11)2 in lipofilnih derivatov ostalih nukleobaz (strukture
molekul so prikazane na Sliki 11.6) v različnih razmerjih. Če osvetljevanje
onemogoči tvorjenje vodikovih vezi v vzorcu, je to spremembo mogoče zaznati z
meritvijo UV-Vis spektra170. Za izbrani fotoaktivni derivat gvanozina smo tako
preverili vpliv osvetljevanja za mešano raztopino GAzo(C11)2 in C(C10)2 v
kloroformu. Slika 11.17 prikazuje primerjavo izmerjenih cis in trans spektrov
mešane raztopine s spektri, ki so bili izračunani iz izmerjenih spektrov vsake od
molekul. V primeru cis GAzo(C11)2 se izmerjen in izračunan spekter ujemata, kar
nakazuje, da se cis-GAzo(C11)2 in C(C10)2 molekule med sabo ne povezujejo z
vodikovimi vezmi; po drugi strani to ne velja za trans GAzo(C11)2, kjer se spektra
ne ujemata, kar kaže na nastanek dodatnih vodikovih vezi. It tega zaključimo, da
se vodikove vezi, ki so prisotne v neobsevanem trans vzorcu, ne tvorijo, ko vzorec
obsevamo.
Izotermi cis-GAzo(C11)2 in trans-GAzo(C11)2 sta prikazani na Sliki 11.18a. Obe
dosežeta plato v površinskem tlaku, vendar je ta pri cis izomeru rahlo višji. Pri
trans-cis fotoizomerizaciji molekul v sloju se zato površinski tlak poviša
sorazmerno s koncentracijo cis izomerov v sloju. Spreminjanje površinskega tlaka
pri fotoizomericaziji molekul v slojih iz GAzo(C11)2 in C(C10)2 molekul je prikazan
na Sliki 11.18b. Absolutna vrednost površinskega tlaka je kombinacija delnih
površinskih tlakov GAzo(C11)2 in C(C10)2 molekul, sprememba površinskega tlaka
pri fotoizomerizaciji pa je sorazmerna s koncentracijo GAzo(C11)2
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Slika 11.18: (a) Primerjava izoterme za cis-GAzo(C11)2 in trans-GAzo(C11)2 pri
stiskanju in razpenjanju. Puščici nakazujeta potek površinskega tlaka s časom.
(b) Obnašanje 𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) pri stiskanju in osvetljevanju slojev iz GAzo(C11)2 in C(C10)2
pri različnih razmerjih koncentracij molekul. Vertikalne črte označujejo začetke
osvetljevanja z UV ali modro svetlobo.
Model za časovno odvisnost površinskega tlaka pri osvetljevanju z UV svetlobo
lahko izpeljemo na podlagi Van der Waalsove enačbe stanja za 2D plin:
𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) =

𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
− 𝐴𝐴(𝑡𝑡).
𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(𝑡𝑡)

(11. 7)

Z 𝑁𝑁0 smo označili število vseh amfifilnih molekul na vodni površini, s 𝑆𝑆 celotno
površino sloja, parametra 𝐴𝐴 in 𝐵𝐵 pa predstavljata vpliv interakcij med
molekulami in končne velikosti molekul. Spremembo lastnosti sloja pri
osvetljevanju lahko opišemo s spremembo teh dveh parametrov.
Če predpostavimo zgolj parske interakcije med molekulami, mora biti
parameter 𝐴𝐴 sorazmeren vsoti produktov koncentracij molekul:
𝐴𝐴 = 𝑥𝑥2𝑐𝑐 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 2𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑥𝑥2𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 2𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 2𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 𝑥𝑥𝑟𝑟 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 𝑥𝑥2𝑟𝑟 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 .

(11. 8)

Relativne koncentracije molekul smo označili z 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟 = 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟 /𝑁𝑁0 , kjer so z 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟
označeni število cis- GAzo(C11)2 molekul, število trans-GAzo(C11)2 molekul in
število nefotoaktivnih (regularnih) molekul v sloju. Parametri 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
in 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 so konstante, sorazmerne z močjo posameznih parskih interakcij, kjer vsak
indeks označuje vrsto ene od molekul v paru. Dodatno vpeljemo dva nova
parametra:
𝑁𝑁 + 𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡
𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐
𝑛𝑛 = 𝑐𝑐
in
𝑚𝑚 =
,
(11. 9)
𝑁𝑁0
𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 + 𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡
ki predstavljata delež fotoaktivnih molekul (𝑛𝑛) in delež cis izomerov (𝑚𝑚).
Spremembo površinskega tlaka zaradi spremembe interakcij med molekulami
lahko s temi parametri zapišemo kot:
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝐴𝐴 (𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) = 𝐴𝐴(𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) − 𝐴𝐴(0, 𝑛𝑛) =
= 𝑛𝑛2 𝑚𝑚2 (𝑡𝑡)(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 2𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) +
+ 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡)[2(1 − 𝑛𝑛)(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) + 2𝑛𝑛(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )].
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(11. 10)

Ker parameter 𝐵𝐵 predstavlja efektivno zmanjšanje površine zaradi končne
velikosti molekul, mora biti 𝐵𝐵 sorazmeren številu molekul vsakega tipa:
𝐵𝐵 = 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 + 𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 + 𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟 𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 = 𝑁𝑁0 [𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 + 𝑛𝑛(1 − 𝑚𝑚)𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 + (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 ].

(11. 11)

Parametri 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟 so konstante, sorazmerne z efektivno površino cis-GAzo(C11)2
molekul, trans-GAzo(C11)2 molekul in nefotoaktivnih molekul.
Spremembo površinskega tlaka zaradi spremembe velikosti molekul zapišemo
kot
𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
𝛥𝛥𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵 (𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) =
−
.
(11. 12)
𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(𝑚𝑚, 𝑛𝑛) 𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(0, 𝑛𝑛)
Časovno odvisnost spremembe površinskega tlaka pri osvetljevanju, Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) =
Δ𝛱𝛱B (t) − Δ𝛱𝛱A (t), v približku majhnih sprememb Δ𝛱𝛱B zapišemo kot
𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 𝑇𝑇 �𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(𝑡𝑡) = �
2 − 𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 (1 − 𝑛𝑛) − 𝑛𝑛(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )� 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡) −
𝑆𝑆�1 − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡̂ − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 �

(11. 13)

−[(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 2𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )]𝑛𝑛2 𝑚𝑚2 (𝑡𝑡)
Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 𝑚𝑚(t) − 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 𝑚𝑚2 (t).

(11. 14)

Tu smo uvedli reskalirane parametre 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟 = 𝑁𝑁0 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡,𝑟𝑟 ⁄𝑆𝑆 in parameter Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 =
2(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ), ki predstavlja razliko v moči interakcij med cis-GAzo(C11)2 in
nefotoaktivnimi derivati nukleobaz ter trans-GAzo(C11)2 in nefotoaktivnimi
derivati nukleobaz. Za določen eksperiment je 𝑛𝑛 konstanten, zato smo lahko v
zadnji vrstici enačbo zapisali v obliki kvadratne odvisnosti od parametra 𝑚𝑚.
Za opis Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) moramo torej zapisati časovno odvisnost parametra 𝑚𝑚, ki
predstavlja delež cis izomerov. Beer-Lambertov zakon pove, da koncentracija
trans izomerov pri osvetljevanju pojema eksponentno s časom (enačba 11.3). V
našem eksperimentu sloj ni bil homogeno osvetljen, zato je kinetična konstanta 𝜅𝜅
prostorsko odvisna. Hkrati so molekule v Langmuirjevem sloju urejene, zato
moramo upoštevati, da je absorpcija svetlobe odvisna od kota med polarizacijo
svetlobe in tranzicijskega dipolnega momenta molekule15: ta kot bomo označili z
𝛾𝛾. Časovna odvisnost površinske koncentracije trans izomerov v neki točki na
sloju se torej zapiše kot:
𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆,0 exp[−𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)𝑡𝑡];

𝜅𝜅(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = 𝛷𝛷 ln10 𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) 3𝜀𝜀 cos2 [𝛾𝛾(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)].

(11. 15)

Z 𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆,0 smo označili začetno površinsko koncentracijo trans izomerov na sloju, za
katero predpostavimo, da ni odvisna od lege.
Izmerjena sprememba površinskega tlaka je enaka vsoti sprememb na različnih
delih sloja. Parameter 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) torej zapišemo v obliki integrala po površini sloja:
𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) = 1 − �

d𝑥𝑥d𝑦𝑦
exp[−𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽)𝑡𝑡];
𝑆𝑆
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𝜅𝜅0 =

9𝑃𝑃0 𝜀𝜀 ln10 1
2𝜋𝜋ℎ2 𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴

(11. 16)

Tu je 𝑃𝑃0 sevalna moč posameznega svetila, ℎ je oddaljenost svetil od sloja, 𝐸𝐸𝛾𝛾 je
energija vpadnih fotonov in 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 je Avogadrova konstanta. Funkcija 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽)
opisuje geometrijo eksperimentalne postavitve – lego svetil, kotno odvisnost
intenzitete izsevane svetlobe in orientacijo molekul – in jo lahko izrazimo kot:
1

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽) = �
2 𝑖𝑖

1
[(𝑥𝑥̂𝑖𝑖 cos 𝛼𝛼 + 𝑦𝑦̂𝑖𝑖 sin 𝛼𝛼) sin 𝛽𝛽 + cos 𝛽𝛽]2
�1
−
�.
1 + 𝑥𝑥̂2𝑖𝑖 + 𝑦𝑦̂𝑖𝑖2
[1 + 𝑥𝑥̂2𝑖𝑖 + 𝑦𝑦̂𝑖𝑖2 ]5⁄2

(11. 17)

Kota 𝛼𝛼 in 𝛽𝛽 opisujeta orientacijo molekul, za katere predpostavimo, da so vse
enako orientirane, reskalirane koordinate 𝑥𝑥̂𝑖𝑖 = (𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )/ℎ in 𝑦𝑦̂𝑖𝑖 = (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 )/ℎ pa
predstavljajo oddaljenost točke na sloju od 𝑖𝑖-tega svetila, ki se nahaja v točki
(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 , ℎ).

Slika 11.19: Primeri Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) za vse različne tipe slojev: točke predstavljajo
izmerke, črte pa prileganje enačbe 11.14 izmerjenim vrednostim. Vrste molekul so
označene z barvami, ki so razložene v legendi na sliki (a), razmerje koncentracij
med fotoaktivnimi in nefotoaktivnimi molekulami pa je zapisano v spodnjem
desnem kotu vsakega od grafov.
Enačbe 11.14, 11.16 in 11.17 lahko zdaj uporabimo za opis podatkov Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) iz
meritev. Primeri rezultatov prileganja izpeljanih enačb izmerjenim podatkom
Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) za različne sloje med osvetljevanjem z UV svetlobo so prikazani na Sliki
11.19. Na Sliki 11.19a je prikazan Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) za sloj, sestavljen zgolj iz GAzo(C11)2,
na Slikah 11.19b—11.19d pa je GAzo(C11)2 molekulam dodanih vedno več drugih
derivatov nukleobaz. Po pričakovanju, manjši koncentraciji fotoaktivnih molekul
v sloju ustreza manjša končna sprememba površinskega tlaka. Opazimo lahko
tudi, da se sloji, sestavljeni iz G-C parov, obnašajo drugače od ostalih: površinski
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tlak v teh slojih hitreje naraste in, kar je še posebej razvidno pri 𝑛𝑛 = 0.5, lahko
čez čas celo pade.
Prileganje funkcij, prikazano na Sliki 11.19, potrjuje, da izpeljani matematični
model relativno dobro opiše eksperimentalno pridobljene podatke, ne pove pa nič
o vrednostih fizikalnih parametrov, ker smo te združili v dve preprosti konstanti
𝑐𝑐1,𝑛𝑛 in 𝑐𝑐2,𝑛𝑛 . Več lahko izvemo, če analiziramo obnašanje Δ𝛱𝛱(𝑡𝑡) za zelo kratke in
zelo dolge čase.
Če nas zanima zgolj celotna sprememba površinskega tlaka po dolgem času
osvetljevanja in predpostavimo, da z osvetljevanjem uspemo preklopiti vse
molekule v cis stanje, lahko postavimo 𝑚𝑚 = 1 in celotno spremembo površinskega
tlaka zaradi sprememb v interakcijah iz enačbe 11.10 zapišemo kot:
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝐴𝐴,0 (𝑛𝑛) = (𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 )𝑛𝑛2 + 𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 𝑛𝑛,

(11. 18)

pri čemer smo vpeljali parameter Δ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 .
Podobno lahko celotno spremembo površinskega tlaka zaradi spremembe velikosti
molekul iz enačbe 11.12 zapišemo kot:
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝐵𝐵,0 (𝑛𝑛) =

𝑛𝑛�𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
.
𝑠𝑠 �1 − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐̂ ��1 − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟̂ − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �

(11. 19)

Celotna sprememba površinskega tlaka po dolgem času osvetljevanja je torej
enaka
𝛥𝛥𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛) = 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝐵𝐵,0 (𝑛𝑛) − 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝐴𝐴,0 (𝑛𝑛) =
𝛥𝛥𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛) =

𝑛𝑛�𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐̂ − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
− 𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 𝑛𝑛
𝑠𝑠 �1 − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 ��1 − (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟̂ − 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡 �

(11. 20)

+ (𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 − 𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 )𝑛𝑛2 .
Rezultati prileganja funkcije iz enačbe 11.20 izmerjenim podatkom so prikazani
na Sliki 11.20. Tudi tu opazimo, da se obnašanje Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛) za sloje, v katerih so
prisotni G-C pari, razlikuje od ostalih slojev: v prvem primeru ima funkcija
Δ𝛱𝛱0 (𝑛𝑛) sedlo pri 𝑛𝑛 = 0.5, v ostalih pa funkcija monotono narašča.
Po drugi strani lahko analizirano tudi hitrost spreminjanja površinskega tlaka
za zelo kratke čase, torej takoj po pričetku osvetljevanja. Ta je enaka časovnemu
odvodu izraza v enačbi 11.13 pri času 𝑡𝑡 = 0:
2
𝑆𝑆𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵,0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)
�
= ��
�𝑏𝑏̂ − 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡̂ � − 𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 � 𝑛𝑛 + (𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 − 𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 )𝑛𝑛2 � 𝛷𝛷𝜅𝜅0 ℱ.
𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇 𝑐𝑐
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑡𝑡=0

(11. 21)

Uvedli smo parametra 𝛱𝛱𝐵𝐵,0 = 𝑁𝑁0 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇 ⁄[𝑆𝑆 − 𝐵𝐵(0)] in Δ𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 2(𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) ter
povprečno vrednost funkcije 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽), ki smo jo označili s ℱ.
Rezultati prileganja funkcije iz enačbe 11.21 izmerjenim podatkom so prikazani
na Sliki 11.21. Ponovno vidimo kvalitativno razliko med obnašanjem slojev, v
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katerih so prisotni G-C pari, in ostalimi sloji: v prvem primeru ima funkcija, ki jo
dobimo s prileganjem, konkavno obliko, v ostalih pa konveksno.

Slika 11.20: Prileganje izraza iz enačbe 11.20 (rdeče krivulje) podatkom za vse
izmerjene sloje (točke). Prikazani podatki predstavljajo povprečne vrednosti
pridobljene pri šestih obsevanjih vsakega sloja.

Slika 11.21: Prileganje enačbe 11.21 (rdeče krivulje) izmerjenim podatkom za
vse molekulske sloje (točke). Prikazani podatki predstavljajo povprečne vrednosti,
pridobljene pri šestih obsevanjih vsakega sloja.
Vrednosti parametrov, ki so bile pridobljene s prileganjem funkcij na Slikah
10.11 in 10.12, so prikazane v Tabeli 11.2. Vrednosti 𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟 so podobne za G, A in T,
vrednost za C pa je znatno večja, kar bi lahko pomenilo, da G-C par efektivno
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zasede več prostora na vodni površini kot vsaka molekula posebej. Vrednosti 𝑏𝑏̂𝑡𝑡
in 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐 sta za vse sloje enaki in sta si med seboj podobni. To je v skladu s
pričakovanji, saj se pri osvetljevanju spremeni zgolj oblika enega od repov
GAzo(C11)2. Podobno so vrednosti produkta Φℱ in parametra Δ𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 enake za vse
sloje, vrednost Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 pa je različna od 0 samo pri slojih s pari G-C. Analiza
podatkov torej kaže, da se moč interakcij med GAzo(C11)2 in C(C10)2 molekulami
zmanjša, ko je sloj osvetljen z UV svetlobo, kar je konsistentno z razdiranjem GC parov. Hkrati ničelna vrednost Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 pri ostalih slojih nakazuje, da se interakcija
pri osvetljevanju ne spremeni, kar je v skladu s tem, da se vodikove vezi tvorijo
zgolj med komplementarnimi nukleobazami. Iz vrednosti Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 lahko ocenimo
vezavno energijo G-C para kot 0,23 eV; to je sicer manj kot vezavna energija
izračunana za G-C par v vakumu, ki je enaka 0,73 eV, vendar moramo upoštevati,
da nukleobaze na vodni površini po razpadu G-C para lahko tvorijo vodikove vezi
z vodo, ker prispeva k manjši energijski razliki.

Vrsta sloja

1 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑟𝑟
[10-4]

1 − 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡̂
[10-4]

1 − 𝑏𝑏̂𝑐𝑐
[10-4]

Δ𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟
[𝑚𝑚N⁄m]

Φℱ
[10-2]

Δ𝑎𝑎̃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
[𝑚𝑚N⁄m]

GA-C

22

5,2

4,8

– 2,64

1,99

– 1,12

GA-G

6,4

5,2

4,8

0

1,99

– 1,12

GA-A

7,4

5,2

4,8

0

1,98

– 1,12

GA-T

5,0

5,2

4,8

0

1,78

– 1,12

Tabela 11.2: Vrednosti parametrov, pridobljenih s prileganjem funkcij
prikazanem na Slikah 11.20 (levo od dvojne črte) in 11.21 (desno od dvojne črte).

11.5 SKLEP
V okviru doktorske disertacije sem raziskoval lastnosti tankih površinskih slojev
fotoaktivnih gvanozinskih derivatov. Čeprav te spojine nimajo tipične strukture
amfifilnih molekul, smo pokazali, da tvorijo relativno stabilne sloje na vodni
površini. Osvetljevanje z modro in UV svetlobo je omogočilo reverzibilno
izomerizacijo v vseh treh preučevanih sistemih: v raztopinah, slojih na vodni
površini in slojih, prenesenih na trdne substrate. Ugotovili smo, da se na trdnih
substratih preklopi precej manj molekul kot v raztopini. Hkrati smo pokazali, da
so termični relaksacijski časi močno odvisni od okolja molekul: v monoslojih so
tipično krajši kot v raztopini, v večslojnih LB nanosih pa daljši. Drugi del
doktorskega dela je bil osredotočen na eksperimente na Langmuirjevih slojev iz
derivatov različnih nukleobaz. Na podlagi razvitega matematičnega modela smo
ugotovili, da so rezultati obnašanja površinskega tlaka pri osvetljevanju
konsistentni z fotoinduciranim razdiranjem G-C parov. Tako smo prvič
eksperimentalno demonstrirali fotoinducirano razdiranje vodikovih vezi v
Langmuirjevem sloju. Ti rezultati so prvi koraki na poti k izdelavi
dvodimenzionalnih fotoaktivnih materialov na osnovi DNK nukleobaz.
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